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*Phis thesis was uadertak^n ^dth the h®Xp of a State 
Stad^tshlp gz'ant from the ISIxiiatxy of Bducatlon* AB an imcLerga^duate 
t had hecome intei'eated in the study of the latet Hoaian ms!f$ and X 
welcomed the oppoa?tanl% to continue w iiiireatl^tions on a wideiE* soaX0« 
Ttie last f u l l scale study of this suhjeot ^ssm that 0f €^ ro83e» lyuhiishcud 
in 1930« Sinoe thcoi further evidence had come to lights and the time 
is now ripe for a fresh appraisal» based on an objective study of the 
sources« Within the limits of a PhfDt project* one cannot hope to 
coTer every aspect« Hence this thesis centres around the study of 
three groups of officers* namely the protectores. i9yaei:^ osi1fi and 
from the reign of dallienus up to the close of the fourth century* ^ s 
has the advantage that i t w i l l link up not only with recent studies on 
senators and equestrians in the emperor* s service during the prlnGipate> 
but also with the projeeted prosopograpby of "^ e later Roman empire at 
present i n process of compilation* At this stage I wish to point out 
that during the time at my disposal I have not been able to consult a l l 
the collections of papyri, nor the majority of volumes in the Analects 
Bo3Llsaid.;i>ana series* Secondly, regarding the prosopography trhich occupies 
the second volume of the thesis, reasons of space have prevented me from 
citing evexy source in f u l l t especially where literary sources are 
concemedft 
Buring the course of ay research 1 have received assistance 
from a number of people; but my especial thanks are due to l)r# IJann, for 
his patient ^camination of the text and helpful observations* to 
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^feasor Br* K» Stade of toster faiversiiisr, for hi» fcinOneag and 
ii^uaH@ advice dU3?i»g say &ix months* t^0ld^c0 in aeawisr^ and 
finalJy to fmtm&ov fcley^ to whom I m indebted above aU others* 
— ^iim^ ~ 
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|L^!^reriatif>i^ 
[ w i t h regard to the ancient soiarces* standard abbreviations are used, 
except i n the case of Amianus Harcellifiua^ • 
m^^^ J^.-. y^^ft^ A^ bhandltmgen der T^reassischen Akademie 
^^r yia^^c^^i^eft> Berlin. 
& li*Annee 4igr€^phioue. Pariia* 
H A^iapttft |ff|irft<^ n;tmm, ed* J.C» Rolfe» 
Vols* l ^ l l l y Loebi 2nd ed« X950*'52* 
M & J S i l * #H^ ^^ c^ ^ l ^ l l s f i d i f ^ , I , ia82» ft*. 
f^Wm* I f i t i q ^ i ^ f i s . ^euypal. 
Angt df phi;i.r:H8lf*, passe, dey Angeiger der nhiiosoishisehea^histQrisehen 
,Mr,,,W*nAi„F^gs* d^r ,g^t,eiy^ioh^,scl^fflJk^^ d ^ 
Wisgettsch&ft. Vienna. 
Jc>mt^ ^hft^?.p^ffa;, Jf>tM^l* 
E. «Ch« Babat, *Recherohes snr l a garde 
imperials et sur lea officiers de 
l*a»niee rouaaine aux et V^  silcles', 
Ifc^^ k l ^ t ^ . CXtV, 1915, pp. 225-6O5 
sxvr, 1914, pp. 225-95. , 
a¥ Am f taa1?r^ eheft 
i^seen m Berlin. 0rieohische Url^nnden. 
Vols. MX, 1895-1957, Berlin* 
f^pe:^ of t^e B^iiistt ,SqhQ03^  at, 
(^tam* M M * Chronica Mnor^. ed« T* Hommsen* 
Vols* I - I l i , Berlin, 1894» 
Iu8tinianus4 ed, Erueger* Berltftt 
A, loeckh & Fratts, Berlin* 18a5-77« 
Berlin, [voltmes i n this series are 
cited by Eoman numerals, and the prefix 
OIL is usually omitted]* 
H* Oohesi* p^ff,9ripti9tt l^^^o^^u^ d ^ 
monnaies fra^nees sous l*emnire remain* 
^ d ed., Paris* ld8D«-92* 
0« feesely* L^psig* 1905« 
^m.%,FP'%»: Piptfuu^  fmi^m Mmi^* ^* ^ * Wessely* 
eorp* Scrint* Eocl* Lat* SP,yi^^J-?^n^9y^ gecfl,esift^t^co^ 
I I fheodoaiani Mbri OT, ed* Mommsea-^ l^ er* 
?ols* t'^Ilt Berlin* 190S»* 
new seriee* Kendal* 
i»*E* Bean, A study of the coffttomina of 
, ,^ 0W, Frinceton 
dissertation* 1916* 
A» Degrassi, t Fasti oonsolari dell^ 
imip^i^ rc^ mano. Eome* 1952« 
m m B« Dobson* ^ e friminilares of the 
)^ man ArBffl'. unpublished Durham 
W v e r s i % |h#3)# thesis, 1955* 
i.^s,_ Bpifiy^ph|<^^* tols* MX, Berlin* 
0* i f i l l e r * 
Oes* Schr* i ^ f f l p ^ ^ e , ff;?^fl>en vofi ji;* )»ygase% 
<^Jffi^,,,^^l8^^..%S,^^ 
Sarajevo; old series until 1943« 
Qothofred4 J# (Sethofredus* Godeat g^ €|odoaianus* 
R* grosse. RBmisehe miitirgeaehichte 
^g^^t^sch^en ^ emmverf assuag* Berlin. 
1920* 
Boldf^ A* Holder, 41t^e3,tl^c^^y, gp;pa,q^ ^^ t^,gf, 
IQ Jnsep'tphenes Ct»<iC<A€j Berlin (Dc <?puyfer). 
Bertinen;fces« ed* H* Oagnat* Paris, 1901-*21« 
^^isfyiptiona latix^es d'A^r^que* ed* 
E« Oagnat, A« Merlin ^  L* Chatelain* 
Paris, 1925* 
^ Vli -
M*. MBsmf Serii^f. 1895^ 191$* 
rtn.,fii.ff.»' 
A. 
\M Pari8# 1870^  
lit l ^ t t s i s 4b IT. Vil^en, ^lyundi 
A« ^ srdittet Vol« V :i^t« l| 119^^ 
i- sd. 0* ^ eeak# 
id*. $oho.4.1«li^|l* 'i6rliiit.t 
ed«. 1f« 
A».0» P0I.IU de laseert* 
ejr .^ber^iii^* ed* 1*4* f m e r * Aberdmi. 
I9ICM)|» 
@*I« Boberts* l>ondoii* 
ISaspero* Vols* @air$* 193lO^ «^ 
lircf* ed*' F« 
t m i l 
^ ed« i|« m^em Sn 
Vols* I ^ l l l y Mila^* 
-IX -
J-
ij ed*.. Jf. 
%P:^ ed« A«f«ismm» 
ti idf. f #f« l^m^f XiOBdon^  H ip* 
'u. ed# B*f, ®re»fel l 
4 A*i-» i n i i t lb otheses. Vol*. I * . 3 ^ . ff*$ 
M i l , f ^ s , 196I* 
j * ed» 5* Dssssiit 
Bi^ von Itohdin't BerMiit 
#d« I« aroag, A« i l t e i i i o t h e i N i ( m A ^ f 
Hi.' 
|^liea^ioni.-.della;.Soci 
Pariji'4 
b ed. Pr« 
Berlin 0i ^» 
» || Ibid sd.#. 
»e*. ed* ^* 
•|s^lin*3^©$*'-
W.:dei^  
•f Vois*. I * 4th 
iJ d * ' l ^ l f .1t..and'III,-.2aded* 
iV 'aiid V* WZZ* 
of I t namely the m 
i s a study 0f the dtvelopment of three groups 
U la^raepoaiti and .Ifriluai,* Ir^m the 
0t @alMMs (W3*M) ^ p to of l^eodosius I (379^fi)* the 
Wf hoteve3^t iiiteiided as a brief sketch ef the gradual 
t^imties of the militery organisation during this period* Such m 
lntr#lto0tloja should help to plaoe Hie later #apters in t^eir proper 
perispettivei i ^ l e also indicating preblM which require further 
$uri»g the prinoipate* almost ^e ^ t i r e Bomen aiit^ had 
aletig ^ e perimeter of ^ e ^ p i r e to form a defensive 
« Beiiiforcime»t» needed to repulse an attack i n one area were 
by viqeillatiotts dram from troops stationed in other provinces* 
istoredi th<^ returned to their parent foxmations* 
this system had obvious advantai^s* i t also contained serious 
Ee#x%iStment became gradually r e s t r i o l ^ to ^  frontier 
irhere particularist tendenoies began to take root* the 
df the interior grew less accnetomed to warfare* and there was 
e rei^ierve to eepe with pierg^cies* !She frontier a w beoame 
^tary during the third century* M e r Septisdud 
(19l«<*21l) the uniond formed by troops with local women i^ere 
of f i o i a l reeognitionf and troope were permitted to live i n 
llhiie 
0^^imm^ atta^ied to the empsr^ A l i t t l e l a t ^ an edict of 
Bmm0 Al02Kander granted land captiired from the to 
i$m^ ^dgrisoned on ^ e frontier provided - ^ t their sons l i s t e d 
in the aiesogr^ * At ^ i s veisy time, however, the j^ressure of barbarimi 
attaol£ b e i ^ to mount m a l l f rontlers« ^e tribes on the Rhine 
tinited l i i t^io g r ^ t conf ederations, the Irassks the Alaffl£a:mi« <^ 
'the-'taube frontier i^e f i r s t effsots of the l ^ i l ^ j ^ a ^ y ^ ^ ^ were f 0 l t 
t i t h the attacks of Ihe Qoths and lemili* M the easti ^ frnmim-
m^^B M e r ^ s nm ^asssnid d^asl^ oneo mm becsme a serious 1toat% 
Aig a result^ tl^s frontier prcviy^ces betaie devsstiited bgr suc0essi.ve ifaves 
of invsdsrst M» frobed into the imtsrior^ MesntrhiXe, the dis«» 
oositiiited soldlei^i siigered W negleoted Mimm of their n«ttlve 
pr^vindest or aroused % the hote of a donative^ rose ^  a series of 
revolts. In coiisetmds Ihisd oenntuir «ii^ er0^  rsirel^ reigied i i ^ r ^ 
#iaii ^  or tifo years* ' 
tSallieims caise to the i^one i t a i^e eirisis tms at i t s 
mm%$ and .iisiftediats3y he initiated «i se>^^' of far*>yei«»hi% ref^m* 
M )i^st Important of these m t^e fomati<m of a ttcibiJLe f i e l d atssr, 
Shis to mm$( s i d f t l ^ from one d s ^ r point to Bmitm* mM.mm 
shc«rs f ^ t I t eom^iised «^  number of paired lei^onax^ v ^ i l i a ^ o i ^ i 
im^^ 3^ ers0^ X3;r to i n additim» the oresm ^ f the csvi^xsr '^m 
uiiited u^sfT «k s ^ l e mmm^eijr * the results of OaXUms^s my^ were 
r ^ j ^ bgr his suei^sssors* Clmdius 11 defeated the ictbs, and 
l«»reliiin (iT^W) restored the uwii% 0f the ei^ire % oirerthroid^ 
i n the east and f etrlous i n the vest* Althouirh there i s veiy 
l l t l l t evid^oe fer this period* i t i s herd-, to see how the f i e l d an^-
^ve been diabonded i n v i ^ ^e i ^ o s t ineemsant itarfare* muc^  
ef trhi^h mB between r i v a l oandid&tes for the t^irone^* 
pei«iev. WiM astute eofsror etident^y realleed that a p o l i ^ of 
decentrali^tion was the best means of piB^tim ^9 empireVs stabili%#' 
As psgpt 0f . i l i a policy*, he d i ^ t i o a l l y tedue^d the siee 0f the field. 
mw§ und S'tationed large ieotionii' 0$ i t within the frontier pr0^n0esw 
$u<»h l^ops r^tidned fiieir mobili%'* and unlike the sed«Hitsiy adisiliariee* 
listed i n the m i ^ laterBulum* oould ftltf^ be re*draft^ into m f i e l d 
fht.nam^s of ^  iinits Usted. i n ik& 
t h ^ 'i^ 4^ e rM^sed 1^ lio#lttiani> archaeology has-
ef his rentorition end ^ trmri^hening of the 
f o l | # i ^ ^ hi» d^^eat 0f Mcinius i n 1^* §m0 to have retsined a much. 
I ^ g i r f i t i d ar»y» gmieened i n the towf of the Interior* But -even 
he did not negleot fron^er defenoey thou#i perhsips he laid more mphasis 
on l^e e$tabliihment of bridgeheadsi suoh an at lal^e on the Banube* and 
il. v i t i a on ^ e Bhine# eciabi^ the f i e l d am^ to oper«tte i n barbarian 
uni4ll|ng to 
Wm% of the officer olass 0msim 
suggesl^ that senittoi^ were becoming inc 
i ^ ^ i ^ the emperor* S' service dusking the cFttxrAjr (9«iiw«y* 
t0 r m i i n on their estittes* 1^ their eyes fbe rewards of a militery 
mmm f e r t f s r outweigjhed by i t s hasards* the decree of Sallienus 
whl«^ eiecluded senaters from the amy probably a recognition of t h i t 
6 
111 the period % 13m legion is hme&fomf^M 
Igr the: ejjttestsi^ t ^ ^ c ^ t o f i . * 
!£h^  a?0<5?3mitaaie»t of* ^g[uest3fiiai oiftmm ^emelrm \tm 
m^eT$0im a pars lW dhiaag©*, teiiag the seoond otaitaxy most BSM to 
Mve ea tw^ tho «q.vt^tt^i6a eursus Kuiiioipai worthies fmn l^o hi^-t3r 
BO]ii$nl$@d t o r n of tho i i i t t i to r t , Bussing the third e@]ita2<3r, however^  
Mth & gpf Olti<sal3y BiiXitai^r oi?l#ii» situated i:a th^ froatliaf 
pr0#»0es ji appear to aippi|r a proportiott of rooi?att$# 55hes0 
o i f loers tr^re pjrohahS^ th^ nrnm of ir^ teraiw? or mmitm doidiorp* 6»d 
isig^oip^l off lod mmm to li^V^ h^m h^M after mi&tm M ms^^ 
fmm "th© ©Id'-third tip to 
m0 2m % 
I I I l o m 
Mi, Atiariillu^ OorelXiuS' M i^ssmdor @t|. 1, 
M l l t i ^ .Stt«r«ilim3 I I I '4#ia. V : i l P 4 
.lapi^atoiis-. tetlwi ( t ) J i l l 
loaat thfiit BO mm art l i iom «f tor tbig dttt* Isti 
p show thi^ M I t I t had h#«i)t 
f o r mm of deM?io»9 to «»i^ld [9or^Nl3Rg oii meu 
to imdorteko eudh 00^00 had ^Xnmsm 
mi H*0ii|»* o f f i c i a l l y at ta^t^ tti 
^tl(i9^u0«ii ti^ation 0f ^ f i e l d aviiigr ot^ouiiSi^ adoelmted t l ^ i fsdOfsHf 
^iili^0' liin. lia ^0irar ha l i a ii.i»gi.a f ^i»ia»t^iMlf - «. t l ^ l i ^ t 
the i i i i a^^a te^^ of t&a i«aiat0ii?ia|. ai»l' apostate cai?eai!*$ i i m a a 
a tt&fk Um^iMm^ f b t cdxiOitio^ of tha ^ i i ^ o a i i i l ^ U f t no a^eam 
h i t waa m doubt In l a t t i i i t ^ M 
t$ faoiUtata tha''0tatiiiiond-* iMieaa of pmmU^m- fba f d ^ l tlHat 
had claaal^" l l ^ a d with th# 
olioim Ms 
elaia 0f iffiaera* ^ f thia 
t0 aaiiiifii 
i f duo condiderd 
Of tho m^m& mit0p tho disiippeattiiice of ^ o i o a a ^ 
• TbB logioii during the 
t«^^ t o i M l y mm of m ddiBi)^i^tr<»ti^^ the^ L & taotioaX fomt io i i ^ 
f t o ^ i^Jy^s 4 ^ frapisatatioft d»rto^ 3.^^^ part of tho thttd 
t^dte^f m th$ host fIghtlUig i^&^& m-m iMmxmmlmi Into ^ floXd 
mm* . ^ <^ i m ^ . ^ W f e ^^MM^, M l l g l ^ y jyeiigssi 
eaad l ^ i l j q j ^ iM<ilk U p r o i ^ . th^. U,$^- of'the are 
o e n ^ j ^ liEsf -^ii attosied at th«i o34 ' ' Bat thd 
i!a ii0st casoii tho indiiridml 
wort @i^tloiiod at inimmM a l o ^ tho jLiii«ji|.# ^ d oitie 
o r i g i M ^ in l^oiot i ioi^i i roiii^i I f »ot 
0^90 t0 hold ^ i t i j ^ poats a f t ^ - e^^ liOt. 
m u w ^ p^aai^a tot i3mm attoitiid aa pv^nora of f i m t i ^ 
mmr* • I t U f lpHioaai t that the daae l i M l ^ a f i r a t oomia 
idith tha t ^ l j 
ulthljat tha 
m 0m i t 'mmm 
pr^MS^ to 
thia m^&mt of tha hulk of ^ a f|< 
tha of 
naa 
that tha 
fimt attaatid' in. 
1 ^ fii^at 
p i^m0 i t ia ai^araat l ^ t tima aad 
omta3£7 t h ^ liSMl ii^ti^ad i n tha a3Md.tad 
m ta fuii^ifiH MmB raoiKiilii* A mat 0Mm 
#f fb0 t i i f d c^d i M ^ t i a^timdlaa i t U ^ 
a « a r 
fm ^mpm<m of a l i» l%t and by tray of 
•liaaeaiiay to ^^isiina tlia Mtiire of - t i a tarn ttapataata^.. bafoifi' • 
mm 
>i ilk tHa aar3y fmm 0f ^ a iraiig 
rf U«»»PI»PEI: aa: a isaisk of diatiiiotiofli fosr 
a f t i o ^ » ®li0 thii?d ^mtimeyi )mmmi a ^paiiod of 
gad tsmit i<i^^ {^« ^ ^11 p W)* ^ l i t i o a l t 
f M l t i t i o i i mm .iaafvitably aaoomi^ ajEii^ d | y .' 
cImgmM. i t ima liOt ^ l ^ l '^a bestaii»g of tha 
^ t vm ta*"^tabtij9hed aa a wm^% of 1 ^ irafofiH 
.0f M^i^$MUm Oonataiitlme^ ^ a tiaa^ of tha tax»t» i^M^ao^yii i i 
tliia te!£^ymd# jpaifiod «aa 
o:^  t i t l o i t A t^tlOi m&h aa t M of 
t t e that of t^a offioea to i t laii 
'In ago of iiadioal admiitii 
fim f03f auoh a t i t l a to mmk^^ smthar tha& tha mm of t l ^ 
irhi<^ i t had t^mm^ ba^ ia aeiaooiatad^ i t i tha fou3?t^  
10 t a m i f a f3 i f f iM,» W i ^ ^ ^ ^ y i i S b 
iiadat tha h< 0f b At tha ap»a 
^^aa l i e i n t&a 
t i t l o i a»d 3?aiika baoaaa blixri»ad^ ^a 
oonaidevabay iM atatiia« faii^t of tho 
mta of dapraoiation in l^a ^alua 
•0f w$ mi a i^io a ^ ^ . ^ i f t ^ f l j ^ a' 
i n Midf prohahJ^ r introduoad 
a a l l i]@iiportdiit# Warn auc^ tas^a m 
wl^eh had Mthartt 3?^iioted a oartaisft 
ia atatua to aueh m m^mt that i n tha fotirth 
tha rank of 
4aolto ilttt«a of to torn* iar|Br|aoi^^ not haim diit to thin 
l a o ^ $bl&mu hat i t ia to ha mn^is^ #mt i t ia apiptaatio of a 
t 3 ^ d ^umeta^^^ of 1^ 0 third omtoi^* ^ a doiira OB tha 
of t h i i ow^ n i t e % ®ai«k tha privilagaa oii^ oyad hy* 
'haipa 'to o ^ M E old t i t l ^ ' dapreoiatM aind now onaa mm 
I* . ^> haislimlR^ of #alli9sw*a mim*^ the' t i t l a of 
to 
i i ' ohiri^^t tharefdrai. that tha 
tha t l t l t 0f 
, i t ia oaj^ l35r 
to hold tha t l t l a that cnlt isaii a r ^ f i 
had tiro 
it 
that i 1 ^ hoMar was a i g i l i t ^ olfloer* 
I cp^v* «rv«^  durliig tha lattar yaai» of t ^ r d 
mm mi a l i ^ l ^ l fH iad* Owiiig to th# 
on i t a holdiTi i t nm ^ovttad h^ oliriliasias lOlaOt 
a t 0 ^ '0ara to. 'SiBphaiiaa i t a I 
r^' i t Impllad l a y a i ^ t0 tiia anipatori ainoa i t traa ^ a pe$m 
of 
of ai^danoa aii^labSiOi %a indioatlona 
t %m was of ^ t ^ e ^ r mi& fim^ iatjjoduoad' i n '^o a»i»3iy yoiKpa 
i t ooonap i n tha' Hiogra^M^ 0t 
3Uii!^ ta^ i i a t ^ f M i tlioiia &m 
at i i ^ f • fii^a l a l ^ * 
i3»ijio|ogy 0oottr in ' ^ o 
to ^ 0 i i l i tof ian la that damonati?ata oiaarfy 
tha f oua^ tlt o a n i ^ o ^ i l a r hoid i n sdnd whan 
to' tha 0«Bt»idons. aaririnf ea t^fea : 
0f0m$» ^lonoi $> otiTont oaaa o ^ bo 
(laSliantiO' tha. f omdatioii of l^a aae^^ai^iy^i. Inol^dini 
(» tha mmm0 m^m ^ a^ntaxy OB^ astrofa ia f O i ^ a hoot 
'Uk %mm of monthi i?athar than yaata* M tha whoXa of thi3?d 
mW Bioolatiant aignifiomtly had a longar i^axlod of ml^n 
fm% that oaHian^ ipatalnad Mo ^tmm fo r f i f t aan ^mm ia 
t ha iraa mdovad i»ith a tas^ y iargo maaaura of a U l i ^ ani 
t t i^ l i t iaa whioh onahlad him to a«olva it aefiaa of o i l i t a ^ 
^ a iroiy Imm^ of Ma i^oign i^foi^ad Mm t^a tiao to 
f to i t ioni ' ' Mb |»aa?iod^  of ie^a ooinoidod iiiWk tho i«0¥iat 
i^t fba nmm tirai^ ir^thaj^ad iuoo^afiills 
immm ism h a r i ^ a n a t i ^^« and i n t a m l 
ihmt.r (iallianua 
f# WEiitad tha oraeiB of %a aa^ixar taider a aiagla odMud^ 
*d aaoatorii ftom oj^ioar poata* 
raaiOB for ragarding tha aatahii$toiiaiit of tha protaetorea aa m 
of i a i l i a m i i % reform of tha tidl^^ 
^ r a ap0oifioal33Pr whareas ^lith two aaeoa t^ioins, whi«^ 
w i l l ha asepiaiaad later* thera ia no «^|graphic airldoaoa ralatiira to 
pl ior to ^ i i w a * a . r ^ g n » at laaat thraa izmaiiptiMt 
%m ha dutad to PM<»^ of * Agai^t fha o a r o ^ 
i i f Iff j^iirotiiua I t eus ?oluaiamir Aiiiralit;ta aahinianua^ md tha 
t r i t a a fim #trlotaa'ara haat' a:splalnad i f i t ia 
t h ^ hm m t i t i a mMmm, m m 
to a#lliapia*a f i # l d om^f and no offloar$ of 
OdanathttS or fostumua ara attested vMi the t i t l a * I ^ l S y , 
e ^ a | l i « a hiiaaalf i a the only airtporor who appasafa i& hold the t i t l e of 
Baotor on 
I f i t i s aeo^lad that i t waa aallianua who treated the 
of the later ^i^POi the reasona for their introduatlon hac^ 
oh^otta* ^ a rapid a«*ooasaion of eiaparora i a a notosjioua faata^a 
of tha iMt^ o ^ ^ ^ « the sms^ waa M l ^ r oon^eloua of i t e power to aat 
p»i t jmlera at wili» and naadad l i t t l e ^oourag^ent la do a#« 
of .the t roo i i hain^ :itation.id: -on the. ttmiim to f o m a 'Mmmt^ 
.« i f Iniraalon''oaciirt^' in' an^ r'. p ^ t i i u l a r prQvlno## 'vetlll^ttioni 
alaoifhaafa ware iont to npi laa tha a t t i ^ * 
4 a* 
Aftoinm^ai theaa fasillationa ratumed to thair parant unita* 
l^otiiitaiant vaa Xafgaly oonfinad to tha fi^ntiar p3?ovinoa8» and lad to 
tha gapoirth of local loyaltiaa asdong the varioua provinoial amiaa* I t 
iraa i n tha thia^ d oentazy that thaaa latant pai'ticnlafiat tandanoiaa 
biaaad into pfoaiinanea* |>aradoKieally> i t waa at thia vaxy tima that 
haarhaidan tsrihaa hagan to hand togathe^ to foiw oonfadaTationUt 
mx^ aa tha fmUm and J^tS^^p^ on ^ loifosr and tippar ihina* At tha 
aama tijaai tha fia^roa attao^ of tha Ootha and iaagali on the l^ anaha 
f m t i a r indioatad l ^ t l^a ara of tha Y^lkjOirii^jBy^ had arriirad« 
©n tha aaateii^ fton%im$ tba mptmmmt of tha Ataaoid hy tha natr niime 
Saaaanid apiaa% i n Fai«ia haxr^ ildad tmeik 'v&m i n that region^ ^ a 
Oiraatlon of a »ohilo» paxpanant f i a l d aroy waa l^a obirioua onawai' to 
t^a pfohlaa* Bat tha oi^inaxy aoldiar waa w&Bt oonoexnad irith hia 
px^noa of origin* i^era hia family and p£opa3*ty vara ^dangarod* 
lanoa ha vaa only too raady to ravoltf i f tha mxp^toT did not load an 
oipadition i n painion to hia home provinoo whan an invmaion ooourrad* 
Anothar inoantiva waa the donative whioh the auooaaafnl nauifar alwoya 
dietseihntad to the ti^opa who had aupportad him* 
fhia oitnation waa exploited to i t e f^l laat esttant by the 
o$dipa of h i ^ e r offioara» who ware motivated by ambition and ^ealonay* 
I n tha vaat ma^ori^ of oaaeay the ^perora of the third o^tuxy were 
aaaaasinatad aa a raault of oonapiraeiaa among their own of f ioer i • 
A b i l i ^ aa a ganerali or popalari^ with tha troopa at large waa no 
aafegaard i n the laat reaortt aa the daatha of ^ l l ienna and Aurelian 
damonatrata. im emperor who oould auooead i n maintaining the l<^alty 
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of tha h i # e r offiaerd would fa r t(>warda re^introduoin^ atahili'ly 
and order i n i^e affaii?! of to aapira. | n effaati the evi l waa not 
affaatoalfy ourhad u n t i l to advent of Dioolatiant and the growth of a 
theooratio mmm^ haaed on Hallimiatio aonoepta* to inatitution of 
to wsj^^m^i^ hsr C^alllanua halpa to aaq l^ain wh^ ha aurvived longer 
than nioat einpardrai while hia haaio idea waa preaarved and dayeloped 
t ^ hia auooaa@ora* I n thia p ^ o d i to versr oonoept of loyaltsr to to 
msi^m aa a whola waa m^mim* ^ ^ lullua l^aoua» foyainor 
0f fhraoa« daaartad t© to eotha» and aurr«^dared the oit^ of 
a 
j^hiUppopolia to %m-* Foll0i4ng tha death of Odenatoa* mansr of to 
aaatex^ proiinoaa threatanad to aeoada from to eie^ire $PLtOj^tori under 
to l«Nidtrahip of fa3«^ra« I t i i aignifieant tot 0aliienui repecktadJl^  
^ t a d eoto with the lagand 'MmMlms^i 
ooina with thia t i t la^ ' '* He aleo siaints^ad Ma praetoxian 
and oo»auli»t and in mm- W triad to depiot h i ^ e l f aa tha 
legi t i ia ta ralar*'** I n fnot Mme wae hc^w haginning to loaa moh of 
i t a aarlier i»^oftanoat and atratagio oantraa of ootiMiioationi auoh 
aa trier* Hilani J^g^laiai :^atovioi Kioomedia and ^ t ioeh were 
inoraaaingS^ isore Important* 
ialllenua i n effeot waa onl^ ruler of the area of to 
eiapira oontrolled hia f i e l d mmf ehiafl^ itaS^t 
4fiiqa» to f i e l d &3m^ waa a l l iisportant to guard againat hoth 
harhatlan attaeka and to threat of uiui^para* auoh aa liganuua or 
^oi! i i^ i i« Hanoa ©allienK^ laade airergr attanpt to hind i t mm oloael;ir 
to hia parson* Tmn onwardaf ooina oocur with to legend^ 
{ f d^ io t ing two enaigne> repreaenting tha n o m l pair of 
*i4# 
ye^llations from the same provinoa*-J 3!he novelty of aallieaua^a 
policy oonaiated i n v^i l la t iona together as 
a pexwiant striking forces linlced to him In a vexy peraonal faiMon » 
In praoticei therefore^ ^allienu^^ throne and l i f e depended on ^e 
f i d e l i l ^ of hia f i e l d 03m t and i n particular of i t a offioera* He 
alaof however^  attempted to a religioua aa^ion for hia oliiima 
aa a le^^timate roleri % peraonally identiiying himeelf with variona 
14. 
» D^etert ilara and Heroule^* * !Shia olaim of the ^perora 
ateadily after aallienua^a reign* and enlminated mder 
Biooletian with the introdaotion of the oeroBaony of ,i^ dora t^io at ^ e 
imperial ootjyrt* 3^  thia reapeot i t ia aignificant that the f u l l 
t i t l e fo r the 3^1^Qto|?ea in the lat ter part of the thiiid eentttry> and 
i n the fourthf wee i ^ ^ ^ < ^ r diviaii; l^teria In ^e fourth oent»xy 
a ^eraon obtainad the atatua of n^^f^ei^^y merely by partioipating in 
•1^ 0 oeremoiy of 
regard to prei^onely axiating modela whioh my have 
i n f iiienoed the eatabiiohaii^t of ^e iRt^ otec^^a^ .^ three faetora ahould be 
ta^in into oonaideri^tion* In the f i r a t plaoe^ i t ia not atriot!^ 
aoo^rate to etate that the nrote<^t<^a. made -Itieir timt appemnoe in 
the m^m Oallianua* ^0 aoldiext are atteoted with the ^ t l e at 
^ i n the third oentMiigr*" * Bol^i howewt aerved i n a 
veiy low oapaoi^t and their atataa ia not to be compared with m,% of 
the mdm offioere Kho held the t i t l e of nroteetor tinder Cfalliantta* 
of AnreUne Severn indioataa that the praetorian pref eota 
had a hodyguard oompeaed of oertain soldiers in tha Bayt^ tei^  gliafflilarea * 
lerodee waa perhapa aerving i n a tuma of iq^itee^ 8infEfalay©8> acting aa 
an e|^ e0rt fo r to governor of, ^ a e e » tother theee earlier nro^ectoreat 
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had anything i n comon with the t^toras ia unoertain * 
On to other hand, the joroteot^rea ae eetahllahed ^ 
^allianvia^ need not Imve heen siodalled on a apeeifioalliy Bonan inatitution* 
I t haa heen auggeated that i n i t i a l l y at any rate to aoiaat<f>nhYlak^ of 
t)ie Sell^miatie kinga parhapa aerved as a patteain for their eatahUehaent 
Oallianua^a leaning towarda $reek dulture ia well isnown* In the f i e l d 
of pMloaophy thia ia de^onatrated % th$ popularly of neo^oHatonisii 
at hia court# and i n tot of religion ^ the attention devoted to the 
cult of Bemeter of ^lausia* In portraita he ia often depicted i n to 
&raek mnner* Salonina, hia wife^ waa a 0reelc from Bi1diynia> originally 
oallad Ohryaogone • Altexnative:iy» the inatitution my have had a 
faraian preoadant* to oar^ony of ^4 r^a^ ici> waa prohahly an adaptation 
from tha court procedure of to Saaaanid kings * to deacription of 
the privilegea aooorded to Antoninus, when he deserted to the faraiana 
i n the mid^fourth oantuxy> haa parallela with those to whioh he would 
previoualy have ha^ ^ t i t l e d as y>yo^ tj,aeto^ ,* 
But at the aasiae tisaei even under 3allienua# one oannot 
disoount OeBBanio influanoe. $hia heoame increasingly important with 
the growth of timat as more eermans were reorulted into to hut 
even in origin the pafotfotprea i n soma reapaots reaemhle to Oexmania 
aweam* ia>ia waa a guard* compoasd A i e f l y of young nohlamenf 
hut ala© including veteran warriora. f h ^ ware attached to persona 
of h i r th or outstanding personality* In war, th€^ formed hia 
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• 22 and were pledged to follow him to the death • Ih retnmy their lord 
nndertooli: to provide ^em with mmp and aupport t h ^ * In the l i#i i t 
of Oallienoa^a refom of the ea^lxy^ ^ i ta anbae^uent increaae in 
importanoe» i t ia interesting to note that the membera of the aesmanio 
Seft^ laawegan were a l l mounted* their naimber was not above 200 aa a 
rulet owing to the great ooat of mainteniinee^ ^ailienna waa oontinnaiSy 
f i t t i n g on the Bhine frontier againat the franka and Alamanni i n the 
period t$3^i and he would be oertain to notice the fanatioal loyalty 
of these warxiora to their ^ e f t a i n * y(hm Chonodomariua» a prinoe of 
t^e Aiamaimi t ^aa oaptnrad by ^e Gaeaar Julian at the Battle of 
Straabourg i n M ^ h i a 200 foilowera sn»endered voluntarily^ thitOsing 
$imilar3yf when Vdnniua# 
a pfinoa of the ^l^^* waa driven out by the %|Sf4y?e?t i n ^0 and took 
24. 
refuge i n the empire* hia bo^goard aooompanied him into ^ l e ^» 
Previoua es^erora had uti l iaed thia loyalty of the (^mmm i n order to 
f o m a f a i t h f u l bodyguardt A aeriea of inaoriptiona fi?om Bomoi dating 
to the early prinoipatot mentiona a number of oual^ odea oor^pcjla - > tnder 
0araoalla# ^e idoa of a Oerman bodyguard waa revivedc with the oreation 
of the Btt^t^a BbEtraordimi^riii. who retained their national dreaa and anna « 
Urnder Haorinuai 0araoalla*a aueoeaaory they were diabanded» but a Oexi&an 
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bo^goard waa again fOfmed by l>upianua| and garriaoned outaide Boma % 
But aa iseerinua diabanded the bodyguard of Caraoallay ao Oordian I I I 
diimiiaeed that of fupienua and ialbinua* 
Although there ia no evidence to auggeet that 0a i l iwia 
poaiaa$ed a bodyguard oompoaed of Oexmana^  there ia no doubt that (Srexmana 
of noble bir th were prominent at hia oourt. la the f i r a t plaoe he 
aonoludad with Mtalusi a prinoe of the an 
.pa» the latter^a daughtari aa hia mistress* lei 
return ha granted him a part of F^mnonia Superior i n which to sattla • 
to revolt of mgenuua i n J |0 followad oXosely hy that of Eagalianust 
may have deaidad dallianua to grant land to the leader of a warlike 
trihOi who would ha oloaeay attached to him personal rather than 
ahstraot and ius^diaal tiaa^ ^ future governor of ^annonia would 
ha leas l ikely to s t i r up hia troops to revolt t as long as these 
oonstitiitad a potential threat to toir families and property* 
l ^ r . - f ^ ^ m m f » - 'Attested'in to Sf^^?r^,,lffitf1i|w^ 
may date ha^ l i i origin to this period^. Haulohatust a prihioa of 
to who took part i n a s^ aid on to empire in 267 was promoted 
imki following hia aurr^dar^* He may he idahtioal with 
if alao a prinoe of the j^s^i^ to f6u#it i n the aiiy 
of Claudius Similarly* Mpaianua Franwi* who fought at the 
Battle of ISteesa in 272* prohahly entered to impoi^ial aervice undar 
i» ainae Auralian did not gain control of to Bhinie frontier 
hia defeat of Zanohia^« fha aattlement of harhariana on 
a l a i t a soale i n the frontier pi^ evincea was hegiin under Haroua Aureliua • 
l^mim. to tord aentu^* to tempo of harharien settlement was steadily 
inaraasad* and gradually toae new immigiranta hetee mora is^ortant as 
a aowi0 of reeruita fo r to w y * freviously attaehed to their leoal 
chief tains hy ties of personal loyalty* toy could not gxaap the idea 
of allagianoa to a supresKO emperor* whom they had never aot«ially ae$a» 
len^e they were ready to support an amhitious governor in hia hid for 
MliWMS oertainly made an atta&pt to come into oloaer 
eontaot with hia troopa» and ^e e^denoe auggeata that he obtained a 
f i m plaoe i n their affeotiona* Hia t i t l e of f3;|0tetotoi* lBO^r|i^^^ 
waa no mere boast« W^m the A u ^ t a n iiatoiey» a aouree notorioualy 
pre^udioed againat himt oommenting on hia defeat of l^oatumot aooorda 
him g^^dglUig praiaa^^^ ^e faot that he waa womded while on 
reoonnaiaaanoe mmmA the walla of the oi|y^ into which ^oatamua had 
f led ahowa that he waa normally i n the forefront of the fi^^ting'®. 
Ha ohallaoge to l ^ a t M i i to meet him in single combat on horaebaek 
to decide who waa the le^htfui emperor is reminiaoent of the Mvalroua 
ideala of the mediaeval world"^* Hhd Oallienua not been popular with 
the troo)^a^ i t ia eertain that he could never have aurvived for 13 yeara« 
Aa i t waa» hie mujrder waa the wo;^ of his generala» i n ooilaboration with 
l^e @enata# 1!he aoldiera had to be informed that Oalliemia had 
@laudiU3 aa hia auoceaeor before ^ i n g i and were only placated 
by promise of an extra donative of 20 aurei for each individual ft 
I t waa probably i n order to aeoure the loyalty of theae 
selfaame aenior offioera that 0al l i^ua originally introduoed the t i t l e 
ng^^tor* ilowevert. in hia raignt i t waa - s t i l l i n the. ^ e ^ e n t a l 
atage of i t a developient» and waa to decline conaiderably i n atatua* 
fhe reaaone for l ^ e depreoiaticm are wSmm* Ferhap (lallianua 
i t neeeaaaiy to widm the baaia of loyalty ameng ^ & offioera 
Iti3g more of them to the t i t le# Alteamativelyf the junior 
Offioere may haira clamoured for i^e privilegea enjc^ed by their 
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h fatronlua f ^ r u a lolusianua i a to oaaflieat attested 
to W l a whila occupying to peat of trihimu^ 
g ipz^tor i^* in^ to period ,2^M*- .. to .faot tot ,ha did /. -
not hold to t i t l e i n hia praviottje positicttit alao a praetorS^ai trihunatai 
indioatei tot he was among the va«y f i r s t ©f the nro;feeetor^« C i^nyersaly* 
to fact tot he did not hold to t i t l e aa nraefactt:^ viidl|am« his next 
p0atj^ shows that to praatos^an trihunate was to highest rank that 
aver iK^rited to t i t l e* Ma i^ pid and ei:cluslva|y m i l i t a ^ oarear* 
mmmMiMs ^ t h the oen'^sionatei a&phasiae^ to faot tot was a 
paiiod 0i Initial i t «ilito: pmf$Mm i^. .preaedeni: f ^ r to f^itura#.. After 
2 ^ , no atot0fa are attested as holding isdlltaiy pasts^ | n to i n i t i a l 
atago pt i t s davelopient* ythm held hy a^ior a^at t ian , ata^ offioara* 
the t i t l e of :T&rfitee^y, m i # t ha oompared with tot of n^o .^.* pra^oualy 
hald % trusted a ^ o r of f io ia la of aenat^xial rsunk* to praetorian 
guai^ would ohvloua3y f o m a prominmt part of ^allienua^s :l^ald emsr 
operating on the IJhlne frontier in to period 2§3*# and is often 
aommemar^ ted on ooina^« to offiaera of to praetorian guaaNL would 
ha i n close aontaot w i ^ the sparer* and the o t o r two 
in this period hath hold the t i t l e ef 
ea&aed to hold to ^ t l e ie 
*p i t must have hoM'prior i$ W sinoe nrfadl^'..i^rdin^ 
fo r i t hy tos dftte* 
to nmenoaitii only one la attested w i ^ tos 
t i t l e» namely Vi^Haxma* isinoa the inscription was found at iiimium* 
and vassillationa of desman and i r i t i a h legions are ejEplioitly mentioned, 
the moat plauaihle date would seem to he i n 260 y^m Oal l ima waa 
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oblig®d to withdraw troops from the Hhine frontier to quell the revolt 
of Xngenuus i n Parmoniaj and soon afterwards, that of R©galianus» 
governor of Moesia. Yitalianus was evidently commanding either a 
pair of legionary vexillations or a detachment of aijxiliaries* Two 
other praepositi, both dated to the sole reign of Oallienus, are also 
attested. ISbiese are L. Plavius Aper, coromanding vexillation© of 
V Macedonica and X I I I Geroina at Poetovio, and C. Rufiua Synforianus, 
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coiMBanding vegcillations at l^rchnidus . Both are unquestionably f i e l d 
amor Gonmanders, and yet neither holds the t i t l e of protector* fhe 
explanation can only he that i t had already depreciated i n the period 
260-8* Certainly, the Gratianopolis inscription of 369 shows that 
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praepositi no longer held t h i s t i t l e • Perhaps, therefore, these 
inscriptions are to be dated towards the end of Gallienus's reign, when 
he was caaqDaigning against the Goths on the Danube frontier. 
!!• Aurelius Victor i s the only praeses recorded as holding 
the t i t l e of protector* As goveinor of Hauretania Caesariensis he set 
up an inscilption coismemorating the return of peace to the province i n 
Januaiy 263. ^here i s no evidence to show that Gallienus ever visited 
Africa i n person. I t i s known, however, that serious revolt raged there 
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from his accession down to 262 « 'She emergency r-eached such serious 
proportions that the special comiaaad of te, jge£ Africam. Humidiafn. 
Mauretaniamaue was created f o r Cornelius Octavianus about 260 • A l l 
the available forces i n Africa were united tmder him, and thanks to 
this measure the revolt had been suppressed by the end of 262. Aurelius 
Victor probably holds the t i t l e of protector because, l i k e Octavianus, 
he was a trusted f i e l d army of f i c e r , sent specially to Africa to cope 
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with the grave situation there* Gleaifly, however, by 26? the t i t l e 
had depjpeciated, and was no longer being held by praeaides* even on 
frontiers where the f i e l d anoy was campaigning, thus Olementius 
Silvinus, acting as nraeses of Pamonia Inferior at this date, does 
not hold this t i t l e , 
Valerius Jtocellinus, however, prefect of |1 Adiutrlg, 
also mentioned i n the same inscription, does hold the t i t l e . He i s 
the only legionaiy prefect specifically dated to Galiienus*s reignj^ 
attested with i t , 9!he explanation seems to be that the t i t l e of 
nroteetor had declined i n status s t i l l more by this date, and was now 
being granted to those ^raef eeti whose legions were temporarily coH)pted 
into the f i e l d ars^r* I t i s known that Oallienus was conducting a 
campai^ against the Qoths on the Danube at the veiy ^ d of his reign. 
He won a decisive victoxy at Haissus early i n 263, but was unable to 
follow i t up, owing to the revolt of Aureolus* fhis obliged him to 
withdraw to Mian, together with the bulk of his forces, VexiUations 
of the two legions of Lower Pannonia were prominent i n Qallienus's f i e l d 
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army , I t seems l i k e l y that the whole of J I Adiutria, a highly regarded 
u n i t , was temporarily incorporated into the f i e l d army, which was 
campaigning i n the v i c i n i t y , and placed under a trusted f i e l d atmy 
off i c e r . Ho praefectus legionis i s attested with the t i t l e after 
Gallienufl's reign, Either before, or shortly after his death, this 
class of o f f i c e r had ceased to hold i t , Aurelius Firminus, oommander 
0^ t l Adiutrix i n 290 i s specifically attested as ex nrotectpre • IJhere 
i s only one other legionary prefect attested with the t i t l e of nrotector, 
namely Aelius Aelianus, prefect of I I Adiutrix at Aquincum, I t seeasis 
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safe therefore to date this inscription also to the l a t t e r part of 
One can conclude that i n the period 260-S there was a 
gradual depreciation i n the status of the protect9re8, 1!td& could 
r e f l e c t an attempt by Oallienus to secure a wider basis of loyalty 
among the o f f i c e r class, *Phis intearpretation gathers wei#it when 
viewed against the background of usurpations i n Gaul, Illyrioum and 
Egypt which followed soon after the news of Vialerian^a capture i n 260^ 
I t i s i r o n i c a l that the conspirators who plotted Oallienus* s murder 
were a l l high ranking generals, e«g* Heraolianus, praetorian prefect, 
and the cavalxy commandersj Olaudius, Aurelianus and OeoropiuSf 
(v i ) i;ayim:|Lpi,^ a3P^ i^ , an^ c,^i^turioi^, ^ i t h the t i t : ^ e , 
1!he evidence suggests that after 268 the t i t l e of protector 
was confined to primlTilln-mffi and a certain category of centurions. With 
regard to the foxmer, only one i s attested with the t i t l e , i«e, the 
anonymous o f f i c e r of the Aioun Sbiba inscription. At some stage i n 
the t h i r d centuiy, this rank ceased to be a military command* Instead, 
priminilarea became quasi-civil o f f i c i a l s , whose chief concern was 
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the collection and distribution of the annena . ISro nriminilares, 
dated to the reign of Diocletian, were clearly concerned with purely 
c i v i l administjraition, Fiarstly, M, Arrius Frugidiis, t?x»iminil^r;!Tfi c ^ s i t p r , 
i s recorded as having supervised the installation of a boundary stone 
between two villages i n Syria i n the period 292'-305^ *'^ # Secondly, the 
name of Origenes, nriminilaria, i s recorded on a l i s t of tfioc receipts 
AO 
i n money from Oxyrl^chus i n Sgypt, dated to 290 • An esamination of 
the legal sources seems to confim t h i s ; i t seems that thOy^oAfiMft of 
.ui'iad^XlugifcB had become corapulsorily hereditaiy by 286^^. P^he career 
of Traianus Mucianus suggests that the t i t l e of protector had ceased to 
be associated with the rank of pilwas pilus before this post lost i t s 
m i l i t a r y character. At a l l events, on becoming a specifically c i v i l 
grade, i t s holders would tend to qualifly no longer for this t i t l e , 
which was always an essentially militaxy distinction. 
I t i s possible that certain centurions were permitted to 
hold the t i t l e of protector during Gallienus's last year of rule. 
Certainly the ducenarii prQtectores recorded on an inscription from 
Gratianopolis i n Gallia Harbonensis, dated to 269, can only be f i e l d 
50 
amgr centurions . This shows that praepoaiti i n command of f i e l d 
army vexillations had ceased to hold the t i t l e of protectpr. An 
inscription dated to June 30th 268 demonstrates that by this date the 
51 
same i s true of legionaiy prefects also . Hence only centurions are 
l e f t f o r consideration. Altogether, nine are attested with the t i t l e 
i n the l a t t e r half of the t h i r d centuxy. 
Florius Baudio 
1?. Flavins Constans 
Acesonius Kalandinus 
Ulpius Maximinus 
Traianus Mucianus 
M. Aurelius Prooessantis 
Superinius Romanus 
Anon VI 32945 
Anon AB 1954 135 
I t i s evident that quite soon after they became qualified to hold the 
post, the t i t l e of protector became synoxQ/mous with the rank of centurion, 
or at any rate a certain category of centuilons. Hence, as early as 
269 i t i s evident that only the t i t l e was recorded on inscriptions. 
Prom then onwards, the practice became increasinf?:ly more customaiy. 
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Claudius Bionysius 270-6 
H, Aurelius Valerius 280 
ITheodorus 288-9 
Aurelius Firminus 290 
However, not a l l centurions were qualified to hold the t i t l e of 
protector, and i n order to understand why this i s so, i t i s necessary 
to examine the eenturionate during the third and fourth centuries i n 
some d e t a i l , 
( v i i ) fhe eenturionate during the t h i i ^ and fourth cen^turies, 
Mommsen was led to state that there was no sure evidence 
for the continued existence of the eenturionate during the fourth 
52 
century , I t was the belief of both Seeck and Crosse that the military 
centurionate ceased to exist after the beginning of the fourth century , 
Their argument runs b r i e f l y as follows* f i r s t l y , a fourth century unit's 
o f f i c i a l strength was probably only 500 men, and this was too small to 
permit the continued existence of centurions, Secondly, t h ^ point out 
that barbarian recruits would not be l i k e l y to endure the rigorous 
standards of discipline which had characterised the principate, and for 
whose maintenance the centurions had been chiefly responsible. Finally, 
they state that i n the fourth century there were insufficient candidates 
with the standard of education requisite for the post, 
A closer examination of these argtments, however, shows 
that t h e i r v a l i d i t y i s questionable. During the principate, numeri. 
recruited from barbarians, had been officered by centurions, and the 
declining standards of discipline need not necessarily imply the abolition 
of the post' , The whole structure of the Roman army under the republic 
and during the principate had been based on the subdivision of units 
into centuries, each commanded by a centurion. That fundamental 
organisation i s unlikely to have been altered at the beginning of the 
fourth centuiy, even though many important reforms were th<3i carried 
out. 
However, throughout the fourth centuiy, references to 
the post of centurion continue to occur, although sparse. 
A. Inscriptions and papyri 
(a) Bated centurion^ 
294-305 Anon M W 6 227 
296*305 Flavius Martinus ^ 1931 82 
Anon P* Flor. I 36 
Ammonius P. Oxv. X I I 1424 
Flavius Sarapion P. Oicy. X 1261 
Anon Bg£ i 21, col. 3 
•0, m m>ogim P j J t e l -
350 Baseua M, 3-911 243 
Plavius Adeodattts XIV 231 
Crispinus (?) " " 
312 
318 
325 
340 
centurio ex o f f i c i o praeaidia 
oentr 
princeps 
386 
(b) Undated centurion,^, 
Apergisius 
Aurelianus 
Flavius Sventius ^ 1915 99 
Aurelius Ikarus VI 2995 
P. Antinop. I 34 
VI 32974 
cenk:ri,o princeps 
centurio o f f i c i i V.P* catholici 
centurio oatholici 
(conturie)' 
veteranue ex ordinaric 
cent, eoh. V I I (Vigilum) 
« I I « 
centurio 
cent furiol 
Luppianus 
Paulus 
Stidin ^ 
Theodoras 
Valentinus 
centturiOy 
cenlffeip) effh(9rt;i8) V I I 
prdUqarit^s) 
ex camptdootoribus ordinarius 
cen,turi9 
centjUrio prineeps 
V I I I 23181 - I i a 9206 cent^rio leaAonis I I Flaviae 
Vir t u t i s 
M 1953 8 
M 1928 159 
M 1926 139 
P. Antinop. I 34 
B. Go^ex "Bieodosian^s 
i 16 7 (331) t Nullas l i t i m t o r i l b ^ s adiutores eorundem o f f i c i i 
principum consussiones adhibeant; centurionum. aliorumaue officialium 
parv^ magnaftue posfientium. intolerandi impetus oblidantia^r. eorumoue. qui 
iurgantibus acta resjfcituunt. inexpleta aviditas tonperetur. 
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3tII I 156 (397) J Panes ordines. c o l l e ^ a , centurionea, ac s i qui 
ci^usque muneribus, vel o f f i o i i s ubieumaue sunt corporati, i t a 
^ n e r a l i t e r i n l i ^ e n t u r . ut testimoniales impetratas sciant s i b i n i h i l 
hoB^ords, n r i v i l e ^ i i , exo^sationisve confers, 
X I I 15 X (399)3 Hac auctoyltat^ sanciffls, u t guicytmoue centurionum 
corpus deseruit. n u l l i s d i ^ i t a t u m p r i v i l e ^ i a exeusatus, debitum munua 
subire c o ^ t u r . 
e* Ammianus Karcellinus 
X\ri 6 2 Dorus - - f^ uem nitentium rerum centurioneta siib Ma-mentio 
XVIII 6 21 Anon - - cum penturionej j|uodam fidissimo - -
XX 4 18 Marcus - - Fetulantium tunc hastatus - -
c,f, XiX 6 3 — primiaaue ordinibus minitantes - -
I t i s true that the vast majority of these references 
concern centurions who were serving as apparitores on the staffs of 
c i v i l governors. During the principate, a large number of centurions, 
though o f f i c i a l l y attached to a legion, had i n fact been concerned with 
purely c i v i l administration. After the f i n a l separation of the c i v i l 
and military organisations under Diocletian and Constantino, these 
centurions ceased to be regarded as military officers. Nevertheless, 
the fact that the post of centurion survived i n the c i v i l administration 
implies that i t continued to exist i n the a3Pmyt ?3ven discounting the 
evidence of Ammianus, who i s prone on occasion to use imprecise and 
anachronistic terminology, the examples of Bassus, M e i t a t , Paulus, 
Stidin and Valentinus prove that the view of Seeck and Grosse i s 
untenable. 
Both rely heavily on the testimony of the Epitome r e i 
m i l i t a r i s . But fegetius merely states that the centurions who had 
coiraBanded individual centuries at an earlier period, were now termed 
— — — 
centenarii. In no way can his words be construed to mean that the 
post of centurion had ceased to exist . Oentenarii are often 
attested i n the fourth century, chiefly i n connection with f i e l d aiwiy 
units, both cavaliy and infantiy, palatini and cemitatenses. 
V 8740 - m 2796 Flavius Andia Brachiati 
V 8745 Flavius Diodes Shores 
V 1680 Hacrobius Eugnuchus numerus nalatinus 
X I I I 1848 Claudius Ihgenuus Bootes Qatafraotarii Sen^ores 
V 8758 Flavius Roveos BoUites Comites Seniores 
Saj^ttarj^i 
I I I 14406a Aurelius Saasa ISouites Catafractarii Pictavenses 
Ag 1891 106 Flavius Severianus EqufLtep Cataf r a o t a r i i 
V 374 Flavius Ursicinus Stabuli t l912 44 Flavius Valerianus S a ^ t t a r i ^ Bn. Stud* XXIV p 131 - - - I»ep,nes Qlj.banarii 
Other officers are attested with this t i t l e i n connection with the frontier 
a « ^ . a«s f^tonJ^, and the g m c l a of c i v i l and „iUt«^ otficinU^. 
I t i s d i f f i c u l t to establish precisely when the term, 
centenarius. f i r s t became applied to centurions. However, numerous 
references attest the existence of small limes posts, each termed a 
A» Dated Inscriptions 
244-6 Tripolitana Gasr Duib AE 1950 128 « IRf 880 
293 Mauretania Sitifensis Aqua Frigida V l I I 20215 
303 Numidia Ain-Haima 1942-3 81 
c. 303 Tripolitana Tibubuci V I I I 22763 
315-6 Kauretania S i t i f ensis Bir Haddada V I I I 8713 
328 J5auretania Caesariensis Kabilia Kaior V I I I 9010 
B. Other Referenoes 
Tripolitana Sidi A l i ben SSa'id AE 1950 209 « S £ 877 
« Bir Scemeeh ^ 1951 10 « BT 889 
Germania Secunda !IHmgreoanum j|| 1901 78 
Valeria Gentenarius Burgus M Qj^^ XXXIII 62 
of. Peutinger Tables e*g. Ad Ceatenari]t»a. on the road from taibaesis to 
2arai, and between T i g i s i and Gadiaufala. 
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I t seems l i k e l y that this name derives from the t i t l e of the cominander, 
who was presumably a centurion i n command of a sta t i c , t e r r i t o r i a l f o r c e ^ . 
I f this i s so, the Gasr Duib inscription shows that already by the reign 
of Philip certain centurions had the right to the t i t l e , ceiiteinLari^ ;^ 8, 
I t i s d i f f i c u l t , however, to discover the reason for t h i s . 
B r i e f l y , there are three possible explanations. In the f i r s t place, 
i t may have some connection with the fact that certain centurions during 
the principate are attested with the t i t l e treceaarius^^, Dr, Mann 
has suggested to me that this t i t l e perhaps designates those who had 
held a praetorian centurionate. But i t does not seem to have any 
relevance i n the present context because i t i s never attested in the 
lat e r empire. Secondly, after discussing the centurionates of the 
f i r s t cohort, Vegetius goes on to state that a l l the remaining centurions 
of the other nine cohorts, each i n command of 100 men, were now called 
61 
oentenarii . I t seems highly probable that during the principate a l l 
centurions i n a legion, apart from those in the f i r s t cohort, were equal 
62 
i n rank, though not i n status • The f i r s t cohort, however, was of 
63 
double strength, and i t s f i v e centurions differed i n rank , According 
to Vegetius, the hastatus p r i o r commanded 200 men i n the second l i n e , and 
64 
i n the late empire was called ducenariua . Thus there i s the implication 
that centurions with the t i t l e of centenarius held i t i n virtue of their 
commanding 100 men, and those with that of ducer^arius i n as much as t h ^ 
commanded 200, However, i t does not seem possible to regard each of 
the ducenarii protectores recorded on the inscription of 269 from 
65 
Gratianopolis as holding the post of hastatua prior • Traianus 
Hucianus i s not recorded with thi s post i n any of his f i v e centurionates. 
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each held with the t i t l e of protector • 
The t h i r d explanation, which seems the most probable 
i n the circumstances, i s that these t i t l e s , as applied to centurions 
i n the later empire, were derived from the grades of the same name 
which equestrian o f f i c i a l s had held during the principate. In the 
f i r s t two centuries A,D, the post of primus Pilus, the chief centurion 
i n a legion, had carried with i t a salary of almost 60,000 sesterces, 
67 
and had conferred equestrian status on i t s holder , At the same 
time, members of the equestrian order had sometimes preferred a 
permanent career i n the centurionate to the less secure employment 
offered by the normal equestrian cursus. Apparently, even during 
the principate centurions could be promoted to equestrian status as 
69 
the reward f o r outstanding service . Others may have gained i t as 
70 
centuriones deputati, seiTVing on the emperor's staff , 
In view of the rapid depreciation of the coinage as the 
t h i r d century progressed, i t i s evident that the bulk of any o f f i c i a l ' s 
salary arust have been largely comprised of annona by the end of the 
period. In thi s respect, the terms centenarius and duc^nariu^. i n so 
far as they reflected the salary of the o f f i c i a l concerned, must have 
71 
become largely meaningless. The statement of Herodian that under 
Septimius Severus a l l princinales were granted the gold ring should not 
72 
be construed to mean that they t^ere a l l granted equestrian status , 
Nevertheless, i t i s not entirely without significance. An inscription 
of 234 records that a decurio alae was promoted to the equestrian order 
73 
without continuing i n his m i l i t a r y career'"'. An inscription of 256-8 
mentions a v i r egresAus ex kanaliculario*^^. In the l a t t e r part of the 
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75 
t h i r d century, two centurions are specifically attested as v i r i egregii # 
Again, just as no senatorial officers are attested as holding commands 
i n the army after c* 260, from the mid-third century officers of 
equestrian or i g i n , recruited from town councils, cease to be attested 
also* Corellius Alexander i s the last attested eaues a m i l i t i i s i n 
76 
266 , ^ the end of the t h i r d century, officers commanding auxiliary 
units seem to have been ex-centurions, e.g* Flavius Martinus, 295-305 
77 
and Flavius Abinnaeus, 342-51 » I t seems l i k e l y that such centurions 
would hold equestrian status, as i n the case of the previous commanders, 
and receive the same rates of pay. 
During the f i r s t and second centuries, i t had become 
customary f o r a primlpilarls to go on to hold the three Rome tribunates 
and the post of primus pilus bis before being appointed ducenarian 
prefect i n command of a legion* The latest attested primus pilus bis 
i s T. Licinius Hierocles, who set up an inscription as praesea of 
78 
Mauretania Caesariensis i n 227 . The anonymous officer of VI 1645» 
whose career from the praetorian tribunate onwards was under the Philips, 
79 
did not hold the post * Nor did Petronius Taurus Volusianus, praetorian 
tribune i n the early years of G a l l i e n u s r e i g n . Traianus Blucianus was 
promoted direct from the post of primus pilus to that of prefect 
commanding IV Flayja* Li 15 of his inscription shows that the legionary 
prefecture was s t i l l a ducenarian appointment* The post of eplstrategus 
i n Kgypt had been a sexagenarian appointment during the principate. In 
267> however, Aellus Paustus i s attested as v i r egregius duceixarius 
80 
epistrategus ^ The same could also apply i n the case of the 
primipilares. At some stage prior to 286 the n r r l i i* nP primipilar6s 
officials 81 
became A hereditary^jsaadlin the c i v i l adsilnistration *. From then 
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onwards, therefore, legionary prefects, such as Aurelius Pirminus, 
Aurelius Maximianus and Clodius Hbnoratus were presumably promoted 
82 
direct to this post, after being centurions i n the f i r s t cohort * 
During the principate, centurions In the f i r s t cohort 
were probably paid twice as much as those i n the remaining nine , 
This conforms with Wegeleben's views on the system of promotion within 
84 "^ ^^ "^  the centurionate , Thus i f the centurions of the. nine cohorts were 
A 
upgraded to the status of centenarii, one would expect those i n the 
f i r s t cohort to hold ducenarian rank. In this respect, a fourth 
century inscription from Aquileia may have a special significance , 
As with centenarii. officers with the duoeaa dignitas are attested i n 
f i e l d army units i n the fourth century. 
Flavins Batemodus ^elE^lt Senlores A£ 1890 148 
Flavius Cascinivus Armatura^ J£ 1891 104 
Flavins fasta Bauites Batavi Seniores 1890 147 
Valerius lovinus Bg^ites Promoti A| 1903 291 
Bomanus Vexillatio te^B^^aaaA I I 79s EBkOHL^^' 
Flavins Savinus B f t ^ y i Sefiiqy?;B V 8759 zxSS. 2797 
Anon Eouite^ I I I Dalmatae (?) V 8777 
Unlike the centenarii, however, no ducenarii are attested as officers i n 
the fapontier units. 
I n the l a t t e r part of the t h i r d eenturyi six protectores 
ducenarii are attested, who were presumably centurions of the f i r s t cohort* 
Aurelius Baia 
Florins Baudio 
tJlpitts Maximinus (?) 
3ennius Patemus 
Aurelius Processanus 
Aurelius Romanus 
cf. also X I I 2228 - l i ^ 569 
In the fourth century, protectores continued to hold the status of 
86 
ducenarius , Generally speaking, hoxfever, only one of these t i t l e s 
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i s stated. Just as there i s no known instance of a centenarius 
holding the t i t l e of protector, conversely there i s no record of 
a ducenarius serving i n the fr o n t i e r forces. 
This explains some d i f f i c u l t i e s with regard to the 
t i t l e of protector i n the l a t t e r part of the t h i r d century. I t i s 
interesting to note that the anonymous officer of the Aioun Sblba 
inscription did not hold the t i t l e with his f i r s t centurionate i n 
I I I Augusta* I n his next post, however, namely centurion i n IV Flavla 
he has the status of protector* The simple explanation that he was 
now serving i n a f i e l d ariny vexillation does not suffice* since, as 
has been noted, c ^ t e n a r i i also served i n f i e l d army units* The 
answer must surely be that he now held the post of centario prlml 
ordinis. as one would expect before his next post as primus Pilus* 
Again, Titus Flavius Gonstans, cent^rio pyotector. i s recorded as 
having set up an inscription to his brother, Titus Flavius Superus, 
centurion of XXX tTlpia* who did not hold the t i t l e of prqtector* The 
most l i k e l y explanation i s that the former was a centurion of the f i r s t 
cohort, whereas his brother was an ordinary centurion* Florius Baudio 
was promoted from being centurio o r d i ^ r i u s . i.e. centurion i n any of 
the cohorts I I to X, to be protector ducenarlus. During the l a t t e r 
half of the t h i r d century* there are a number of dated inscriptions 
which mention centurions who did not hold the t i t l e of pa^otector* 
260-8 Aurelius Marcus l y f l ^ v i a Slngidunum I I I 8148 
276-82 Septimius Ghaeras I I I I t a l i c a Castra Regina J|E 1955 99 
274-5 Honoratus Adraha ^ 1922 130; Syria 
XXXIX, 1952 pp.317-8 
274-5 Marcus Adraha Ag 1922 130; Syria 
XXXIX, 1952 pp.317-8 
284-305 Aurelius Maximus 11 Adiutrdx Dalmatia l i t 10060 
289-93 lu l i u s Aurelius I I I Augusta Lambaesis V l I I 2660 
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The find spots of these inscriptions indicate that these centurions 
were In fact serving i n the frontier army. Hence they would have 
the status of centenarii. and not qualify f o r the t i t l e of protector. 
As i n the fourth century» centurions of centenarian status also 
served i n f i e l d army vexillations, and these also did not qualify for 
the t i t l e . Thus Marcellus i s attested simply as centurio ordinarius 
87 
i n a f i e l d army vexillation of I I Traiana i n 298 . On the other 
hand i t i s clear that each centurionate held by Traianus Mucianus 
with the t i t l e of protector constituted a fresh promotion* These 
f i v e eenturionates, followed by the post of piiiiiiuiliLi'Lj probably 
correspond to the f i v e grades within the f i r s t cohort of a legion. 
Generally speaking^ the protecto3:;e8 ducenarii attested during the 
l a t t e r part of the th i r d century appear to have been f i e l d army 
officers. This i s because the t i t l e of protector was always viewed 
as being an essentially military distinction. However, i n the l a t t e r 
part of the t h i r d centuryi as i n fourth century, c i v i l o f f i c i a l s seem 
88 
sometimes to have held i t * In conclusion, i t may be stated that 
the t i t l e s of protector and ducenarius were always closely linked 
throughout their history* In order to view the rapid decline of the 
former during Gallienus's reign i n i t s proper perspective, one has to 
take into account the parallel decline In that of ducenarius during 
the f i r s t half of the t h i r d century, which, though slower, was equally 
89 
remarkable . 
( v i i i ) Prptectores attached to f i e l d army units. 
For purposes of study, i t seems most convenient from 
now onwards to divide the protectores into two main categories, 
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f i r s t l y those attached to f i e l d amy units, and secondly those 
serving on the st a f f of the emperor or one of his generals. With 
regard to the former category, during the l a t t e r part of the thi r d 
century the f i e l d army appears to have been composed of a number of 
vexillations, each being normally drawn from a pair of legions 
garrisoned i n the same province* Apart from the fact that they 
were commanded by praepositl* and probably each numbered about 1,000 
men, l i t t l e i s known concemlng their internal organisation* I t 
seems that where a centurionate i n a legion i s mentioned, the protector 
concerned was serving i n a vexillation from that unit which had been 
drafted into the f i e l d army* Thus the anonymous officer of the Aioun 
Sbiba inscription, Florius Baudioi Ulpius Maximinus and Traianus 
Mucianus each held the t i t l e i n virtue of their centurionates In 
vexillations from IV Flayla. I I I t a l i c a ; I I Parthica and X I I I Gemina 
respectively. i n the closing decades of the t h i r d century, however, 
i t became standard practise to omit the name of the unit and the post 
of centurion. The result i s that i n most cases i t i s impossible to 
differentiate between protectorea serving i n vexiilations, and those 
belonging to the emperor's staff* 
After the ^ peiKbaodS. primipilarte had become ^  hereditary 
officials 
i n the c i v i l administration, the princeps seems to have become 
the chief centurion. The inscription of Traianus Mucianus shows that 
this post was held with the t i t l e of protector. In the fourth century 
90 
this o f f i c e r was also called primicer'iua or domesticus . He ranked 
91 
second to the tribnnus i n command of a f i e l d army unit . Normally, 
the post appears by i t s e l f without further qualification. 
•35-
A) Primicerii, 
Adabrandus Schola I I Scutariorum VI 37276 
Maorobius Primi Theodosiani XI 1693 
Mauricius Thebaei Passio Acaunensium Martvrum 
Henas MMa^kJStega M 9481 a 
Paterenes — Sammelbuch IV 7425 
Sergiiis achola aehtilium Anal, Boll, XW, 1895, f 376 
Vitalianus Felices Theodosiaoi VI 32970 
Zimarcus ^ 1 9 5 1 9 2 
Anon VexillatiQ EC Cplraffix<t P, Gen, I I 79 a P Ajj^n. 42 
cf. also P, I t a l , I (1955) 16,T, 31} 22, 1, 4j 23, 1* 7 
B) Domestici 
Flavius Alatancus V 8738 
lohannes Aurus tociarii 1903 73 
Flavius Oarpilio Batavi S^iiores V 8743 
Two officers with this rank, however, one certainly, and the other 
probably belonging to the earlier part of the fourth century, are shown 
92 
to hold ducenarian status , Furthermore, the example of Viatorinus 
makes i t seem l i k e l y that primicerii s t i l l held the t i t l e of protector 
i n the fourth century. 
The next i n rank after the primicerius i n a fourth ' 
93 
century f i e l d am^ unit was the senator 
Flavius Agemundus A u x i l i a r i i Constantiaci 359 Bffi I 316 
Amabilis Uumerus Bis Blectorum - V I I I 17414 
Oandidus Thebaei - Pefssio Acaunensium 
I^ a.r'^ yruBi 
Evingus (?) Hauites Braeohiati (?) - V 8760 ^.IIB 2804 
Flavius Maximinus Scutarii - I I I 14188 
Flavius Sindia Heruli Seniores - ^1890 144 -jILS 2796 
Stephanus 3p^ 9,;|a, ,Aynaa,i?>i^ ;^n;t^  - ng8883 
$trategius ex palatine milite 365 M XXVI 6 5 
Anon ^chola I gcutarioyum - VI 32948 
The view that this o f f i c e r obtained this t i t l e because he held the 
clarissimate seems at f i r s t sight the most plausible^^. However, a 
senator i s recorded as early as 359 and the earliest attested as 
OR 
v i r clarlssimus i s ten years later , An officer with the post of 
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seeandaoerltts i s attested together with the primiceriu8> Sergius, 
i n the Schola Oentilitim. 303 . f h i s officer seems to rank next 
primioea^tig. and perhaps acquired the t i t l e of senator at a l a l e r 
period • I f the fourth century t>rimiceri\is i s to be equated with the 
former T>rincep8 of the f i r s t cohort during the principate, one would 
logically eaqpeot the geoundaoeriui^ or gfenator to be the former hastatus 
prior • Presumably, l i k e the nrimicerius and duc^rius> this officer 
would qualify f o r the t i t l e of protestor* 
^® duf^enjarii serving i n fourth century f i e l d am^r units 
have already been l i s t e d . They probably correspond to the two 
posteriores of the f i r s t cohort during the principate* T h ^ rank 
below the senator, but above the oentenarius* 3?ucenarius was apparently 
the lowest rank which qualified f o r the t i t l e of nroteotor> Seven 
p3X),tectores are recorded as belonging to f i e l d array units, and no doubt 
they f a l l into this categoicy . In order to avoid confusion, officers 
serving i n f i e l d army units would probably prefer normally to state 
their rank, rather than the t i t l e of nyot^djoy* 
( i x ) Proteetores serving as s t a f f offioers. 
With regard to the second category, centurions are known 
to have served on the emperor's st a f f during the principate « I f the 
anachronistic references to Drotectores i n the Augustan History have 
been correctly interpreted, centurions also served on the staffs of 
100 
Caracalla and the elder Oordian • Buring the t h i r d centuty, emperors 
were constantly required to lead their arroies i n person, either against 
barbarian invaders, or r i v a l candidates for the throne. In such a 
situation they would obviously have required a large number of staff 
^ 
officers on whose intelligenoe and loyali;^ they could rely. In this 
l i g h t I t i s significant that the caatra peregrina should have played 
an important role i n the fia7st part of the thij^d centuiiy* Essentially 
i t seems to have been a tran s i t canip for Prinoinales and centurions 
101 
sts^ying at Rome • Officers who rose to high positions during this 
period had frequently held some post connected with i t at some stage 
102 
during their careers , 
Qastra peregyigfa was headed 1^ the nrincens 
neregrinoriMi having as his deputy a suTbPrinoens. fhe centurions who 
resided there a l l had the status of nrimi ordines t l h ^ were, i n 
order of precedence, the c^t<^3fiones deputati. supemumerarii and 
frumentariii Ifee frumentarii were off i c i i ^ i j f y concerned with commissaiy 
duties, hut i n fact of ten acted as spies and secret police^ In the 
104 
early t h i r d century their reputation was already notorious . They 
were disbanded by Diocletian, only to be replaced, however, by the 
105 
agentes i n rebus« a achola under the maglster officioram , fhe 
oenturiffl^s sunemuroerar^i were apparently carried on the books of a 
legion, but i n excess of the f u l l quota, and i n fact serving under 
106 
other officers, or i n other units • In the fourth centuiy the tem 
107 
v a c ^ evidently corresponds to that of supemufaeraz^us ^ Only two 
inscriptions mention th®(B, The f i r s t shows that they were quartered 
108 
at the castra pere^na when residing at Rome , The second, from 
Aquileia, i s clearly t h i r d century i n date, and shows such an officer 
acting as ma^ster equitum'^^^> He had previously served as diascens 
equity* i*e. a cadet i n the legionary cavalty^^^. I t i s probable that 
Gallienus increased the number of legionary eavaliy, and drafted thm 
111 
into the f i e l d army as part of his programme of military reform « 
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!Jhis inscription may well date to the period after this reform* 
Whether the post of mag^ster fouitum has any connection with the 
fourth centuxy commsnd of the same nasie i s uncertain. 
Altogether, eight cent^^on^s denutati are attested, 
a l l of whom belong to the t h i r d oentuiy* 
Q, Carinius Amabilis VI 36T76 ^ AIS QQ80 
Aurelius !!ucianus I I I 7326 
Ii , Pullius Peregrinus VX 3558 zJX^ 2669 
Aurelius Flavones Ruf inus IgB I I I 28 *:i,tIB 8871 
Aurelius Silvius VI 3557 """"^ 
Aurelius Titus VI 32415 - j f f l 4932 
tJlpius Verus " ** •» 
Ii , Petronius Taurus Volusianus tX 1836 - I | ^ 1332 
Mommsen put forward the theory that they were centurions serving on 
112 
the emperor's st a f f * The evidence, though scanty, seems to point 
i n this direction* The inscriptions set up by officers serving i n 
113 
this capacity have a l l been found at Rome, with one exception % In 
three instances, the previous post of a c^tnr^o, denutatu^ i s known* 
Amabilis and Rufinus were both previously eentuTionea fromentari^i. while 
Volusianus had served on the V deouria at Rome. The latter's rapid 
career culminated i n the praetorian prefecture* Clearly, the post of 
ce^tiirio demtatus was only granted to trusted and able officers. The 
centurlones demtati are also mentioned i n an interesting inscription 
dated to 23S^'^^^» This throws considerable l i g h t on the organisation 
of the cqstra neregrina. I t i s probable that the two tri b u n i referred 
to were praetorians, and were i n charge of the eastra nere^ina at this 
time^''^^ • I t seems significant that the last dated epigraphic reference 
to the centuriones denutati should occur at this period. The f i r s t 
dated reference to centurions holding the t i t l e of protector occurs 
shortly afterwards. 
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With regard to the proteotores serving as s t a f f 
officers i n the fourth century, i t i s evident that each emperor 
had two scholae of nrotectores domestici* one of cavalry, and one 
116 
of infantry, serving at his court . The term, schola. i s an 
ambiguous one i n the fourth century. I t i s used to describe the 
units which constituted the emperor's household guard, namely the 
schplae mlatinae. which came under the control of the maaiater 
117 
offioiorum • On the other hand, i t could also be applied to 
various bodies of o f f i c i a l s , such as the agrentea i n rebyis* the secret 
police, and the notairii. the clerks of the imperial chancellery " . 
Frequently, ordo. or consortium i s used as an alternative term i n 
119 
connection with the nrotectores domeatici , The Notitia shows 
that the two scholae of domestici were each commanded by a tribunus* 
120 
who held the t i t l e of comes . This office was a key post i n the 
121 
fourth century • I t s holders were almost certain to be promoted 
122 
at a l a t e r stage to the rank of ma^ister militum , Each schola 
had a nrimicerius as i t s most senior member. During the fourth 
123 
century, four of these are Icnown by name , There i s no evidence 
to indicate the precise number of nrotectores domestici xfithin each 
schola. However, a f i f t h century law states that there were 48 
dupenarii i n the schola of a^entea i n rebus . I t has already been 
shown that a l l protectores had ducenarian status* I t seems l i k e l y 
therefore that, by analogy with the agentes i n rebus, there were about 
50 i n each schola of protectores domestici. thus making a t o t a l of 100 
i n a l l . Of these, 50 (presumably 25 from each schola) were selected 
125 
to serve i n praesenti, i.e. at the emperor's court. These 50 
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nrotec;tores domestici serving i n nraes^nti are presumably to be 
identified with the deputati mentioned in the Hotitia 3)ignitectum as 
126 
serving under each cofflss doaesticorum . The term, denutatus. as 
employed i n the legal sources during this period, seems to imply 
127 
service at the imperial court • The remaining protectorefa domestici 
seem to have served on the staffs of the various regional ina<yi,s;fcii 
militua. 
At f i r s t s i # i t , i t seems d i f f i c u l t to point to any 
I n s t i t u t i o n i n the preceding centuiy which corresponds to that of the 
nroteotores domesti^i. Olearly, however, the ^perors of the l a t t e r 
part of the t h i r d century possessed a large f i e l d amgr, and would have 
required a considerable number of staff officers* The term, deputati. 
as applied to the proteotores domeatici serving i n nraesenti. seems to 
provide a clue, since i t i s also used to characterise those centurions 
of the t h i r d century who served on the eaperor's st a f f , and were 
quartered i n the oastra peregrina. The importance of the castra 
peregrina during the f i r s t part of the t h i r d century has already been 
shown. What evidence exists concerning the centuriones deputati during 
this period suggests that t h ^ were normally destined f o r rapid promotion, 
and high positions. Thus Petronius Taurus Volusianus rose to the 
praetorian prefecture, while Aurelius Flavones Rufinus's l a s t attested 
post i s that of urban tribune. 
During the l a t t e r part of the t h i r d eentuiy, there i s 
l i t t l e evidence concerning the castra peregrina. But since access to 
the higher mi l i t a r y grades was confined to the centurionate after 
Oallienus's reforms, i t i s evident that i t w i l l have gained rather 
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than lost i n importance. An ex principe neregrinorum i s attested 
128 
as praeses of Humidia under Carinus • Diocletian i s described as 
holding the post of comes domesticorum immediately prior to his 
129 
elevation as emperor . This, however, i s clearly an anachronism, 
since the protectores domestjlci are not attested elsewhere u n t i l 
130 
346 . I t i s known that the cavalry of Oallienus's f i e l d army was 
131 
unified under a single command . I t i s possible therefore that the 
st a f f officers at the oastra peregrina were divided into two sections, 
infantry and cavalry. This would explain why there are two tribunes 
132 
attested i n command under Gallienus . I t i s possible that Diocletian 
was one of these, i f so, SSonaras's wording suggests that he was i n 
charge of the cavalry section. 
Perhaps, therefore, the posts of comes domesticorum 
eauitum and the comes domesticorum peditum evolved from the two 
praetorian tribunates i n control of the castra perefsyina i n the l a t t e r 
part of the t h i r d century. Similarly, the two primicerii at the head 
of the two seholae domesticorum i n the fourth century could approximate 
ngiftceps and subnrinceps of the castra peregrina during the 
principate. Finally, the proteptores domestioi serving i n praeaenti 
during the fourth c ^ t u r y seeja to correspond to the cen^turiofies den^tati 
of the preceding century, while the protectores domestici who served on 
the staffs of f i e l d army generals appear to have analogies with the 
centuripnes supemumerarii «• 
I t i s unlikely that the nroteptores domestici originated 
from the praetorians, since the l a t t e r seem to decrease i n importance 
under Diocletian, perhaps as a natural result of his policy of 
•42-
decentralisation. He i s recorded as having reduced their numbers • 
Again, contemporaiy inscriptions relative to the careers of individual 
soldiers indicate that service i n the praetorian guard represented an 
134 
honourable retirement after an active career . 'She scholae of 
Soutarii and O^atiles. which eventually replaced the praetorians as 
• 13*5 
the imperial bodyguard are already attested i n his reign . The 
eventual disbandment of the praetorian guard after the Battle of the 
Milvian Bridge i n 312 was only the logical outcome of Diocletian's 
policy. 
Evidence concerning those proteotores who served as 
s t a f f officers i n the l a t t e r part of the th i r d centuiy and during the 
early fourth century i s sparse. The f i r s t dated reference; to them 
as ^3?otect6res domestiei does not occur u n t i l 346*^ ^^ . Hence i t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to prove that any protecfior attested during this period was 
i n fact serving as a st a f f o f f i c e r . I t seems probable, however, that 
Traianus Mucianus served i n thi s capaci1y> ^ ^ ^ i s attached to the V i ^ l e s 
and Urban Cohorts• These are not attested on coins as> belonging to 
the f i e l d arnQT, and the omission of the number of the cohort to which 
he was attached i n these two centurionates seems significant. Again 
the inscription does not state the legion to which he was attached 
while serving as princeps and prtoiyiLlayitP. Daia's rapid career, and 
the influence wielded by his uncle, Galerius, make i t probable that he 
also served as protector on the emperor's s t a f f , while the same may be 
true of Servantus and Terentius, since no unit commander i s attested 
i n their case, i n contrast to the other sections of the papyrus i n 
which they are l i s t e d . Valerius Thiumpo also probably f a l l s into 
**43— 
this category. This i s implied by the term, protexit. i n his 
inscription, and the fact that he served as protector for f i v e years, 
one year less than Flavins Memorius's tem as protector domestioua* 
The inscription of Uoinianus, who served i n the achola prot^ectorom, 
also seems to belong to the early part of the fourth century. Finally, 
the inscription of Valerius Vincentius, actuarius protectorum. from 
Hicomedia, where Diocletian often had his residence, implies that there 
was an organised body of pyotectores serving at the imperial court at 
this time. During the fourth century, 22 officers are specifically 
attested with the rank of proteptor domeiBliicua, 
Flavins Aurelius Ammianus Harcellinus 
Karcus Bitianus I'larcellus 
£!areter Masaucio 
Flavins Sabso Flavins Hemorius 
Oratianus Teutomeres , 
Hariulfus Flavins Valens 
lerculanus Valentinus 
Flavins lovianus Valerianus 
ieontius Verinianae 
Leucadius Vitalianus 
Macedonius Anon (Vl 32947) 
With regard to access to this rank, the protectores 
domestioi f a l l into two groups, f i r s t l y those who were already experienced 
soldiers on receiving their coismissions, and secondly those cosimissioned 
dir e c t l y on entering the arnQr^  With regard to the former category* 
i t i s noticeable that they normally served i n palace units, where inherent 
a b i l i t y would attract the emperor's attention more quickly, 
Daia Scutarii Sohola Palatina 
Flavins Memorius ioviani heeiQ iftlatina 
Valerius Thiumpo Lanoiarii « »» 
vitaiianus nm%\ f^l^"^^ 
With regard to the second group * a b i l i t y , education, and above a l l , 
perhaps, influence, seem to have been the deciding factors. The duties 
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of a staff o fficer would obviously require some measure of education 
i n the prospective candidate, especially i f his superior had himself 
risen from the ranks, as i n the case of Arbitio, ITrsicinus and 
137 
Vetranio . Hence the appointment of such officers as Anpianus 
Ifeircellinus. On the other hand, Herculanus, flavins lovianus, 
Masaucio and Flavins Valens were presumably helped by the influence 
of their fathers, who were a l l high ranking generals^ When the 
ma/^iater m i l i t u ^ . Ursicinus, was sent to overthrow Silvanus i n 355> 
he was accompanied by a s t a f f of iO tribuni vapar^te^ and protectores 
domesticl* Of these, a l l were either relatives or friends of 
138 
Ursicinus, with the exception of Aaimianus and Verinianus • A law 
of 364-5 specified that the sons and close kinsmen of protectores 
domestici were to be attached to the scholae of domestici^ and enrolled 
139 
on the o f f i c i a l register, even though too yoiang as yet to bear aras * 
As a rule, promotion within the sp^i^olae of domeaticjL 
seems to have followed a f a i r l y r i g i d pattern, depending on seniority 
of service^^^. Within each schojlft there were 10 .deeempriiai* This 
was the h i ^ e s t grade, neatt to that of p3?lmioerlus. and was reached 
141 
according to seniority * Provision was made that i f an of f i c e r 
temporarily lost Hs position i n the scho3,a. but was reinstated within 
two years as a result of the emperor's decision, he was not to lose 
142 
any of his seniority . Normally, i t seems that an of f i c e r served 
143 
i n a schola for about 5 years . Promotion was automatic up to the 
grade of decemprajnus. Thus i t i s evident that i n normal circumstances 
10 fresh protectores domestici were selected for service i n each schola 
every year. The post of primicerius of a sc^hola was apparently viewed 
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as a special distinction. Patronage and an impressive physique seem 
to have been factors influencing an appointment to this position, 
which was probably important i n court ceremonial^^^. Those commissioned 
direct as p3?otectores domestioi were normally young men, aged about 19 
Those who had commenced service i n the ranks tended to be appointed to 
14.6 
t h i s position i n their f o r t i e s • 
After having served on the s t a f f of the mperor, or a 
high ranking general, an of f i c e r was nonoally promoted to the rank of 
147 
tribunus , Thus, when Ursicinus was sent to asisume control once 
more of the eastern f i e l d aragr as m«^ rf•Bter eauitum per orientem i n 357> 
he appointed the more eehlor members of his s t a f f to the cooaaand of 
148 
tmits , Altogether, the further careers of f i v e staff protectores 
i n the fourth century are known* In each case they went on to hold 
149 
the post of trlbunus , I n the l a t t e r part of the t h i r d century, 
nroteetores seem to have been appointed to command frontier 
legions, before returning to the f i e l d a r ^ as praenoaiti i n charge 
150 
of a pair of legionary vexillations * I t seems highly probable 
that most of the officers who commanded f i e l d army units i n the fourth 
century had previously passed througji the grade of proteptor domesi^ic^a, 
(x) The duties assigned to protectores serving as staff officers. 
This s e ^ a convenient point at which to examine the 
duties assigned to the various types of staff protector i n the fourth 
century. F i r s t l y , as has been shown, the protectores domestici were 
sta f f officers, attached either to the emperor himself, or to the 
various maftistri militum. I t i s interesting to note that the heart 
shaped design which appears on the shields of the pa^tectores domeatici 
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i n the Hoti t i a Digrnitatum also constitutes the decoration for the 
oaperor^s chariot on the Arch of Oonstantine • As a pieotpctor 
a^OB^estici^s one had to be engaged i n the emperor's service, having 
definite duties, and carrying out public ordere^-^. I t was decreed 
that those who had been of no assistance either to the emperor 
himself, or a i ^ of his military expeditions, were to be disraissed^^^* 
Another law states that the name of doiaestici was given to them i n 
f i r s t place because of the intimate personal service which they 
154 
rendered to the ^ e r o r . In 3^ 4 Gonstantius | I withdrew the bulk 
of the Oallus's forces i n order to weaken his position, preparatory 
to overthrowing him* As an excuse, he stated t^at they m i ^ t mutiny 
i f l e f t inactive over a long period. Jowever, he allowed 
155 
retain his soholae pstlatifiae and protectores domestici Two 
implications emerge: f i r s t l y , that the loyalty of an emperor*s 
bodyguard and s t a f f officers was normally considered as being beyond 
doubt; secondly, that no aaperor could be expected to dispense with 
their services* When Constantius i l died at Kobsucrenae i n Oi l i c i a 
i n 361, i t was a protector domesticus. Flavins lovianus, who wae 
156 
selected to escort iiie funeral cortege back to Constaaitinople » 
Besides acting as an escort to the emperor» protectoree 
157 
domestici could also be sent on distant service • • Thus, they 
occasioxially acted as messengers, as i n the case of Herculanus, who 
brought news to Gonstantius I I i n Qaul of Oallus's actions i n the 
east*^^. When the rebellion of Procopius broke out i n 365, Valentinian 
I sent Hasaucio as a special emissary to Africa, He was the son of 
Cretio, a former comes Afrioae: hence he would know what places to 
guard, i n order to prevent the revolt spreading to this important 
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159 grain province * The duties assigned to Arauiianus Marcellinus by 
the maeister militum. t^rsicinus, throw an interesting l i g h t on the 
vaidous functions which a protector domestious serving on a general's 
s t a f f m i ^ t be called on to perfona. 
The arrest and guarding of prisoners was perhaps the 
160 
most frfjquent of the duties performed by proteotores • In a 
general reference to the cruelty of Valentinian I , Ammianus mentions 
that i t was the pr^otectores who were sent to arrest suspected petsons''*^^. 
i n 354 Cfallus ordered his proteotores domestici to arrest the praetorian 
162 
prefect, Domitianixs * At the same time, t h ^ also arrested 
Apoilinaris, Doaitianus's son-in-law, who had been sent to Mesopotamia 
to enquire from the soldiers stationed there as to whether CJallus was 
planning a revolt * The actual arrest of Callus himself, at 
Poetovio, was carried out by the comes <aomesticorum. Barbatio, with 
164 
a picked band of protectores « I n 355» the protector dfmestieu^i 
Teutdmeres, was sent^ together with a colleague, to arrest those 
present at a banquet given by Africanus, governor of Pannonia Secunda, 
165 
since treasonable t a l k was alleged to have taken place on this occasion • 
A decree of 382 prescribed that Natalia, the former dux et prs^esea of 
Isauria, was to be conducted back to the province which he had despoiled, 
sub eustodia protectorum. and there be made to repay fourfold what he 
166 
had stolen • In 373, the magister eouittya. Theodosius, who had been 
sent to Africa to suppress the revolt of Pimis, gave orders to his 
protectores domestioi to arrest the comes Afries^e. Homanus, because 
167 
of his suspected extortion * Ordinary proteotores apparently were 
also used f o r t h i s purpose. Thus, wh^ a governor of the Thebaid 
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was converted at the time of Diocletian's persecution, the prefect 
of Bgypt ordered some protectores and s a e i t t a r i i to arrest him * 
Protectores were also employed to organise the work 
of f r o n t i e r defence. Thus i n 359 when i t became obvious that Sapor 
intended to invade Hesopotamia, s t a f f tribuni and proteotores were 
sent to ensure that the f o r t i f i c a t i o n s on the r i | ^ t bank of the 
Euphrates were i n a state of readiness . Proteotores could also 
170 
be sent to supervise the defences of a pairbicular area of frontier , 
In this respect an inscription of 334 mentions a certain Vincentius, 
171 
protector afgens Basis . Another of the duties frequently assigned 
^ pyQtectores,. was that of recruiting officer. I n this case they 
were sent out into the provinces to summon to the levy deserters, sons 
of veterans, vagrants, and persons whose b i r t h status made them eligible 
172 
f o r m i l i t a r y service , Flavins Abinnaeus seems to have been employed 
as a recruiting o f f i c e r I n the period 339-42. I n the l a t t e r year he 
led the recruits he had assembled to the emperor's headquarters at 
Hierapolts. An inscription from I t a l y mentions a certain Flavins 
Concordius, nro'^ector divlnorum laterum et praepositus I\miorum# He 
also seems to have been engaged i n conducting recruits to the emperor's 
headquarters. When Aelianus, as protector, led a night sally of the 
Praeventores from Singara i n 348, he was probably acting as nraepositus 
i n command of this recently recruited unit. 
The supervision of the public post, with respect to the 
sisse of the vehicles, and the w e i ^ t of the loads placed i n them was 
173 
another of the duties which the proteotorea carried out • • Also, 
protectores were appointed to ensure that no i l l i c i t goods were 
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174 
exported to barbarian tribes by sea or land , Soldiers were 
sometimes employed i n raising a tax on goods bought and sold at , 
175 
markets • On such occasions i the officer i n command was a 
176 
protector • l ^ t e c t o r e s also sometimes received the annona on 
177 
behalf of the troops to whom they were attached • Appari tores 
servi33g on the s t a f f of a ma^ster militum or dy|^ , were sometimes 
granted the t i t l e of protector. Thus lacobus and Caesius were 
numerarii on the s t a f f of the ma^ister eaiiitua, per orientem. and 
apparently had the status of protector. Similarly^ Antoninus se^s 
to have acquired the t i t l e of protectpr while seizing as a numerarius 
on the staff of the dux Meaopptaiaiae. However, a law of 354 decreed 
that no apparitor serving on the st a f f of a madLster militum was 
henceforth to be granted the status of protector, unless he had 
actually borne arms i n the imperial service during his career, and 
17S 
assisted i n a l l the m i l i t a r y expeditions , 
( x i ) Thp ettatus of protectores* 
As has already 1:»een shown, protectores i n the l a t t e r part 
of the t h i r d century a l l held ducenarian status* The duoena dia^itas 
by this time seems to bear no relation to the salary of the o f f i c i a l 
who held i t . Instead, the evidence suggests that i t was a term 
employed to designate a wide cross section of o f f i c i a l s belonging to 
the equestrian order* 
Septimius Vorodes 262-5 v»e, procurator Ql"^ I I I S 35© 
Aurelius Haroelliime 265 v*p* dua; U£ 544 
Aelius Faustua 267 i;*pif.-ep^^tyate^ j j u f e t - 2130 
C* l u l i u s Prisoianus 2?0-5 v,e. curator reipublioae Jig, 583 I t o 
M* Aurelius Valerius 280 v,e* ex prot, l a t . div. I I I 1805 & p 2328 
l a i t i l a 306 primicerius jH 1953 185 
<^0-
Apparently a i l the oen1;enarii and the majority of the duoenarii had 
170 
the status of v i r i e ^ g i i i n the t h i r d century . 53ie h i ^ e s t 
grades among the d^censi?ii* however, had the status of v i r i ^p^rf^ctisslpA^^. 
181 
This order of precedence i s shown clearly by two laws of 317 * 
During the l a t t e r part of the t h i r d centuiy, proteotores apparently 
18P 
ranked as v i r i e ^ e g i i duoenari^ * 
During the fourth century, protectores s e ^ to have 
continued to hold dueenarian status • However, during this period 
184 
two proteetores are attested with the status of v i r perfeotissimus . 
One of the inscriptions mentioning Flavins Ooneordius i s dated to 361. 
Ammiaims states that the duces were s t i l l v i r i perfeotissimi under 
Oonstantius I I , and the f i r s t inscription attesting a d\ix^  as v i r 
^larissimus i s dated to 369 . I t may be that I t was f e l t necessary 
to promote the dytces to the status of elarlssimi. because the p;rotectores* 
a f a r lower grade, had gained the perfeotissimate. During the early 
f i f t h century, the prlmicerlus and decemprimi within each aohela of 
186 
nrotectores demestici were accorded senatorial status • In 416 
the clarissimats was also conferred on primiceri3, and decaanriiql within 
187 
the proteotores • 
( x i i ) Th^ ftccii^ring of the t i t l e , protector. 
The acquiring of the t i t l e of protector was close!)^ 
linlced with the ceremony of adoratio* This practice, i n i t s f i n a l l y 
developed fom, &0mm to have been introduced by Diocletian, and i n a l l 
188 
probability was modelled on the court procedure of the $assanid kings * 
In order of rank and seniority* those privileged to be admitted to an 
audience with the emperor were required to prostrate themselves before 
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189 • him, and kiss the hem of his purple robe . The proteotores 
constituted the lowest class of o f f i c i a l s qualified to participate 
i n this ceremony. During the fourth century the dienitas of protector 
IQO 
was attained merely through participation i n the ceremony of adoratio , 
Thus Flavins Abinnaeus may have obtained the t i t l e of nrotpctor by this 
means. Apparently, at a l a t e r stage, some officers with the status 
1*51 
of protector were termed simply a)^dlpra.1;pr« without further qualification ^ • 
The ceremony of a^oratjlp constituted an essential part i n the new 
absolutist regime established by Diocletian and Constantine, I t was 
no doubt one of the factors which ensured that the fourth century, 
unlike the t h i r d , should be relatively free from pretenders. Each 
of f i c e r , at a certain essential stage i n the cursus, had to adore the 
emperor i n order to secure promotion* Thus the emperor preserved 
contact with his officers, though s t i l l remaining aloof* A l l senior 
centurions were his protectores. but at the same time they were the 
protectores lateri^s d i v i n i . 
I t was customary to pay a fee for the privilege of becoming 
protector domesticujS* Those who had already served f o r s<»ae time prior 
to reaching t h i s rank only paid 5 s p l i d i to the primicerius scl^olae, 
but those admitted to adore the purple through patronage or favour were 
192 
required to pay ten times this amount . On becoming protector* one 
acquired a testimonial l e t t e r certifying one's right to claim this 
status"**^^, 
(^^i-^) The t i t l e , ex prptectoribus* 
The t i t l e of protector i s not to be confused with that 
of ex proteotoribus. The l a t t e r was nomally only granted to veterans 
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who had attained the rank of t?yoteotor prior to their discharge. I t 
was held by various o f f i c i a l s , both militai?y and c i v i l i n the l a t t e r 
194 
part of the t h i r d centuiy . I t seems to have conferred special 
privileges on i t s holder • In the fourth eentuiy> soldiers could 
receive three main types of discharge, honesta missio. oausaria missio 
emerita missio. Soldiers who had served their f u l l complement of 
20 years were entitled to honesta missio. while those discharged on 
account of wounds before completing this length of service were 
granted causaria missio ^ • A law of 325 l i s t s the privileges 
conferred on pafotectores, milites comitatenses and rinenses while 
197 
s t i l l se3?ving • I t then goes on to l i s t the privileges accorded 
to various categories of veterans, commencing with those holding 
emerita missio. the f i r s t dated mention of this type of discharge. 
The property of these veterans, and that of their wives, was exempt 
from taxation. 'Shose discharged with honeslia missio. however, were 
only permitted to exempt their own oat)itum. !i?hus the former categoiy 
were granted double the privileges allowed to the l a t t e r . A law of 
364 shows that veterans discharged as ex nroteotorjlbus received twice 
198 
the amount of com and oxen granted to those holding honesta missio • 
!fhus i t seems l i k e l y that discharge with emerita missio was normally 
synonymous with discharge with the t i t l e , ex nafoteotoribas. The wording 
of the law of 328 suggests that the nroteotoria dignitas was among the 
199 
distinctions obtained by veterans prp meritis sfiis . 
An examination of the careers of those protectoyes who 
coromenoed service i n the ranks shows that none attained this status 
prior to their completion of at least 20 years service. In the thiard 
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centuiy most officers seem to reach the rank of protector while i n 
2G0 
their f o r t i e s . I n the fourth centuiy, Valerius Thiumpo served 
20 years, Flavius Marcus 25 years, and Flavius Memorius 28 years, 
before attaining the di/gnitas of proteetor. I t seems l i k e l y that most 
soldiers, having completed 20 years service, were granted their honesta 
missio and discharged. However, a small percentage, of those with 
recognised a b i l i t y , were apparently encouraged to remain, with a view 
to their later promotion as protectores, Martinianus held the t i t l e , 
ex proteotoribus. at the age of 60, having previously served f o r 45 
years* Albinus, specifically teimed veteranus ex protectoribus on 
his inscription, died at the age of 80• Contemporary references to 
the rank of protector show that i n normal circumstances i t was only 
201 
reached after considerable service • 
During the princip&te, personnel o f f i c i a l l y attached 
to the amor had often i n r e a l i t y been concerned with purely c i v i l 
duties. In the t h i r d century there was an increasing tendenqy 
towards specialisation, culminating i n the f i n a l separation of the 
c i v i l and m i l i t a r y organisations under Constantine. In the fourth 
century, however, many c i v i l o f f i c i a l s retained their military t i t l e s , 
and among these was that of protector. A law of 321 emphasised that 
202 
ideally i t was to be viewed as an essentially m i l i t a j y distinction . 
In the case of apparitores serving on the staffs of maestri militim. 
a law of 354 prescribed that none were to be allowed to adore the purple, 
unless they had previously borne arms i n the imperial service, and 
203 
participated i n a l l the military expeditions . Caesius and lacobus, 
attested as numerarii on the staff of the magister eouitum per orientem 
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i n 359 had presumably f u l f i l l e d this stipulation. 
'Sh^ l o t i t i a pimitatum presents a somewhat confused 
picture with relation to the appointment of the principes at the head 
of the various o f f i c i a . both c i v i l and military. Probably this i s 
because the chapters are not a l l comtemporaneous and administrative 
changes were introduced at different periods. Some principes were 
204 
evidently appo^jited de eodem p f f i c i o . Others, on the staffs of 
various western duces, were apparently appointed i n alternate years 
from the o f f i c i a of the various mafdstri m^itum praesentales^^^. 
^® prineipes on the remaining staffs, both c i v i l and military, appear 
to have been drawn from the a^ntes i n rebus. Most of the principes 
at the head of the various o f f i c i a i n the eastern section of the 
Motitia are specifically attested as having gained the t i t l e of 
20S 
protector on completion of service • I t may be significant that 
this i s not the case with any of the principes i n the western section, 
but there i s no reason to suppose that they did not receive this 
privilege* Some prdUicipes i n the eastern section apparently served 
207 
f o r two years prior to their retirement • *ttie same i s also true 
208 
i n the case of the primicerius fabricae . % e ag^ntes i n rebus 
s e ^ to have obtained the same privileges as soldiers and court 
20Q 
o f f i c i a l s . fhe comicularii on the sta f f of the praetorian prefect 
were evidently permitted to adore the purple on completion of their 
210 
service . The same i s true of the numerarii. on completion of three 
years service. The officiales serving on the staff of the praefectus 
urbis evidently also gained the t i t l e of protector, on completion of 
212 
their service . Hotarii, apparently, were also entitled to the 
status of pr^tectoy^"^^, 
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^ e privileges granted to nroteotores. 
With regard to the privileges granted to the pro^ectoi:;es. 
practically a l l the evidence i s contained i n a series of laws i n the 
!!!heodosian Code, However, i t i s almost certain that the t i t l e carried 
214 
with i t certain privileges i n the l a t t e r part of the t h i r d centuiy * 
The subject i s perhaps best examined from four different points of view, 
f i r s t l y , the privileges of those actually holding the t i t l e of protector. 
and secondly, of those holding the t i t l e , ex proteetoribus. Thirdly, 
the series of laws directed against the i l l e g a l s o l l i c i t a t i o n of the 
t i t l e , ex protectoribus. shows that the privileges involved were 
considerable, and many persons therefore were anxious to obtain i t . 
Finally, i t remains to examine the special category of the protectores 
domestici. 
The promotion which soldiers coveted, and which i n f l u e n t i a l 
215 
friends solicited for them, was advancement to the difgnitas of protector . 
A general reference to the privileges enjoyed by the prot^ctpres occurs 
i n a law of 326, which seems to imply that these privileges were 
216 
dependent on length of service . More specifically, officers with 
the t i t l e of protector had the right of osculation, vihm greeting 
217 
v i c a r i i of the praetorian prefect . Punishment similar to that 
meted out i n oases of sacrilege was to be i n f l i c t e d on those who 
refused to grant this privilege to persons who had been considered 
worthy enough to touch the sacred purple. A law of 416 prescribed 
that y>rotectores with the rank of decemprimus were to be accorded the 
status of Qlarissimi. without being subject to any of the compulsory 
218 
public services incumbent on senators . Like rinenses and comitatenses. 
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proteotores while serving were permitted to exempt from personal 
219 taxes themselves, together with their fathers, mothers and wives . 
Wieve theor did not have these relatives, they were allowed to exempt 
a certain restricted number of persons. I n accordance with ancient 
custom, protectores obtained prices of the open market when selling 
220 
their annona . When on distant service, both protectores domestici 
and ordinary protectores obtained annona. provided that they renewed 
their letters of instruction (commonitorium) f o r the following consular 221 year • 
A reference to the privileges of those qualified to hold 
222 
this t i t l e , ex i)rotectoribU3> occurs as early as the reign of Diocletian . 
A law of 320 sought to ensure that only those who had legitimately 
obtained the t i t l e of ex pro,tecto3il\^^ should be allowed to enjoy the 
223 
concommittant privileges • The property of those qualified to hold 
the status of ex protectoribus cannot have been neglible, since their 
sons could be attached to the municipal councils i f unsuited for m i l i t a i y 
service on health grounds* The same also applied to those pyotectores 
224 
serving 4a praesenti who were enervated by luxurious l i v i n g . The 
t i t l e of ex proteotoribus q\ialified i t s holder f o r exemption from the 
mimicipal council, the service guildsmen owed to their c i t i e s , and the 
22^ 
payment i n gold of the established sum due from tradesmen ^, Veterans 
who held the t i t l e of ex proteotoribus could not be arrested on charges 
incongruous with their rank. Instead, the governor of the province 
concerned had to refer the matter to the court of the praetorian 
226 
prefect • Veterans discharged as ex proteotoribus received 2 yoke 
227 
of oxen and 100 measures of each kind of grain % Others, however. 
discharged with honesta or causaria missio only received half this 
amount* A person who had obtained the t i t l e , ex protectoribus. 
after military service, was ex^pted up to the price of one vafdna 
22B 
from the payment of the oollatio l u s t r a i l s , i f engaged i n trade . 
Apparently, therefore, those who obtained the distinction, ex 
proteotoribus4 could expect to have amassed sufficient capital to 
engage i n trade. A further law guaranteed them an exemption from 
taxation of 15 s o l i d i i n a l l trading transactions. On sums involving 
22Q 
a larger capital investment, however, they were required to pay duty • 
The advantages which the t i t l e of ex protectoribus 
conferred on i t s holder made i t much sought after, and a series of 
laws was directed against those persons attempting to gain i t i l l e g a l l y , 
either by patronage or favour, when i n fact thcgr had never been engaged 
i n the imperial service* Whereas those with previous service paid a 
fee of only 5 to 10 s p l i d i to the primicerius soholae on obtaining 
the position of protector domesticus. those obtaining i t t h r o u ^ 
230 
patronage had to pay a fee of 50 s p l i d i # Such a considerable 
sum indicates the worth of the privileges involved. A law of 365 
i s directed against persons adoring the purple, and theafcy qualifying 
for the status of ex protectoribus. before the completion of their 
231 
period of service M This law also ordered that a l l who had obtained 
the t i t l e through patronage were to return to their former units* In 
382 i t was decreed that numerarii who had acquired the t i t l e before 
completing the statutory three years service i n this poisition were to 
be e x e c u t e ! • A law of 400 was issued to prevent persons being 
c e r t i f i e d as veterans by the grant of testimonial letters obtained 
fraudulently, as these people had never been soldiers, or had deserted 
-5a- ,. 
233 i n the prime of l i f e ^ Persistent offenders i n this respect were 
the clerks serving on the various o f f i c i a . A law of uncertain date 
prescribed that i f an apparitor from any offioium had managed to 
obtain imperial letters e n t i t l i n g him to the status of ex protectoribus. 
234 
he was to be returned to his former office . This was repeated i n 
235 
a law of 354 % A further law of the same year specified that no 
apparitpr of the praetorian prefects or ma^fstri militum was to be 
permitted to adore the purple, tmless he had fought i n the army, and 
236 
assisted i n a l l the imperial expeditions . Other persistent 
offenders were the deourions, compelled by b i r t h to serve on the town 
councils. 53iese often sought to evade their heredita3?y burdens by 
obtaining the t i t l e , ex pretectoribus. I t was decreed that such 
persons were to be returned to their original status, provided that 
237 
they had not already served for f i v e years i n the army * This 
arrangement, however, apparently did not woxk, and i n a second law, 
dated to 397, decurlone were forbidden to obtain honorary discharges 
238 
of any kind, whether as ex protectoribus. or ex dprnesticia . ^ the 
tetms of the previous law they had been allowed to retain the t i t l e , 
though not to enjoy the privileges which i t conferred on military 
veterans. This law implies that the t i t l e , ex pyotectoribus. 
protected i t s holder from compulsory service of a menial nature, and the 
punishment of flogging* 
The protectores domestici. as one would expect, enjoyed 
greater privileges than the remainder of the proteetores. t h o u ^ i t 
seems that the differentiation became less marked towards the close 
of the fourth centuiy* Thus the decemprimi within each schola of 
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protectores domestioi were granted the status of clarissimi i n 416, 
while at the same time being exempted from the compulsory services 
239 
normally incumbent on senators . But a month later, the same 
privilege was granted to the rest of the proteotores^^^. In 432 
i t was decreed that i f a protector dbroesticus should die before 
retirement, his heirs should enjoy the perciuisites due to him , 
Bach of the protectores domestici adtually i n attendance at court 
was granted an allowance of 6 capita;. A l l others, however, who 
were at court i n addition to the prescribed number were to receive 
nothing, and be compelled to return to their homes , In 365 i t 
was decreed that the sons and close kinsmen of proteotores dprnestiqi. 
though under age, were to be attached to the soholae. enrolled on the 
o f f i c i a l registers, and granted an allowance of four annonae. as long 
24? 
as t h ^ remained i n fixed o f f i c i a l residences , 
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Tm PRAiSPOSlTI 
( i ) Introduction 
During the principate the term, praepositus. i s employed 
to denote a variety of ad hoc commands* For example, i t can be 
applied to legionary centurions acting as commanders of auxiliary 
cohorts or numeri. or as d r i l l instructors to the Bguites Singulares'^. 
On other occasions i t i s used to describe a primipilaris i n charge of 
2 
a detachment of the f l e e t , or of the Kouites Singularea * As a rule, 
however, i t signifies the commander of one or more legionary 
vexillations. Small detachments of provincial armies were frequently 
entrusted to a legionaiy centurion, acting as praepqsitus vexillationis. 
Such troops were employed i n police and garrison duties, as well as 
i n building and other types of work^. Senatorial praepositi i n 
command of large f i e l d forces are attested on several occasions up 
4 
to the beginning of the t h i r d century . Equestrian pyaepositi i n 
command of vexillations are known from the reign of Marcus Aurelius 
5 
onwards , Priraipilares on occasion also acted as praepositi i n 
charge of vexillations. During the f i r s t century they were apparently 
employed only to lead reinforcements on the march from one province 
to another. % the reign of Severus, however, they were comrjfianding 
vexillations on campaigns. 
During the period with which this thesis i s concerned, 
the term seems to preserve i t s f l e x i b i l i t y , and i s applied to a 
variety of miscellaneous commands. These can be divided into r o u ^ l y 
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twelve different types, and for purposes of c l a r i t y i t i s proposed to 
examine each category separately. 
( i i ) Prappositi commanding pairs of vexillations. 
During the l a t t e r part of the t h i r d century the term, 
praepositus. i s frequently used to describe the commander of a pair 
of legionary vexi:ilations. At least six belonging to this category 
are attested during this period. 
Flavius Aper V Macedonica & X I I I Gemina 260-8 
lulianus V I I Claudia Bi IV Flavia 295 
Traianus Mucianus « « »i « 275 (?) 
Mucinianus I I t a l i c a & XI Claudia 295 
C. l u f i u s Synforianus I I Parthioa & I I I Augusta 260-8 
Victorinus I Illvricorum & I I I Gallica 315-23 
The following were probably also i n command of pairs of vexillations. 
Valerius S t a t i l i u s Castus 256-8 
Claudianus 295 
Bomninus ** 
Anastasius Fortunatus 298 
lanuarius 295 
Lucianus " 
Rhicianus " 
Olympus •* 
Terentianus '* 
Valerianus " 
Vitalianus 260-8 
Anon, SB 8940 317-24 
An inscription, dated to 269, mentions praepositi i n charge of legionary 
vexillations and Eauites. These units comprised a f i e l d force based on 
Gratianopolis i n ^ a l l i a Narbonensis, under the overall command of the 
7 
praefectus Vigilum. l u l i u s Placidianus , 
In order to discover wlqr these vexillations were paired, 
i t i s necessary to return to the reign of Septimius Severus. Following 
the murder of Pertinax i n 193, the three principal contenders for the 
throne were governors of provinces i n which three legions were garrisoned. 
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Thus Severus himself was legate of Pannonia Superior, Clodius Albinus 
legate of B r i t a i n , and Pescennius Niger legate of Syria. After the 
reign of Caracalla, however, no province was allocated more than two 
legions. Dio, writing i n the early third century^ reports Maecenas 
as stating, i n a supposed discussion with Augustus,' that no provl.ncial 
governor ought to be assigned more than two legions i Later, when 
detachments were required f o r campaigns or other purposes, each was 
formed from a pair of legions stationed i n the same province. Where 
only one legion was quartered i n a province, i t s detachment was normally 
paired with another from an adjacent province of the same type , 
The system of pairing legionary vexillations probably 
had three main advantages. In the f i r s t instance, one legion alone 
might not have been able to provide enough suitable troops to form a 
mobile vexillation of sufficient strength. Secondly, drawing men 
from two legions would avoid weakening the frontier defences of a 
province i n one particular area. Finally, although there would be 
a strong l i n k between the two vexillations, i n tliat they both 
originated farom the same frontier section, there would also be a 
certain amount of r i v a l r y between the two, T,Mch would enhance their 
f i g h t i n g sp i r i t ' ^ ^ . After Gonstantine became sole ruler of the empire 
i n 324, each separate legionary detachment was assigned i t s own officer. 
However, the practice of pairing legionary vexillations was not 
abandoned i n the fourth century, as i s shown by the writing of Atamianus 
Marcellinus and the f i e l d army l i s t s of the Notitia"^^. Indeed, the 
system was extended to include cavalry units and auxilia. I t seems 
that one of the two officers commanding a paired vexillation assumed 
precedence over the other* 
The earliest example of a pair of legionary vexillations 
occurs i n an inscription dated to c. 45, where Q. Corsielius Valerianus, 
t r i b ^ u s an^sticlavius. commands vexillations from the two legions 
12 
then i n Moesia, together with attached auxiliaries . Numerous 
13 
other instances occur during the f i r s t two centuries . After this 
examples multiply, as one would expect. Under Severus a senatorial 
praepositus commanded vexillations of the two Dacian legions^^. The 
unknown praepositus vexillationis Raetorum et Horicorum. attested on 
an inscription from Manchester, was probably commanding a pair of 
vexillations from I I I and 11 I t a l i c a i n the early third eentury"^^. In 
219, a vexillation from the two legions of Britannia Superior was 
16 
engaged i n repairing the f o r t at Netherby . At some stage during 
the t h i r d century, Aurelius Cervianus was commanding a pair of 
17 
vexillations from these legions • Under Philip, an equestrian dux 
18 
was i n charge of vexillations from the two Dacian legions * About 
the same time, L. Petronius Taurus Volusianus also commanded a detach-
ment of these legions, perhaps the same one, and then was put i n charge 
19 
of vexillations from the two legions of Pannonia Superior * 
Although only two praepositi commanding pairs of legionary 
vexillations are attested for certain duiring Gallienus's reign, namely 
Flavius Aper and Rufius Sfynforianus, the coin evidence shows that his 
patrecj 
new, permanent f i e l d array contained a large number of•pftiff-vexillations, 
which were presumably commanded by praepositi. Many of his coins bear 
the legend, *Fides Militum*, showing an eagle on a globe between two 
20 
ensigns, or Fides standing holding two ensigns . Pairs of legionary 
vexillations from a l l the Rhine and Danube provinces, as well as 
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Britannia Superior, were drafted into his f i e l d army, and their names 
21 
are recorded on numerous coins . During the continuous fighting 
which characterised his reign, i t i s obvious that these vexillations 
could not have been returned to their parent legions. Many of the 
l a t t e r i n fact were i n parts of the empire controlled by usurpers. 
Because of the constant succession of c i v i l wars, and 
the repeated barbarian attacks, the second half of the th i r d century 
saw few intervals of peace. Throughout this period the system of 
pairing legionary vexillations under a single praepositus must have 
continued. A papyrus of 295 records the names of ten such officers 
commanding paired vexillations i n a f i e l d force which Diocletian had 
22 
sent to Bgypt • The last praepositus of this category to be attested 
i s Victorinus, who commanded a detachment of I I I Oallioa and I Illvricorum. 
the two legions of Phoenice, stationed i n Egypt i n the period 315-23# 
As fa r as can be seen, the normal strength of a legionary 
vexillation during the principate was 1,000. Thus during Hadrian's 
second B r i t i s h campaign the primipilaris. T. Pontius Sabinus, superintended 
the passage to Britain of three railliary vexillations, drawn from 
23 
legions V I I Gemina. V I I I Augusta and 3Cd:i Frimigenia * 
tbsoadiBDBSiieSmZ* The t h i r d century paired vexillations were 
presumably also 1,000 strong, consisting of a cohort from each legion. 
The bronze roundel which mentions Aurelius Cervianus shows an eagle 
flanked by the standards of I I Augusta and IX Valeria Victriac. together 
with t h e i r emblems, the capricom and the boar. On each side also, 
however, stand f i v e soldiers holding shields. These could symbolise 
— — 
the f i v e centuries from each cohort . An inscription from S i t i f i s , 
which Gagnat has dated to the time of Haximian's campaign i n Africa 
• • • ?6 • 
i n 298-9# mentions cohorts X and V I I of Legion I I Herculia" . 
27 
ISvidently cohorts from the same legion were sometimes paired . After 
the reign of Gons tan tine, each legionary vexillation was assigned i t s 
own comrnander though vexillations continued to be paired. Thus 
Vegetius could state that the cohorts of a legion, apart from the 
f i r s t , were commanded by tri b u n i or praepositi. according to the 
28 
©Bperor's pleasure * 
Praepoaiti comsianding pairs of legionary vexillations 
had the status of v l r egregiu^ under Gallienus, and probably this did 
29 
not a l t e r throughout the t h i r d century » I t i s probable that for a 
brief time during the period of Gallienus *s sole rule some were accorded 
the status of protector* though only one praepositus i s attested with 
30 31 the t i t l e , I t i s almost certsuln that they also ranked as ducenarii < 
officiales serving on their staffs Included a comicularius. ac t a r i i . 
32 
codicarii and l i b r a r l i . With regard to their prior career, they seem 
to have risen from the centurionate* Thus i n the f i r s t half of the 
thi r d century one reached the rank of praepositus or dj>^ i n command 
of a pair of legionary vexillations after holding the post of primus 
33 
pilus . Traianus Mucianus was evidently oenturio protector, primus 
pilus. and legionary prefect^ before being placed i n charge of a pair 
of vexillations from Moesia Superior. Keyes has pointed out that i t 
was customary \mder the principate to give the command of vexillations 
34 ^ 
to an officer who had previously commanded a legion • "Bjy 286 the 
primipilate had become a hereditary post i n the c i v i l administration. 
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and i t i s clear that future pra^positl would no longer hold i t • 
I t i s safe to assume that the praepositi stationed at Oxyrhynchus 
i n 295 had risen from the ranks, holding the intervening posts of 
centurio protector and legionary prefect, i n the same way as Valerius 
Thiumpo, The status of protector was normally attained by soldiers 
who rose from the ranlcs after a minimum of 20 years' service, so that 
most officers on attaining the rank of praepositus would be aged about 
45* The inscription of Traianus Mucianus sheds some l i g h t on the 
lat e r career of a pra^positixs, Gradually, i f he showed a b i l i t y , he 
would be givrai ooiiimand over larger detachments, and eventually, under 
Diocletian, m i ^ t ris e to the rank of dux i n charge of a provincial 
army. I t i s possible that Flavius Aper rose to the post of praetorian 
prefect. I t se^as safe to assume, that the majority of officers who 
rose to high rank i n the l a t t e r half of the third century had previously 
held the post of praeposit,mst i n charge of a pair of legionary vexillations. 
I t seems necessary to touch b r i e f l y on the question of 
the difference between the terms praepositus and dux as applied to 
commanders of vexillations during this period. Under the principate, 
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both are used to describe senators commanding f i e l d forces . The 
term, dux, however, i s never employed i n the case of equestrian commanders 
u n t i l the t h i r d century, except i n the case of Velius Hufus, 85-91* and 
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perhaps of L. Artorius Castus , Domaszewski has shown that under 
Severus the t i t l e of dux i s used to describe an independent, extraordinary 
command , The last senatorial dux attested i s i n 238'^ .^ After the 
beginning of the t h i r d century, however, the t|tle.,of du^ c i s given to 
40 
equestrian officers who command vexillations or legions , I t i s 
s t i l l somewhat vague, since a legionaa^ prefect under Philip i s termed 
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both dux devotissimus and praepositus optimus. though i t seems that 
i n this inscription neither term i s being used i n an o f f i c i a l sense^ ''*. 
However, the t i t l e of dg^ s t i l l retains i t s character as denoting the 
commander of an independent force. Thus the officer commanding the 
troops stationed at the outpost f o r t of Dura Europos on the iSuphrates 
f r o n t i e r during the period 245-51 i s termed dux Rjpae^^. 
The reign of Gallienus seems to represent an important 
stage i n the develojsn^t of the t i t l e s praeposi;bu8 and as applied 
to f i e l d array officers. Assuming Pflaum's dating of the inscription 
to be correct, Valerius Claudius Quintus i n 253 i s f i r s t dux legionis 
I I I Italioae, and then diuc et praepositus legioflis I I I Augustae. The 
explanation seems to be that he was appointed to the f i r s t post during 
a campaign against the Alamanni i n Haetia* After Valerian's successful 
putsch, he was appointed praepositus commanding a vexillation of I I I 
Augusta, and sent to Africa with the powers of a ^jj^ to quell a revolt 
of the Mauri* From the reign of Gallienus onwards, i n connection with 
the f i e l d army, the term, praepositus. is only used to denote the 
commander of a pair of legionary vexillations, and presumably also of 
cavalry detachmaats* The t i t l e of dux, however, seems now to be 
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confined to f i e l d army generals . In the early fourth century i t 
becomes the o f f i c i a l term f o r the commanders of armies stationed i n 
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fro n t i e r provinces . I t i s noticeable that praeses also becomes 
recognised as the o f f i c i a l t i t l e f o r provincial governors after the 
mid-third century* Thus the f i r s t two equestrian governors to be 
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styled v l y egreg^ius praeses agens vices legati occur under Gallienus . 
( i l l ) l>raepoalti ceiaroanding cavalry detaoKmeKita. 
As i n the case of eommanders of paired legionary 
vexillations, the officers in charge of cavalry imits from the reign 
of Gallienus u n t i l some time in the f i r s t half of the fourth century 
are called praet^siti* Uhe inscription from C^ratianopolis dated to 
269 shows this to he the oase^^, IThe pairing of field ancy oavaliy 
detachments is not as tirell attested as that of legionary vexillations. 
However* i t is worth noting that in 260 Q» Gargilius l a r t i a l i s was 
nraet?0Bitua oohortis Sinfi^larium et vexill^tionis jBpftiitum Hati^rum* 
and towards the close of the third oentuiy fraiattus Mucianus was i n 
charge of detachments of Mauri and Osrhoeni. Furthermore, i n the 
Hotitia the cavalry units of the fi e l d amjr seem to he listed in pairs. 
Each unit no doubt numbered 500 meh^  
The importance of cavalry in this period is unquestionable t 
Gallienus was the f i r s t emperor to unite the cream of the cavalry under 
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a single command • During the early part of the third century cavalasy 
tmits levied on a tribal basis termed vexillationes begin to be attested^* 
53iBaay of these no doubt were drafted into the field aimy* I t is 
probable also that Gallienus separated the legionary cavaliy from their 
parent units to form the Koii^ites X^romoti. though the earliest reference 
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to these occurs i n a papyrus of 293 • Led by Aureolus, the f i e l d 
army cavaliy played a decisive role in the victories over usurper® 
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such as Xngennus and Kacrianus • Coins of Oallienus with the legends, 
^f^piei Biauitum*, *Concprdia Eauitum^. and Ulacritati Augusti** the 
latter depicting a flying Pegasus # testily to the prowess of the new 
•51 
force, and the swiftness with which i t acted • tinder Claudius I I 
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the Baultea Balmatae especially distinguished th^selves in the 
fighting against the Gfoths, and, together vdth the Bqnites Maytri. 
were chiefly responsible for Aurelian's victoiy over 2enobia*s arnQr 
at EJBiesa^^« 
Ritterling noted that large numbers of cavalty units, 
such as Mauri. Dalm^tae. Scu^tariit and Promoti are listed in the 
Hotitia as garrisoned in the eastern frontier provinces • In his 
view, they were settled here by Aurelian, after his victory over 
^enobia, to act as a counterpoise to latent particularist tendencies 
in the area formerly subject to Pala^yra, On the other hand i t seems 
doubtful that Aurelian would weaken the strength of his field anny 
cavalry to such an extent before he had inarched against the Gallic 
Empire. Again, f i e l d araiy units with these names are also listed 
in the l o t i t i a as stationed in a l l the Danubian ducates, Alf81di»s 
view that i t was Biocletian who settled these units in the frontier 
provinces seems more probable , fhis emperor is known to have taken 
special pains to f o r t i f y the frontier defences• Furthermore, in the 
interval of peace at the close of his reign he could afford to disband 
a large section of the fi e l d army, a policy perhaps foreshadowed by 
Probus . The existence of a large field army in the latter half of 
the third century was undoubtedly one of the major factors responsible 
for the instability which characterised this periods Reinforcing the 
frontier defences would not only safeguard the ^ p i r e against barbarian 
attacks, but also help to preserve i t s internal equilibrium, !i3ie 
praetorian prefecture provided the stepping stone to the throne for 
Florian and Oarus. The post of commander-in-chief of the fi e l d army 
cavalry probably f u l f i l l e d the same function in the case of Aurelian 
and Probus* 
^® praepositi commanding cavalry units in the fourth 
century can be divided into two categories, f i r s t l y those in charge of 
limitanei. and secondly, those in charge of fi e l d army units. With 
regard to the former category^ the following nine are attested* 
Alaesianus vexillatio lilquitum Soutariorum Maurorum 547 
Qoutha ISquites Scutarii Illyyioiani 
Xtalicus Eouites S a ^ t t a r i i 
Macrobius » Prombti teaionis I I Traia^e 302 
Hargus (?) " Marg^ nses (?) 
tJrsicinus canetta Eouitum St^blesianofeam (?) 369 
Aurelius Valens yexillatio BIquitum Scutariorum Cani^avensiujm 
Veracus Bouites Balmatae 
Anon ( M [ I 21 col, 2) « Kauri 340 
The earliest of these is Macrobius in 302, Italicus, Margus and Veracus 
are mentioned in a series of brick stamps, which probably dates to the 
reign of Valentinian I , who made great efforts to strengthen the frontier 
defences along the Danube* Such units as these, together with the 
legionary detachments garrisoned i n the frontier provinces, could be 
drafted into the f i e l d amor i f the need arose* This did not happen 
in the case of those units listed in the minus laterculum. namely the 
alae and cohorts* Only two praepositi commanding Bouites stationed 
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on the frontier are mentioned in the Nptitia • 
The following praepositi commanding field army units are 
attested during the early fourth century. 
Flavins Huvel Eauirtes Armlgeri luniores 
j^gjgus ^ Gatafmotarti Pictavenses 34^ i.sri 
vaxerius Sambarra ** ftlWimi^mmaimi Comites '"'^  
Valerius Stableaiani 
310 
These units are presumably vexillationes comitatenaea. forming part of 
f i e l d army divisions which under Gonstantine, and probably under Mocletian 
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also, were stationed in Gaul, Illyricum, Africa and the east to act 
as strategic reserves. At some stage during the f i r s t half of the 
fourth centttiy* perhaps after Constantine*s culminating victory over 
Licinius in 324» a l l officers in charge of comitatensiaa troops seem 
to have been upgraded to the rank of tribonus. IThere is l i t t l e 
evidence for f i e l d army officers in this period, however, and the 
papyrus of 359 which mentions Borotheus is the earliest reliable 
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evidence for a tribunus commanding a vealllatio comitatensis > 
(iv) l^raenositi commandiniy frontier leg;ionary detachments* 
I t is in the reign of Gallienus that senators cease to 
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command legions, and are replaced by eq^uestrian nraefeoti « fhe 
inscription of fraianus Mucianus shows that these Ti^raefecti were 
appointed after holding the post of primus pilus. By 286, however, 
the primipilate had become a hereditary office i n the c i v i l administration, 
and i t i s clear that from this date onwards, i f not before, legionary 
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prefects were appointed after holding the post of oenturio protector • 
The following praefeoti legionis are attested under Diocletian, though 
after his reign no more are known. 
284 Aelius Patemianus I ^ Adiutriy I I I 3469 
290 Aurelius Firminus « «• " 10406 
284-92 Aurelius jjaximianus IV Flavia " 1646 
289-93 Glodius Honoratus I I I Am^sta VIII 2572 
295 Aurelius Sintus (?) I Hinervia X I I I 8019 
293-305 Trocundus I l>ontioe^ I I I 6746 
fost 284 Valerius ThiUmpo 11 Herculia *• 6194 
As far as can be seen, each of these officers was commanding an entire 
legion, and riot merely a detachment. Except in the case of Aurelius 
Maximianus, who had retired, and Trocundus and Thiumpo, who were 
commanding legions raised by Diocletian, each inscription was found 
=^72=r 
at the old third century headquarters of the legion concerned. I t 
seems therefore that under Diocletian each legion s t i l l retained an 
overall commander. 
The frontier defence system as depicted in the Woti;fcia 
Dig;nitatum seems in essence to d a t e ^ Diocletian's reign. Thus the 
names of at least six of the legions, fourteen of the alae. and twelve 
of the cohorts show that they were raised by him. The basic system 
of frontier defence seems to be shown by the chapter listing the imits 
stationed in Moesia Seounda, Here each legion retains an overall 
commander at the old third century headquarters. However, the limes 
of the province i s divided between the two legions, I Italica and 
XI Olaudia, and each legionary sector is i n turn subdivided into two 
sections, a pedatura superior, and a pedatura inferior, each of which 
is patrolled by five cohorts^^. 
The splitting up of the limes within each frontier 
province had already been foreshadowed in the third century. Thus 
an inscription of this period mentions a certain Aurelius Pervia, 
praepositus quinquagesimae ripae Rheni legionis I Hinerviae^* The 
Euphrates frontier was probably also divided into sections, since two 
third century inscriptions from Palmyra mention a certain Gelsticus, 
who, after holding centurionates in I I I (irallica. TV Scvthica* and 
VI Ferrata, became curator rinae sun^rioris et inferipris. before 
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his appointment as praefectus cohortis • Apparently he also was 
concerned with the collection of customs duties, Goodchild has 
suggested that, following the disbandment of I I I Au^sta in 238, the 
6? 
limes in Africa was split up into local zones, each under a praepositus * 
^=73^ 
During the reign of 3everus Alexander, Licinius Hierocles held the 
post of pmepositus Equitum itemque Peditum lunioruta Haurorom iure 
gladii. I t is possible that he was in charge of a detachm^t of 
Moorish irregulars which had been settled on a para inferior of 
the Mauretanian limes. The Hotitia Dignitatum l i s t s a praenositus 
lim i t i s inferioi'is i n iSauretania^^. A nuroerus Hemesenorum lunior^ 
was stationed at Bl Kantara in lumidia in the same reign, and an 
inscription mentioning a detachment of luniores Bessl. 1,000 strong, 
being brought into Hauretania Tingitana also seems to date to this 
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period , On the other hand, seniores are never mentioned at this 
stage, and therefore i t seems more likely that in this context iuniores 
denotes recruits. The Augustan History specifically records that 
Severus Alexander presented lands captured from the eneiny to soldiers 
garrisoned on the frontier, on condition that their sons entered the 
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To return to the main point, the legionary detachments 
termed s^ eniores and iuniores which appear in the fourth century field 
arBsy had probably been oidginally withdrawn from a pedjatura superior 
inferior on the frontier at some stage. Within each of these 
pedat^rae. as they are called in the eastern section of the Hotitift. 
or paytes. as they are termed in the western section, cohorts were 
stationed at regular intervals. Host of the chapters relating to 
frontier defence in the Notitia seem to date to the reigns of Diocletian 
and Constantino, and i t is obvious from the gaps in the defences that 
many cohorts of the best troops had already been withdrawn for service 
in the f i e l d aiBiy. Many of the detachments stationed on the Danube 
seem to have been used to man libumae patrolling the river, or were 
even concerned with the transport of supplies by boat . 
I t i s obvious that as time went on each of these cohorts 
would tend to become more like an independent unit* I t seems likely 
that after Constantino became sole ruler in 324 each legionary 
detachment stationed on the frontier was placed under the command of 
an independent praeno^itus. Thus in 325 Severianus is attested as 
praepositus in command of the detachment of X I I I G^ina quartered at 
Babylon in Bgypt. ^e f ollowingi|%rmTiito praepositi belonging to this 
category are attested in the fourth century* 
Bonio IV yiavia (?) 
Bonitus VII Claudia 
Colluthus » «i tf t> 
Mnitius iV Fiavia 
Foscanus Ijla;rtia 371 
Heraellus Milites Fortenses 
Hermogenes Y l i 
Plavius lovinus Milites ^ s t r d o i 
lidontius l^litfea Auxiliar^s Ifuriacenses 370 
Mucater p^l P'k^^^^, , , 
Severianus X I I I Gemina (?) 325 
Tara vyi C^a^^a 
Taurus y i Fera*a1^ a 
Plavius Traianus T!h@b^  367'-75 
Valens .I,V .Pla;»la 
Victorinus y i l pi^ a^ udia 
Aurelius Vine^tius X G^ mina 
Anon (xm 11538) V t l l kym^ , , 371 
Anon (BGO I 21 col* 3) I I , Fla-^ia Clonatantia (?) 340 
In the gotitia the legionary detachments quartered along the Danube 
go 
frontier are called ripai^en^es, * The f u l l t i t l e of the officers 
commanding them was praeposi'^is yinae lefl^onis* as is shown by the 
inscriptions which mention Hermogenes and Tara. These, together with 
Bonio, Bonitus, Dinitius, Mucater, Valens and Viotorinus are a l l 
=^=7> 
attested in a series of brick stamps which seems to date to the 
reconstruction of the frontier defence system on the Danube imder 
Valentinian I * The infantry units which the I p t i t i a l i s t s under 
the pomes l i t o r i s Saxonici as commanded by praepositi were probably 
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legionary detachments • 
(v) Py^ei^ps^W ffP??BQi^A^^^ lepji^om, ^^^^ 
leg^ioytss psevidocomitatenses are f i r s t attested in 
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a decree of 365 • lowever, i t seems fai r l y certain that they were 
in existence at an early stage i n the fourth century- Th^ we3?e 
evidently legionary detachments which had foimerly been quartered on 
the frontier, but had recently been withdra^fn to reinforce the field 
anay. Th^ might eventually hope to reach comitatensian status, but 
in the meantime did not receive the same privileges as regular field 
army troops. Thus in a decree of 400 t h ^ are coupled with the 
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riparienses. in contrast to the f i e l d aimy soldiers . They were 
commanded by praepositi. in the same way as frontier detachments, 
whereas the officers i n charge of regular f i e l d army troop© were 
tribuni* Only two praepoaiti belonging to this category are attested 
in the fourth century* 
Flavius Kartidius Auxiliarii Miliarienises 
Flavins 2iperga I Mar^ia Victrix 
I t i s interesting to note that Martidius had served for 38 years, whereas 
Ziperga had already gained this rank at the age of 27, after only e i # t 
yoars service. 
(vi) Fraeppaiti MraiMfl. 
^® Notitia Diaaiitatum shows that in the case of Africa, 
^^76^ 
Mauretania and Tripoli tana the provinoial frontier was divided Into 
a series of aones, each under the command of a praepositus limitis*^^* 
These sectors are not listed in their geographical order, and i t is 
d i f f i c u l t to plot their exact position on a map, though Gourtois has 
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recently attempted to do this . This type of frontier defence 
system apparently originated during the f i r s t half of the third century. 
The earliest mention of a praepo^itus lim i t i s occurs on an inscription 
from Gasr Duib i n Tripolitaha, which i s dated to 244-6'^ .^ I t 
commemorates the building of a new oenteaarium at this point in order 
to close the region of the linaes T^nth^ii;ami3 and i t s road to raids by 
desert tribes. The work was caa^ried out by the troops commanded by 
UUmisius Maximus, tribunus. under the supervision of Gallicanus, 
praeppsitus l i m i t i ^ Tentheitani. The post of cossanander of this 
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frontier zone i s listed in the tfotitia Evidently this sector of 
the frontier derived i t s name from the fort of Tentheos, where the 
T>3?aepositus would have his headquarters. 
23$ 1^ 11 A]Uffls,ta was disbanded by Gordian I I I , following 
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i t s support for Maximinus Thrax • Goodchild and Ward Perkins have 
pointed out that during the eight years which followed, the Roman staff 
may well have evolved a decentralised system of defence, dividing the 
frontier up into a series of zones under the command of prj^epositi 
l i m i t i s * ^ . In this respect, i t is interesting to note that the v i r 
egr^gi]us dux rinae at Dura Suropos, who was responsible for the defence 
of part of the limes of Syria Coele, is attested at latest i n 245'^ t^ 
Generally speaking, each liiaes sector seems to be named after the fort 
where the praepositus had his headquarters. Sometimes, however, the 
name of the ssone affords some clue as to the troops stationed at the 
headquarters fo r t . Thus one of the sectors in Hauretania i s termed 
the limes Fortensis* which suggests that a detachment of I I Traiana 
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<^^ 3;^ tis was garrisoned there'^, Another unit of Fortenaes is 
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recorded at Iiepois in Tripoli tana , I t se^s likely that a numbor 
of cohorts from this legion, stationed in the adjacent province of 
Egypt, were withdrawn to reinforce the African provinces following 
the disbandment of I I I Aufliua;fea, On the other hand i t is probable 
that some troops of I I I Augusta s t i l l remained, since another sector 
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i n Mauretania is termed the limes Augustensis , In fact i t seaas 
likely that each praepositus was commanding a legionary cohort, or 
perhaps a cavalry unit* Gallicanus, the pr^epositus limitis attested 
in 244-6, had the status of v i r eg^ egius,. He was probably a senior 
centurion* Another inscription from Hauretania Caesariensis which 
sew to date to the third oentury mentions a centurion called Olodius 
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Largus, who held the post of praepositias lim i t i s , During the period 
with which this thesis is concerned, only two pra^positi, limitis from 
Africa are recorded* 
301 I i , lulius Gapito Alaris Mauretania Iiiyies ^yizi,^- -
303 Valerius Ingenuus Africa *V Tubunenqis (?) 
The inscriptions mentioning them reflect the strengthening of the 
frontier defence system in Africa during Mocletian* s reign. 
Within each frontier ssone, a number of small outpost forts 
called oentenaria was built . These varied In si2?e, that at Aqua Viva 
being about 90 metres square, whereas the centenarium at Gasr Bulb was 
more like a fortified faiiahouse « The term, centenarium. is presumably 
derived from the t i t l e of the officer conasanding the unit stationed 
there. This was probably a centurion with centenarian status. 
The unit which he was commanding as tribunus was perhaps a numerus 
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recruited from local tribes , The names of several of these 
tribuni are preserved in a series of fourth century inscriptions 
from centenaria in Tripoli tana . Goodchild and Ward Perkins have 
pointed out that as these limitanei gradually became more absorbed 
in farming, their economic independence may have led them to neglect 
the defence of the hinterland. The invasion of 363, in which 
Sabratha was sacked and Lepcis besieged, xfould not have met with 
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such success had the limitanei been a loyal and efficient force , 
One may speculate on the extent to which this system 
of frontier defence was also in operation in other provinces. Some 
features of i t are peculiar to Africa, in that there was a long frontier 
to patrol, with the threat of occasional raids by desert tribesmen. 
However, there seems to be a certain similarity between the praepositi 
l i m i t i s on the African frontier and the praepositi rioae legionis on 
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the Danube, and doubtless also, the Rhine limes . Evidently 
centenaria are to be equated with ^ urgi. since the Kotitia l i s t s a 
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tribunus cohortis. stationed *ad burgum Centenarium*, in Valeria « 
The numerous small burgi built by Valentinian I along the Rhine frontier 
i n Switsserland no doubt were divided into groups, each zone being under 
the control of a praepositus in one of the large forts, such as Basilia, 
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Augusta Raurica or Tenedo . Similarly, the Yorkshire signal stations 
were probably supervised by a praepositus whose headquarters were at 
Malton , Again, i t seems likely that the praepositus commanding the 
detachment of V Macedonica at Memphis exercised certain supervisory 
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powers over the alae and cohorts stationed in the province of 
Heptanomia in Egjrpt . 
(vi) Pi^ft^po^iti Castroyum. 
six 
The following/^ »«aHM» praepositi castrorum are attested 
during the fourth century. 
Flavius Abinnaeus Ala V Praelectorum Bgypt 342-51 
Oastorion Cohors IV Numidarum 
Flavius Dragilis Bquites Dalmatae Valeria 
" Iiucianus ? Arabia 337-61 
Salvitius Cohoa^ ^ IV, Hupiidarum " 307 
Anon, P. Amh. 142 Ala Anriana ** 
The earliest record of the t i t l e occurs i n the papyrus relating to 
Salvitius, which is dated to 307* I f one is correct in assuming 
that Flavius Dragilis was commanding the detachment of Bouites Dalmatae 
listed as quartered at Oonstantia in the Notitia. i t seems that the 
t i t l e could be applied to the commanders of frontier units which might 
later be drafted into the fi e l d array. However, as a rule i t seems to 
be confined to the officers commanding the alae and cohorts listed by 
the Notitia in the minus lateroulum. In contrast to the legionary 
detachments and Squites. such troops were never selected for fi e l d 
anoy service. 
The correspondence of Flavius Abimiaeus shows that he 
was addressed as praefectus alae and praepositus castrorum in equal 
proportion, but the former seems more characteristic of o f f i c i a l 
documents. His duties were by no means entirely military, and his 
main function seems to have been the maintenance of law and order i n 
the area around Dionysias. Thus he received petitions complaining of 
burglary, sheep stealing, kidnapping, theft and assault, and urging 
him to arrest those suspected. On one occasion part of the alst was 
requisitioned to assist in collecting rents due on imperial estateib* 
While most of the troops were doubtless quartered at Dioi^sias 
i t s e l f , evidently others were stationed at various posts in the 
vicinity, Praepositi castrorum were apparently reciruited from 
protectores who had served in the fi e l d army , Probably i t was 
intended that in this way some standard of discipline and efficiency 
would be prese3?ved among the sedentary frontier troops, 
A number of edicts also mention the post of praepositus 
castroriga. Apparently i t had been obtained by certain officials 
employed in the oharta^ and ratiocinia. who had thus evaded their 
obligatory duties, A decree of 371 states that i f this is discovered, 
the persons concerned are to be compelled to return to their former 
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posts . A law of 443 prescribes that in regions where the barbarians 
are threatening the frontier, the duces, their r^rimicerii and the 
praepositi oastrorum are to obtain a twelfth part of the annona 
normally distributed among the limitapei as compensation for their 
OA 
additional duties . Finally, a mid-fifth century decree implies 
that in the past the duces and their a,pparitores, together with the 
praepositi l i m i t i s and praepositi castrorum had been under the control 
of the maestri militum^^, 
( v i i i ) Praepositi comffiandinfc auxiliary units. 
Only one such praepositus i s known during this period, 
namely Flavins Martinxxs, who is attested as centurio, praepositus in 
command of cohora I Aelia Dacorum at Birdoswald in the period 296-305* 
During the principate centurions were sometimes appointed to command 
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auxiliary units * From the reign of Seveanxs onwards this practice 
seems to have become more frequent, and during the fourth c^tury no 
doubt a l l auxiliary troops were commanded by ex-field amy centurions, 
as i n the case of Flavius Abinnaeus and Salvitius. 
(ix) PraepQs^ti commanding detachments of the fleet. 
Notitia the officer commanding a detachment of 
the fleet is normally referred to as a yraefectus . However, as in 
the case of commanders of legionary detachm^ts, this seems to be 
another instance of the Notitia* s use anachronistic terrainology, 
Praepositi classis are mentioned i n ,4;,,decree of 369» which states 
that t h ^ are not entitled to the same privileges as those who have 
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served in the palace or the f i e l d anay^. The only praep^s^tug in 
this category who is attested in l^e fourth century is Flavius Senilis, 
praei^sil^s relipuai^ionis classis. He was apparently in charge of a 
naval supply depot at lydney Park on the Severn estuary in the late 
fourth century* 
(x) Ppaepf>^ 3,ti li^etis. 
From the reign of Marcus Aurelius onwards, large numbers 
of barbarian tribesmen were settled in increasing quantities on the 
perimeter of the empire as a source of future recruits for the army . 
The Laeti were Germans from the opposite bank of the Hhine who were 
settled in Gaul at various points from the third century onwards* 
They were f a i r l y independ^t, probably retaining their native law, 
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but were not permitted to move from the territory allotted to them • 
^ 0 Notitia l i s t s twelve such settlements of Laeti in Gaul, under the 
-82^ :^  
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overall command of the magister neditum . According to the 
Notitia the officer in charge of each group was a praefectus. but 
102 
an edict of 369 refers to them as praepositi . The same law 
states that they could be given the status of tribune. 
(xi) ]fyaepos;^t^ Fftbyic^yffB, 
tinder the principate, the manufacture of arms was 
l e f t to private enterprise, except in the case of Brltain"*"^^, 
Vegetius records that each legion in this period had had 120 smiths 
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and leather workers, whose duty i t was to repair arms and armour * 
Probably during the latter half of the third century, but at any rate 
by the reign of Gohstantine, the manufacture of arms was confined to 
certain state factories. This is but one aspect of the growing 
specialisation which characterised this period of crisis, and was 
essential i f the Eoman army was to function as an efficient force. 
However, as Crosse points out, the setting up of arms factories would 
help to guard against usurpations, since they were situated at strategic 
points, rather than i n outlying areas, and each factory specialised in 
the production of one particular type of weapon or armour * They 
are listed in the Notitia under the overall command of the ma^isl^er 
officiorum^^^. The officer in charge of each factoiy was termed 
praepoigitus fabricae. He was not entitled to the same privileges as 
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those who had served in the palace or in the f i e l d army \ The 
following officers i n this category are attested in the fourth 
century, 
312-37 Sertorius Silanus Ravenna 
^^'^^uj^^'^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "^ - g^ T^ yioa Loi^cayia 
c* 400 ^ n[V 8721) Ooncordia Fabrica Sagittaria 
The inscription of Sertoriua Silanus shows that praepositi f abricarum 
had the status of v i r per^feotissimis. Harsh penalties were sometimes 
imposed on officers whose factories produced arms the qualliy of which 
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was below the requisite standard . 
( x i i ) Praepositi luniorum* 
The following officers belonging to this category are 
attested during the fourth century. 
Fl&vius Abinnaeus c, 330 
Aelianus c« 348 
Flavius Conoordius c» 370 
Arrius Germanue 
They were evid^tly proteptor^s who had been selected to lead recruits 
from the frontier provinces to f i e l d amy headquarters. I t is likely 
that this duty had been performed by centurions during the prineipate* 
One of the inscriptions relating to Flavius Concordius shows that they 
held the status of v i r perfeGtis^im^s. The use of the term, iuniores. 
to designate recruits is attested in fourth century edicts and the 
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writings of Vegetius • 
( x i i i ) PraepQsiti Soholarum. 
A decree of 413 refers to the praepositi et t r i ^ l 
scholarum^'^^* Perhaps originally the commanders of the seholae were 
termed praepositi. but long before this date t h ^ had obtained the 
status of ^^bufi^jlr,* 
(xiv) G<^ nc,l,usioi^ ,. 
As has been shown, the term, praepositus. can be used 
to describe a multiplicity of commands, and as late as 416 a law refers 
i l l 
to officej-s coianianding f i e l d airay imlts as Draeposlti labaram \ 
In general, however, after the reign of Oonstantine i t i s oonfined 
to officers i n charge of limitanei. whereas tri)bfunua as a rule 
denotes a f i e l d anay conaBsnder* teis, whenever the two terme are 
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mentioned i n decrees, the l a t t e r almost invariably assumes precedence . 
5his i s also the case when a pre^enesiiais and a f i e l d amy tribune are 
11*5 
mentioned on the same inscription I t i s proposed to examine 
those decrees which mention both tribun:^ and T^raenositi i n the 
chapter which deals with tribunes« A number of laws, however, make 
reference i n a general sense to nraeposfti alone, and i t seems 
appropriate to examine these at this juncture* A decree of 323> 
clearly relating to fro n t i e r officers, states that i f a nraenositus 
grants soldiers leave of absence i n peacetime, he i s to be banished 
and his property conf iscated* I f this happens during a barbarian 
attack, however, he i s to be sentenced to death^^^i Praepositi 
were forbidden to enter houses against the owners* w i l l , and 
forcibly coifimandeer such articles as o i l and wood $he status 
of ex ^ raenos^tis, l i k e that of ex nrotectoribus. could be obtained 
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by someone, who had served his f u l l period ,in the army • Finally, 
the sons of praenositi. who were medically u n f i t to enlist, had to 
serve on municipal councils, which shows that these officers were 
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not without wealth « 
« mtwmi 
(1) 3;ntyy>dtiotion. 
I t seems neoessaxy by way of introduction to escamine 
the use of the term tribunus under the priaoipate, before embarking 
on a study of i t s later employment* With regard to the legion, 
there were two main types of tribune* F i r s t l y , there was the 
tribianu^ l^ti,olav;i^s* a senatorial officer, who second i n command 
to the legate"^. Also attached to the legion were f i v e tribuyijl 
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anfmstiol^ayii. recruited from the etJiuestrian class , % e i r duties 
were primarily administrative, and they were not normally ©aployed 
i n commanding troops « ^ e post ranked second i n the three nozml 
equestrian m i l i t i a e of praefecfeus cohc>r1^i6. tribimus angusl^icMyius. 
and Dya^fectua eauit^ m» With regard to auxiliary units, there was 
the post of tribimua, cohortia milliariae. which equestrian officers 
might hold as an alternative to the legionaiy tribunate^* Sometimes 
a nraefectus cohortis was granted a brevet tribunate, thereby upgrading 
him to the second c i i l i t i a • During the second centuiy, the numeric 
recruited from barbarian tribesmen, had been commanded by praenositi 
who were legionary centurions^. During the t h i r d century, however, 
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equestrian tarf^bjuni were appointed to consmand some numeri • Ttie 
ejEplanation may be that they were commanding larger units, or more 
probably that during the t h i r d century the gjameri ceased to be 
regarded as i n f e r i o r troops. The cohorts of vigiles. the tirban 
cohorts, and the praetorian cohorts were always commanded by tribuni • 
( i i ) Praetprian tribunes. 
Such was the power of the praetorian prefect during 
the t h i r d century that i t i s no exaggeration to state that he often 
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acted as viee^-emperor^* At the same time, the praetorian prefecture 
combined so many varied duties that i t was impossible f o r one man to 
f u l f i l t h ^ competently by himself, any more than i t was possible for 
one man to rule e f f i c i e n t l y as emperor. Thus already as early as 
the reign of Caracalla a ^ t e s vices nraef eo|;oram nraetoi^io begin to 
be attested, having the status of yjy •perfeotissimas'^^. The two most 
important duties of the praetorian prefect la^r i n the military and 
ju d i c i a l spheres, but during the almost constant warfare that 
characterises the t h i r d century from the reign of Philip onwards the 
military duties of the praetorian prefect came to predominate. He 
seems to have accompanied the emperor on campaigns, while the a^efltes 
v^oes nrc^efe<^torumi pyaetorio remained at Rome, presumably taking 
charge of the administrative and legal business^^. 
Again, praetorian prefects were appointed to lead 
expeditions, e.g. Heraclianus under Gallientis, or to administer parts 
of the empire, e.g* Priscus under iPhilip, Silvanus under Gallienus, 
12 
and Carus under Brobus ^ This explains why there are often several 
praetorian prefects i n office at the same time# Thus, after their 
division of the empire. Valerian i n the east and Gallienus i n the 
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west each seem to have had two praetorian prefects by 260 tJnder 
the Tetrarchy i t i s uncertain whether there were only two prefects, 
or whether one was attached to each Augustus and Caesar"''^ . However, 
i t seems that while the prefects remained attached to the emperor, 
some of the agentes vices nraefectorum praetorio were assigned sections 
of the empire to administer. An increase i n the number of deputy 
prefects i s noticeable during the reign of Diocletian^^. The earliest 
d e f i n i t e l y attested t e r r i t o r i a l vice-prefect i s dated to 303"^ .^ 
As has been stated, the military duties of the praetorian 
prefects seem to predominate after the reign of Philip. Thus 
Heraclianus (267-8), l u l i u s Placidianus (c. 270), K, Aurelius Oarus 
(e, 282), Aper (284) and l u l i u s Asctepiodotus (285-97) a l l appear 
to have been generals. At the same time, the large number of edicts 
issued by Diocletian, some of which refer to the j u d i c i a l powers of 
the prefects, indicates a revival i n their c i v i l powers towards the 
close of the t h i r d century • Under Maxentius, praetorian prefects 
such as Kuf ius Volusianus and Huricius Pompeianus continued to command 
armies* But i t i s evident that Constantine f i n a l l y deprived the 
prefects of their militaj:y powers, probably after his victory over 
Licinius i n 324^ ''^ -
This increase i n the number of the praetorian prefects 
and of their deputies i s important when one considers the praetorian 
tribunes during this period. A feature of the th i r d century seems 
to be the creation of extra praetorian tribunates. Thus when the 
Equites gin^lares were doubled by Septimius Severus (193-211), two 
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praetorian tribunes were appointed to command both numeri • An 
inscription dated to 256-8 shows that under Oallienus two praetorian 
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tribunes were i n charge of the castra peregrina »^ In fact i t i s 
under Gallienus that the praetorian tribunates seem to gain a special 
prominence. Coin evidence shows that the praetorian guard constituted 
an important part of Gallienus's mobile f i e l d aimy • Praetorian 
tribunes were the f i i ^ t officers to be given the t i t l e of pi7otec;fcor 
Ajagugji, showing that Gallienus viewed them with special favour, and 
attached great importance to their loyally. 
I n this regard the career of Petronius Taurus 
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Volusianus i s of key importance, being unique i n two respects • 
F i r s t l y , he did not hold a single procuratorship during his rise to 
the praetorian prefecture, which shows that he was a military 
specialist* Secondly, he held two praetorian tribunates i n 
succession, i n charge of the fourth and f i r s t cohorts. I t was 
t h i s l a t t e r tribunate which gave him the status of protector* and 
his next post as praefeotus vigilum constituted a huge advance i n 
promotion, i f judged by previous standards* Other praetorian 
tribunes who held the t i t l e of protestor under Qallienus were the 
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anonymous tribunus oohortis VI praetoria^ and Aurelius Sabinianus • 
I t i s noticeable that the l a t t e r does not specify which cohort he 
commanded* Again, H* Piavonius Victorinus terms himself merely 
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t r i b ^ u s praetorianerum i n an inscription set up before 268 « The 
inscription of C* Petilius Venustus, tribimus praetoriano3wm* may 
also date to this period, and Bobson has argued that the tribuiats 
praetorianusf* Xiiberalinius Probinus, could have served under the 
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Gallic emperors • 
Although the evidence i s so scanty^ the conclusion to 
which i t points does not seem unreasonable when taken i n conjunction 
with what i s known of the general histoxloal background during this 
crucial phase of the empire's history* Gallienus's creation of a 
mobile f i e l d array, organised on a permanent footing, would have 
necessitated the organisation of a large headquaa?ters sta f f * The 
importance of the centurions who served on the emperor*® staf f at 
t h i s time has already been demonstrated In the chapter devoted to 
the pyptectores* Obviously, however, officers of higher raxjk than 
centurion would serve i n this capacity. At the same time, i t i s 
during the reign of Oallienus that m^bers of the senatorial class 
cease to enter on a mi l i t a r y care@r# I t seems l i k e l y that extra 
praetorian tribunes were appointed to act as staff officers, and to 
command crack units of troops* *Shm^ i s a parallel i n the case of 
l u l i u s Placidianusi who i n 269 tms commanding a detachmi^t of the 
f i e l d army with the rank of payaefe^tus v i ^ l u m ^. Similarly, i t 
i s interesting to note that the inscription of fraianus H^cianus 
does not specify the numbers of the cohorts i n which he served as 
centurion i n the v t ^ l e a and ixi the urban cohorts. I t i s l i k e l y 
that while holding these ranks he was i n fact serving away from tee 
on the emperor* s s t a f f . 
The connection of the praetorian tribunes with the 
praetorian guard and Home must have becoine more obviously f i c t i t i o u s 
towards the close of the t h i r d centuxy* when the guard ceased to play 
such m important role« Admittedly under AUreUait i t took part i n 
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the campaign against Slenobia i n 271*-^ , and new walls were constructed 
around i t s camp » Again, as late as 297*^ praetorians apparently 
fought i n the army which Kaximian led to Africa to suppress the revolt 
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of the Quinquegentanei, a doiafederation of Hoorish tribes # However, 
three soldiers* epitaphs of t h i s period suggest tliat the praetorian 
barracks at Rome were viewed more as a place of retirement af t e r a 
long and active career^^* Certainly i t i s recorded thaljoiocietiatt 
reduced the numbers of the praetorians » He msQr have feared a 
revolt, but i n any case the emperor was henceforth comparatively 
rarely resident i n Some. I t i s possible that the remaining praetorians 
rebelled i n favour of Iteentius i n 306 because the Caesar Severos had 
decided to abolish the praetorien guard* At any rate, they fona^d 
the nucleus of Maxentius's ars^ i n this f i n a l attempt of Eome to 
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re-assert her old predominance • They alone resisted to the last 
man at the Battle of the Hilvian Bridge i n 512> thereby symbolising 
the end of the old order^^* Oonstantine abolished the praetorien 
33 
guaxd and demolished i t s barracks <» 
But who replaced the praetorians? I t i s interesting 
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to note that 0osimus on one occasion refers to them as *court troops'•* 
Again, an inscription from Home mentioning a cohors praetoriai^ was 
later altered to oohors Eomena palatina . f i n a l l y * the palatini 
themselves are attested under Constantine, taking part i n the Battle 
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of Ohalcedon i n 524 • I t i s l i k e l y that officers commanding tmits 
of palatine troops» whether vexi,?.3Tati.o||j&s» 3^^^iones or au^^^a* would 
also have the status of tribune. |n this respect i t i s interesting 
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to examine two inscriptions giving the career of Stilieho . Ba the 
f i r s t he i s described as tribunus pjpaetoriaaius. an obviously anach3E?onistic 
t i t l e . Hi the seoondi at the identical stage i n hie cursus, he i s 
termed ciMaes aacri stabu3[.i* In oilier words, the fourth century post 
of ^buttus atabuli. a k^y position, developed from a praetorian 
tribunate* Since the tribfflus atabuli is classed with the tribuni 
sc^hol^irum* i t i s l i k e l y that the l a t t e r posts also originated from 
^=91^ 
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praetorian tribunates . The soholae were already i n existence 
I n the chapter relating to the proteotores. i t was 
pointed out that the two praetorian tribunes at the head of the 
castra neregrir^a during the t h i r d centuiy could be the precujrsors of 
comites dome^ticorymi equitum and n e d i t ^ of the fourth centuiy* 
Certainly the reference to Valerius Biooles as comes domeaticprum i n 
284 i s an anachronism. The ass^bled troops who witnessed and accepted 
without protest the summaiy justice meted out on the praetorian prefect, 
Aper, probably realised that Diodes, as head of the eastra peregrina. 
was best qualified to assign the blame for teerian*s murder* They 
even appointed him emperor* His defeat at the Battle of the l^rgus 
i n 285 perhaps indicates the comparative inexperience of a former staff 
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of f i c e r as a commander i n the f i e l d , However, i t i s naive to assume 
i ^ t Oarinu3*s assassination, and his aiiay*s defection to his r i v a l , 
were entirely fortuitous. Diocletian the ^peror displays superlative 
powers of diplomacy, which prior service i n the castra p^re<yina during 
the t h i r d centuiy would have afforded him ample opportunity to develop* 
In fact i t seems safe to assume that many of the 
important offices of the fourth century had i n fact developed from 
praetorian tribunates. Thus i n edicts issued by Oonstantine dated 
to 321 and 323 reference i s made to Heraclianus and Proculianus, who 
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hold the post of tribjutyis et maafister officiorum • I t seems l i k e l y 
that the posts of ma^ster neditum and eouitum were also originally 
praetorian tribunates, as w i l l have been the case ^ dth the regional 
mafi^istri militum* Again, the n o t a r i i were i n existence by 
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and the t r i b u n i et n o t a r i i w i l l also have developed from praetorian 
tribunates. A law of 381 states that while the primicerius notariorum 
i s to be classed as a proconsul, the praetoriani are to be assi^ed a 
rank not much lower, so tbat those who have risen to the rank of 
tribunus w i l l obtain i n s i ^ d a similar to those of the comes Orientis 
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or A^assgati/ • Finally, an inscription from Rome mentions tribuni 
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et n o t a r i i de praetoi^o » 
I t seems that Daia and Constantino were praetorian 
tribunes i n 305* The case of the l a t t e r i s especially interesting 
i n that he i s termed by lactantius, a contemporary observer, tri^nmus 
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prjaai ordinis^*^. Already under Constantino the comitiva had three 
grades, ^ a ^ * ^ ^oun^j. aiid t e r t l i prdinis • Constantino i n 305 
mfiQT well have had the t i t l e of comes primi ordinis. and held the status 
of v;ir clajTissimus* Thus i t appears that Diocletian had held a 
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suffect consulship i n 283 pr i o r to his accession • However, 
Iiactantius*s statement seams to imply that there were three classes 
of tribune* These may have corresponded to the three grades of 
v i r earegfius. v i r t^erf^otissimus. and v i r clarissimus. Thus Valerius 
S t a t i l i u s Castus, v i r eisyeg^us, pyaepositus vexillationum. seems to 
.A f t 
have held the t i t l e of opm^ s i n the period 256-€^* Howevsr, 
Professor Birley has pointed out to me that since Oallienus seems 
to have increased the number of praetorian tribunates, i t may be that 
he also introduced three grades of tribune* Thus Volusianus was 
successively tribune of the fourth praetorian cohort, and then of the 
f i r s t , a promotion without precedent* Again, i f i t i s granted that 
posts so widely d i f f e r i n g i n rank as those of ma^stei^ peditum* 
W^^^9T,m^Pmi regional pfi^^1f,ei^;,mi;ii.j?M,, madlster offioiorum* 
oora^ ^amesticortim. tribuny^s sohplae and tribunus stab|i^i a l l 
developed from praetorian tribunates, i t seems probable that there 
was already a hierarchy of grades for praetorian tribunes by the 
^ d of the t h i r d century* Finally, i t i s noticeable that among 
the t r i b u n i etj n o t i ^ r i i * whose offices also originated from praetorian 
4Q 
tribunates, one tribune has a h i ^ e r grade than the rest • I t ii^ 
clear from a law of 440-1 "Kiat by this date there were f i v e grades 
of o f f i c i a l , thotifi^ only the f i r s t three are of interest here, since 
the last two consisted of honorarii* The f i r s t grade was made up 
of active o f f i c i a l s , holding definite posts* The yacan;i;e3 constituted 
the seOond grade* T h ^ acted as st a f f officers, and had no definite 
commitments, but could be appointed to extraordinaxy commands i n i^e 
event of an emergency* The t h i r d class did not reside at court, 
and their insignia of office were sent to them^^* 
Susaning up, i t would appear that during the t h i r d 
centuzy a large number of supernumerary praetorian tribunates was 
created, a process perhaps accelerated under Diocletian, and i t i s 
from these tribunates that many fourth centujy c i v i l and mi l i t a r y 
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posts develop • At f i r s t the tribunate was confined to the h i ^ e r 
grades i n the army* I t i s obviously to be distinguished from the 
rank of tribune as applied to commanders of nyoaei'i or cohorts 
stationed on the f r o n t i e r . Thus Vegetius states? 'Tribunti^ aaior 
per epistolam Saeram imneratoris iudicio destinatur, Hiyioit^ ^^^m^ 
p e r v ^ t ex labors* ^^* Here the tern maior tribunus evidently denotes 
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the commander of a f i e l d army unit, which would be li s t e d on the mains 
latereulums conversely, minor tribunus denotes the commander of a 
0^ " lifflitanei* which would be entered on the minujB lat^ye^lum* 
I t seems probable that a l l officers commanding pala t i n i were granted 
the tribunate by Oonstantine, i f one accepts the view that the palatine 
troops replaced the praetorian guard. I>uring the l a t t e r half of the 
th i r d century, and the early stages of the fourth century, commanders 
of paired legionajy vexillations were termed praepositi* %• 354» 
i f Ammianus*s account i s exact, praepositi fabricae could gain the 
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tribunate * In 359» Dorotheus, commander of a vexil?.atio cpmitatensis. 
54 
has the rank of ta?ibune * Presumably a l l commanders of comitatensian 
units had acquired this rank by that time. 'By 369 praeposi;fei leaionis* 
55 
oohortis could be elevated to the tribunate * In this respect, 
a statement of Veg*ius shows that t r i b a l or praepositi were appointed 
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to command units, Sprout p r i n c i n i placuisaet* * I n edicts the 
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tribuni almost lanfailingly assume precedence over the praepositi * 
( i i i ) Gomes domesticojium* 
As has been demonstrated, the post of c^ omes domesticoa:^ 
seems to have developed from one of the supernumerary praetorian 
tribunates created during the t h i r d centuiy, and i t seems not \mlikely 
that the two praetorian tribunes attested i n charge of the csistra 
peregrina under Gallienus are the precursors of the comites domesticorum 
^quitum and peditum l i s t e d i n the Notitia i n the eastern and western 
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sections of the empire ^ The earliest attested comes domesticQ3:um 
equitom i s dated to 409> and the earliest gomes domeaticorum peditum 
59 to 452 • However, i t i s clear that Gallienus introduced a separate 
overall command for the f i e l d ajmy oavalaiy, and i t i s logical to 
suppose that infantry and cavalry staff officers had separate 
commanders* Again, Gonstantine X differentiated between f i e l d aruiy 
cavalry and infantiy when he created the separate posts of ma^ster 
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peditum and eouitum praesentalis * However, since each Caesar had 
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his own comes doniesticoriytt , i t may be that as a rule one ^ ome^  
domesticorum supervised both cavalry and infantiy staff officers* 
Even so, there are occasions during the fourth century when two 
officers hold the post of comes domesticorum simultaneously under 
the same emperor^ discounting the fact that one could have served 
under a Caesar* Thus Barbatio and Latinus served as comites 
domesticorum under Constantius I I I n the period 351-4, and Mallobaudes 
and Hichomeres under C^ratian i n 378. Altogether, fourteen oomites 
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^orne^ ticorum are known during the fourth c ^ t u f y . 
The role which the holders of this office could 
play i s stressed by Ammianus larcellinus, when he states that i n 354 
Xiatinus was one of the three o f f i c i a l s regarded as controlling the 
destinies of the state^^* I t i s significant that on occasion the 
emperor appointed his relatives to the post, as i s demonstrated i n 
the case of Serenianus and Stilicho* A consideration of the duties 
of the comes doaesticorum explains this state of affairs* The 
prot^c^tpre^ dpBftesl^i^oi acted as the «Biperor*8 staff officers* Their 
services were indispensable to him, and their loyalty was normally 
b^ond doubt* As a rule they acted as an escort to the emperor, 
but t h ^ could be ^ ployed on special missions, or to carzy out 
-95-
arrests. I t was from their ranks that the future generals of the 
Roman army were selected* The comes domeaticorum was head of the 
protectores domestioi. and therefore acted as the empearor's chief 
of s t a f f * He supervised the enrolment Of new candidates j and saw 
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that the correct fee was paid to the prlroicerius scholae * He was 
responsible f o r removing from the o f f i c i a l register the names of 
those who had gained the status of protector domestict^s by i l l e g a l 
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means . An edict of 408 empowers him to dismiss those protectores 
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who are opposed to the Catholic sect * Finally, he had the power 
to degrade or dismiss those who f a i l e d to f u l f i l their duties 
67 
properly * 
In addition to these regular administrative duties, 
the comes domesticorum was frequently assigned special tasks. The 
importance of these shows the high degree of trust which aaperors 
reposed i n this o f f i c e r . Often he was appointed to command troops, 
either independently, or i n conjunction with others* Thus Severus 
i n 367 was appointed to command an ejcpedition sent to Britain to 
repulse an invasion of the Picts^ Attacotti and Scots* Bacurius 
i n 394 distinguished himself i n the Battle of the Frigidus, while 
commanding the foederati sent on ahead to force a way through the 
pass* In 361 Dagalaifus was sent on ahead by Julian with a force 
of light-armed troops to capture Luoillianus at Sirmium* The same 
offi c e r , together with the magister milltum. Victor, commanded the 
rearguard during Julian's Persian campaign. Again, Mallobaudes, 
i n conjunction with the comes Nannienus, commanded a force which 
repulsed an invasion by the Alamanni i n 378. An anonymous comes 
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dom^stiporu|gi campaigned with Arbogastes against the franks i n 394. 
Secondly, the comes domesticorum could be appointed to conduct 
reinforcements from one point to another* Thus Richomeres was 
sent by Gratian to bring aid to Valens i n 377> and again i n the 
following year* Thirdly, there were various miscellaneous duties* 
In 354 Barbatio supervised the arrest of the Caesar Callus with a 
picked force* i n 364 Valens sent Sereaianus to Cyaious to guard 
the treasure there. During Julian's Persian campaign, Dagalaifus, 
together with Nevitta, mafjjjster eati^itum. was placed i n charge of 
mining operations at the siege of Maiossamaloha. f i n a l l y , a pomes 
domesticorum could act as vices ^ ^ s magistri militum. Thus a 
decree of 414 i s addressed to Maurianus while serving i n this 
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capacity • 
I n fact i t was normal practice dtiring the fourth 
century f o r those holding the post of comes domesticorum to be 
promoted to the office of magister militum* This i s shown by the 
examples of Addeus, Barbatio, Dagalaifus, Lucillianus, Hichomeres, 
During thi s period only two maestri 
militum are known who did not hold this post at some stage i n their 
careers, namely Silvanus and Agile. In the l a t t e r instance, however, 
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Ammianus makes i t clear that this was a most unusual promotion • One 
cannot say f o r sure what post was customarily held immediately before 
that of comes domesticorum* because there i s not enou^ evidence 
concerning their prior careers. Stilicho's previous post was that 
of tribunus i ^ t a b ^ i . but with regard to the others one can only state Hial^ 
i n their earlier careers they had held the office of dux or tribune 
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71 of a palatine u n i t . Regarding their origins, most seem to have 
72 
been barbarians, usually of noble stock • 
As fa r as can be seen, the comes domesticorim had the 
status of v i r elarissimus from the reign of Constantius I I up to 
the close of the fourth century* He Is so described i n a decree 
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of 346, and an inscription of 394 . dy 415, however, he had 
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gained the t i t l e of v i r i l l u s t r i i ^ ' ^ . Undoubtedly the comitiva 
primi ordinis was automatically associated with the post throughout 
the fourth century, since he i s never referred to as tribunus* 
I d t t l e i s known concerning the privileges associated with the post, 
but a decree of 412 exempts the comes domesticorum. i n company with ^  
other high o f f i c i a l s , from the duty of providing recruits*'^^* 
M Tribunus stabuli* 
Altogether, seven tribuni stabuli are attested during 
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the fourth centtt3:y * As i n the case of the comes domesticorum. 
the post developed f3?om a supemumeraa^ praetorian tribunate created 
during the t h i r d centuxy* The case of GintOnius Sintula shows that 
not only each Augustus # but also each Caesar, had his own tribunus 
stabuli* There can be no doubt as to the importance of the poet. 
In 354 i t s holder, Agilo, i s referred to as being one of the three 
officers then regarded as controlling the destinies of the state . 
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Again, emperors very often appointed relatives to this office * I n 
the case of Valens, his appointment was evidently intended to f a c i l i t a t e 
his accession to the throne shortly afterwards* 
The tribunus stabuli had a number of important duties* 
F i r s t l y , he was the emperor's chief stablemaster, and was i n charge 
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of a l l the horses and grooms i n the imperial stable* Thus Cerialis 
i n 375 was able to postpone the cruel punishment of a negligent 
groom which Valentinian I had ordered just before his death. 
Secondly, he supervised the provision of horses for the amy, as 
i s shown by two edicts of 401^ • Thirdly, despite the fact that 
most of the edicts regarding the imperial post are addressed to the 
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praetorian prefect , one should not exclude the l ^ o t h e t i c a l 
possibility that the o f f i c i a l d i rectly responsible f o r i t s 
administration was the tribunus stabuli* Thus Oerialis i n 375 
joum^ed 100 miles i n a l i t t e r to fetch the younger Valentinian 
from a v i l l a , following the sudden death of the emperor* Again, 
i n 360 Sintula was ordered to select the best troops from Julian's 
scholae palatinae. and transport them to the east, using wagons of 
the imperial post. Finally, i t i s doubtful whether an o f f i c i a l 
could have effectively superintended the transport of the emperor's 
baggage t r a i n without also exercising control over the imperial post* 
^® tribunus stabuli was classed with the tribunes 
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commandinjg scholae palatinae * Agile, after holding this post i n 
354, went on to become tribune of the Oentiles and S c ^ t ^ i . and i n 
360 was appointed mafgistea^ pedi*!^* Stilicho's next appointment 
was that of <^ ome8 dom^stic^yum* The tribunus stabuli could be 
granted the pomitiva prtmi pydinist* but this was i n the nature of 
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a personal distinction during the fourth centuiy * I t was not 
u n t i l the f i f t h centuiy that this status became automatically 
associated with the post, and then, as Seeck points out, the rank 
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of tribune i s no longer mentioned * I n 401 the trifamua stabB^li 
held the t i t l e of v i r olariasiimis . % 415» however, i a the 
84. eastern empire hie status had been raised to that of v i r i l l t t a t r i s \ 
With r e ^ r d to hie privileges^ he vas ex^pted from the dui^ of 
providing recruits and horses^* In addition, a decree of March 
2l8t 401 mentions the custom wherehy the trihonus at^b^li was 
entitled to a aportula* or fee, of two solidi for eveiy horse 
provided for the away • 4 decree issued a few days later, however, 
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abolishes this practice • Clearly, from this fee alone the tyibun^s 
stabuli would have drawn a large income during the fourth centuxy* 
M t t l e is known concerning his of;gioiyBa. but an inscription from 
Ooneordia mentions a dttceaariust ^ rinoeps stabuli dominici^^* 
(v) Q^^, m^ -^ i^ ^^ * 
l i t t l e i s known concerning this post. In a decree 
of 413 i t i s classed with that of tribums^ ^ cholae , Only one of 
i t s holders i s lmown> namely Bumitaloa, who commanded a section of 
the usurper frocopiue^e forces* 
(vi) f3fl)3fflyS ,^c]ti9la^. 
Iftie soholae nalati^na^e are f i r s t attested in 303* but 
may well have developed f3?om units created earlier during the third 
century »^ In the Hgotitia* as court troops, they appear under the 
overall command of the magister of^i^cioram. seven being listed i n the 
east, and five i n the west, excliisive of the agentes in rebus « Uhey 
acted as a cavalry escort to each Augustus and Caesar, and most of 
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the soldiers appear to have been of barbarian origin • 
received hi#ier pay than other soldiers, and were accorded numerotis 
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othea? pxtvileg&a" » A certain proportion of the soholares were 
promoted to be officers in other tinits , and i t sterns likely that 
these h i ^ e r ranking aoholar^a are to be equated itdth tlie oandidati^* 
apHoXa was 500 strong^^, and was coBUBanded t^r a trihime* Nineteen 
of the officer© who held this post during the fourth centujy are known* 
Agilo gentiles et Soutarii 
Arinthe^xs 
Bacurius 
lainohaudea 
B^ohohaudes 
^ ^ t a r i i S a f i l t t ^ t i (?) 
" • ' Kii . 
Oassio 
Ceila 
Banielus 
liquitius 
$ c u t ^ i 
1 Scutoortim 
i^lari.QlDU3 
Hallohaudes 
Kestioa 
Roiaanus 
Soudilo 
Silvanus 
Valentiniantts i | geutario;!^ 
Vincentius * 
As one would expect > they often played an important role i n the empire's 
affairs* In Scudilo, trihune of a schola of Scutarii* was 
considered to he one of the throe officers who controlled the 
destinies of the empire at that time . In 550 Qomoarius, tyihunas 
Seutariomm. betrayed Vetranio to Constantius IX, while the desertion 
of Silvanus, ti^^^yanyi^ gfoholae Armi^arum. was an important factor 
in the latter emperor's vietoiy over Sfetgaentius at Mursa iM 551« 
finally^ i n 3H Bquitius and Valmtinian, t;r3^ bafif gcutariorum* were 
considered as possible candidates for the throne, the latter being 
eventually chosen as emperor* 
scholae normally acted as the emperor's bodyguard, 
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but they sometimes participated i n campaigns which were not led 
by him in person. Thus Gella served under Barbatio* maaister 
neditum. i n 357» and Balchobaudes took part in the campaign of 
lovinus, magister eouitum in 366. As with other field army units, 
the scholae apparently operated i n pai3?s, and thus two officers are 
frequently mentioned together. For example, Romanus and Vincentius, 
tribunes commanding scholae I and I I Scutariorum. were accused of 
treason and sentenced to exile in 366. Similarly Oassio and Bacurius, 
commanding the Scutarii and Sagittarii. together precipitated the 
Battle of Hadrianople i n 378 by rushing forward before the signal 
had been given. I t seans clear that one tribune w i l l have had 
seniority over the other. In the case of Danielus and Barzimeres, 
i t i s obvious that the former, holding the oomitiva nrimi ordinis. 
was the superior officer. Agile seems to have held the qomitiva 
primi ordinis in 360, since he was commanding the Gentiles and 
Scutarii. 
In virtue of their higher rank, tribuni scholarum 
could also exercise control over other units and their commandeafs, 
Bainobaudes and Valentinian in 357, apparently commanding vexillatlones 
palatiyiae. obeyed the instructions of Gella, tribunua Scutariorum. 
when he forbade them to intercept a band of Alamanni. Again i n 377 
Barsiimeres at Deultum in IThraoe was commanding his own unit, the 
Scutarii. together with various infantry numeri. Often tribunes 
conananding scholae were entrusted by the emperor with important tasks. 
ThviB Yalens sent Banielus and Barzimeres to recapture Papa, the 
Armenian prince who had escaped from his court. During a campaign 
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against the Alamami i n 358, Hestica was commissioned by Julian to 
capture one of the eneniy to act as a guide* In 354 Scudilo was 
sent by Oonstantius I I to v i s i t the Caesar Oallus» to persuade him 
to come to Milan* and Mallobaudes was one of three officials sent 
to interrogate the unfortunate Caesar during his imprisonment at 
Pola* 
Regarding their position in the Hangordnung, tribunes 
of this class who were not awarded the comitiva nrimi ordinia were 
considered equal i n rank to the duces^- * Very l i t t l e is known 
concexning their previous careers* However, Agile» who was tribunus 
Sentilium et Scutariorum in 360» had been tribunus stabuli in 354f 
while Valentinian se^s to have been tzdbune of a veat^latio nalatina 
prior to his appointment as tribunue scholae I I Scutariorum i n 364* 
Hore i s known about their later careers* Bacurius was f i r s t duas 
Palaestiiiae. and then comes dom^sticojpum. and Hallobaudes also 
obtained the latter post. I t is striking that five of these tribunes 
should have later gained the rank of madLstey militum* namely Agile, 
Arinthaeus^ Equitius* (k)moarius and Silvanus* Agile and Silvanus 
were promoted to the posi of ma^stey neditum without holding m 
interv^fiing grade. In addition* ISalarichus was offered the post of 
ma<ds1^ er eauitum ner Qailias 1^ JTovian, but declined to accept* As 
one would esEpeot, the names of most of these officers suggest Gerosanio 
birth* Kalarichus, l^llobaudes and Silvanus were Franks, and Agile 
and Scudilo were Alamanni* Bacurius, however* was a prince of the 
Hiberi* and Eqtdtius and Yalentinian were Pannonians* 
!£he privileges of these officers are listed i n a decree 
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Of 413 . I t shows that they had long had the rijght of adoratio 
by that date, and that t h ^ were entitled to dine at the emperor's 
table* According to the emperor's w i l l , they could be awarded the 
eomitiva primi, ordihis. and on retirement j, i f they did not obtain 
a h i ^ e r rank, would have equal status with the comites Aegvpti or 
comites diocesis Pontiofte. fhose gaining the oemitiva p r i ^ i oiediii^s 
would hold the status of v i r i clarissimi. Since the due^ only had 
the status of v i r i nerfectissimi as a 3?ule up to the end of Gonstantiua 
XI* s reign, i t seems safe to assume that tribuni scholarum who did not 
gain the c^mitivat primi ordinis w i l l also have had this status^* 
With regard to discipline, tribuni scholarum had the right to flog 
or degrade soldiers, though a decree Of 441 forbids them to punish 
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sahatores and ducenarii i n this way » 
( v i i ) fribun^s vac^f. 
fhese tribunes were staff officers serving with tiHe 
emperor or one of his generals* (Dhere is l i t t l e evidence concerning 
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t h ^ , but i t seems that they could be assigned a variel^ of duties* 
For example, i n 339 ^itlian sent Hariobaudes as an envoy to the court 
of Hortarius, a prince of the Alamanni, In order to discover the 
intentions of neighbouring tribes, which had not yet made peace* 
There are other occasions also on which officers of this categoxy 
seem to have been employed. In 339 Constantius I I sent two tribunes, 
each with an interpreter, to question the Iiimigantes as to why they 
were menacing the Fannonian frontier'^^^. In the same year certain 
t^bmai and protector;es were sent to supervise the fortification*«f* 
of the Euphrates limes, i n view of the impending Persian attaok'^^^* 
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Ten tribuni and nrotectores domestioi accompanied Ursicinus, ma^ster 
equitum, on his dangerous mission to isuppress the revolt of Silvanus 
in 355 • IJhese tribunes were presumably also vacantes> I t is 
worth noting that* apart from Ammienus and Verinianus* a l l were 
relatives or close friends of tJrsicinus. Two references in the 
Augustan History suggest that certain generals maintained too many 
104 
staff tribunes * At the same time, they could be appointed to 
command troops. Thus Vegetius states that i n battle reserves of 
picked soldiers stationed in the rear were commanded "by vicarii 
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comites and tribuni yaeantes . 
An edict of 397 shows that the tribuni vacantes at 
court occupied an intexmediate position between those officials with 
definite posts, and those not present at court, whose insignia were 
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forwarded to them * 1^ this date they seem to have gained the 
comitiva nrimi ordinis automatically, and a law of 412 states that, 
performing approved tasks* they had precedence over those who gained 
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this distinction by bribery or favouritism • L i t t l e i s known 
about their earlier careers and origins, except that Bferinus had held 
the post of campidoctor. and that Hai^obaudes seems to have been of 
Alamannic stock. 
( v i i i ) Tribunes commanding f i e l d army units. 
Field army tribunes can be divided into two main 
categories, f i r s t l y those commanding nalatini. and secondly those i n 
charge of cpmitatenses. As has been shown* the t^alatini* who are 
f i r s t attested i n 324* were probably in existence at an earlier date. 
They evidently replaced, the praetorian guard, which was reduced i n 
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ttumbers by Diocletian, and finally abolished by Constantino in 312* 
In that they replaced the praetorians, one would imagine that they 
were always coimnanded by tribuni. I t seems certain that they 
received higher pay and more privileges that the comitatenses. The 
palatine units are listed f i r s t i n the Hotitia. and the vast majority 
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appear under the command of the magistri praesentales . The 
palatini are themselves divided into three groups, namely the 
vexillationes. legiones and auxilia. The following tribunes 
commanding palatine troops are attested during this period. 
Yexillationes Palatinae 
Bainobaudes Qomuti 
Menelaos Qomites Sagittarii Arm^i 
Valentinianus Comuti 
Anon, VI 37279 Bcuites Promoti 
Avenue (?) Tungrecani Seniores 
Berdio i Q T i ^ ^ i ,^ 9n^ f>ye|^  
Heraclius " " 
lulianus ^ 
Macrobius — 
Magnentius loviani et Herculiani Senior^s 
llaximus —. 
Flavius Memorius lanoiarii Seniores 
Severianus B^ vi'^ tenses et Tungrecani Seniore^ 
Varronianus lovia^i 
Atyili^Pal^tina 
Xustinus Valentinianenses 
Libino qe^^^ ^ t jf^tul^^es Se^qyes 
Flavius Harcaridus l o v i i luniores 
Varius 4uxi:^iarei? Con^t^mffi 
Anon, m mix 2 9 AgSS^ 
The comitatenses are divided into two sections, 
vexillationes and legiones* discounting the pseudocQm3,^ tenses, who 
were commanded by pi^epositi. as has already been noted. Oomitatensian 
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units were also commanded by pyaeneait^ during the early fourth 
century* but the example of Borotheus shows that officers commanding 
comitatenaes had obtained the status of tribune Isy 359• In fact 
they probably obtained this status much earlier. The following 
tribunes commanding comitatensian units are attested during the 
fourth centttiy. 
Vexillationes Gomitatenses 
Curandius Bauites IV Sagittarii 
Borotheus Bauites Ca;bafractarii 
Innocentius *• » 
Vahalus Bq^ites IX Palmate? 
Anon* M 18 Bjguites I I I Ba3,iqat^ e 
I^e^ofi^s,Oop>i,t^tense^ 
Flavins Gaiolus V Hacedonic^ 
mcius Severlnus ^eg^idanj I t ^ ^ c i s n i 
Vetranio ^aaani 
Anon* ^  XXIX 5 20 Gonstantiani 
Each individual numerua. whether of palatini or of 
comitatenses. seems to have been 500 strong, and commanded by i t s 
own tribune; but the f i e l d army units listed i n the Notitia seem to 
to be grouped i n pairs, and Ammianus frequently mentions paired 
t no 
detachments * I t seems that one officer w i l l have had overall 
command of both units, and i n such eases, as far as palatini are 
concerned at any rate, he held the coniitiya nrimi ordinis. This is 
shown in the case of Mbino, Magnentius and Severianus* 
lAttle is known concerning the careers of f i e l d army 
tribunes. The majority apparently rose from the ranks"^^^* Sons 
of officers* as i n the ease of Fotentius and Valentinian, presumably 
f i r s t passed through the grade of nrotectpr dgmestic^a. Others were 
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commissioned as tribtmi on entering the army. Thus Pusaeue, the 
commander of the Persian garrison at Anatha, who surrendered to 
Julian in 363» was appointed to this rank. Similarly, Bitheridus, 
Fraomarius and Hortarius, princes of the Alamanni who surrendered 
to Valentinian i n 372, were also commissioned as tribunes* Those 
who rose from the ranks obtained the status of protector before 
being appointed to command units^^^. Most officers seem to have 
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gained the rank of tribune in their late thirties or early forties * 
Flavius Memorius, however, whose career was rather slow at f i r s t , did 
not become tribyius Itanciariorum Seniorum before the age of fifly-two* 
He held this post for three years, and Valentinian was tribune of the 
Oomuti for at least four years. Regarding their later careers, 
Gratian, Flavius Memorius and Pusaeus became militaiy governors of 
provinces. Valentinian was appointed tribmius scholae I I Soutariorum. 
and Varsfonianus obtained the rank of comes d^mestioo;rQm. 
A tribune was expected to set an example to his men, 
so that they would be led to emulate his dexterity as a fighter and 
bravery on the battlefield . Ability as an archer (of* Menelaos) 
or physical strength (cf. Gratian) were attributes which won a fourth 
century officer the respect of his troops* Bravery in battle was a 
sure way to win promotion, as is shown by the careers of Arinthaeus 
and Nevitta, though one wonders whether too high a premium was not 
placed on daring, i n view of the rashness of some officers and 
generals^*^^* A striking feat of arms, such as that of Aliso, might 
even win pardon for an officer who had supported a usurper. Cowardice, 
on the other hand, was unforgiveable. Thus on several occasions 
during his Persian campaign Julian cashiered tribunes who fled from 
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the battlefield '^i and ISieodosius, while campaigning in Africa 
i n 373» ordered the execution pf Purandius, on the grotinds that 
he was reluctant to fight against the rebels himself , and had not 
encou3:^ged his men to do so either* 
Tribunes were also responsible for the maintenance 
of discipline within their units* Vegetius states that a good 
officer w i l l ensure that his men perform their exercises with 
dexterity, seeing that their uniforms are neat and clean, and their 
arms polished and in good order * An edict of 334 shows that i t 
was the duty of the tribune to see that his troops rasained with 
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their standards, and did hot wander through private landholdings * 
Vegetius shows that tribunes were expected to see that their troops 
kept together while on the march, and to tay to prevent circumstances 
arising which might lead to mutiny . The tribune was held 
responsible for the actions of his tirbop^* Axk officer whose men 
^bbetted a pHnce of the Alamanni would have been condemned to 
death by the reafi^ster eouitum* lovinus, in thai this action had been 
t a k ^ without prior consultation of a higher authority* XiUdkily fot 
the tribune concerned, there was convincing evidence that his troops 
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had got out of hand * In fact i t was not an easy task to maintain 
discipline during this period* For instance during the siege of 
Amida the Ma^entiacj. and Beeentiaci demanded a sally, and threatened 
to k i l l their tri.buni and primi ordinea when they tried to prevent 
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this rash action* Eventually the troops had their way* Presumably, 
like the commanders of scholae palatinae a l l f i e l d aimy tribunes had 
the power to flog or degrade soldiers* 
With regard to recruitment* a law of 325 shows that 
duces commanding auxiliary c^ unei received licences to admit recruits* 
provided that the provincial govexnor was f i r s t informed* and sent 
121 
a reply stating whether the reciuit was a decurion • An edict 
of 386 orders duces * isribuni and nraepos^ti to see that persons who 
are decurions by birth, and have enlisted, should return to their 
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town councils • Apparently many soldiers often led away with 
t h ^ men of freebom condition, pretending that they were near 
kinsmen or camp followers. In 367 i t was decreed that the soldiers 
in question were to hand them over to their t3*ibuni or nraenositi* 
They i n turn were to send them to their magistri militum. in order 
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to provide more recruits for the army Tribunes were sometimes 
appointed to search for brigands and deserters, thou^ i t may be 
that these officers were ti^bua^i vaoantes. rather than commanders 
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of units • Finally* the tribune saw that his men received their 
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daily rations from the hprrea . For example, hay was supplied to 
126 
the commanders of a l l niimeyi. v^xillationes and soholae * 
In connection with this du^* the tribunes gained 
several privileges. Thus any surplus annoiiae became the property 
of the officer concerned, thou#i he was expected to sell them at the 
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noimal market padce • Again* ta^buni. like duce^. were allowed to 
retain a certain proportion of the annonae allotted to the troops 
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serving under them * A law of 443 fixes this proportion at one 
12Q 
twelfth for praenositi commanding liinitanei ^. In addition* tribuni 
nraenositi were exempted from the need to furnish recruits ^ » 
With regard to the imperial post* tribuni militum were allowed the 
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use of three posthorses, one less than the comites. but one more 
131 
than the protectores domestici . Other r i ^ t s are mentioned 
by AimBianus* For instance, on the death of Julian in 363* the 
132 • 
generals and tribunes met to select his successor . In 361 
some distinguished retired tribunes were among those chosen to 
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greet Constantius I I when he returned to Antioch from Hesopotamia • 
In the same year, the tribunes of the loviani and Herculiaa^. legiones 
palatinae. were present at the t r i a l of some of Constantius's old 
1*54 
officials, who had offended the army • On campaign* pack animals 
carried a large quantity of food reserved for tribun|i. and during 
Julian's Fersian campaign some of this was distributed to the soldiers 
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when provisions became scarce . As has been mentioned, officers 
commanding a pair of palatine units seem to have been granted the 
comitiva primi ordinis. and thus would have the status of v i r i 
c l a r i s s i ^ . The status of the normal fi e l d army tribune after the 
reign of Constantino was probably that of v i r p^rfectissimus. I t i s 
evident that a number of people tried to claim the privileges of a 
fie l d army officer. A decree of 369 mphasises that praepositi i n 
charge of legions, cohorts* fajbricae. classes or Laeti are not entitled 
to the same privileges as those who have served i n the f i e l d airay or 
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the palace • A later edict draws a distinction between those who 
reach the rank of tribune or praepO|9itue by the normal system of 
promotion* and those who gain i t by patronage. Only the former were 
137 
to obtain the privileges associated with the rank '^'^  
However, i t seems that field axmy officers frequently 
abused, their privileges. Libanius complains of tribunes who continue 
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to draw annonae for soldiers who are dead, but whose names are 
138 
s t i l l on the regimental r o l l * Again, edicts show that some 
tribuni and praepositi used to demand extra annonae* These were 
then re-sold at a profit to the provincials, or alternatively l e f t 
to rot in the granaries. A law of 325 prescribes heavy penalties 
for this offence* A co^es. tribut^us or praepositus who charged 
more than the customary market price when selling surplus rations 
139 
to provincials was liable to lose his rank and property * However, 
the situation was no better at the close of the f i f t h centujy, since 
a decree of Anastasius states that tribymi. y i c a i l i or other officers 
who break the law regarding the distribution of the afmona w i l l be 
sentenced to death*^^^* In order to ease the burden of the provincials 
s t i l l more, i t was made illegal for officers to permit their soldiers 
to d^ aand mattresses, wood or o i l from the people with whom they were 
billetted, and severepenalties were prescribed for those who failed 
141 
to observe this regulation « Some officers seem to have been 
demanding that the municipal councils should heat private baths for 
their use* However, a decree of 406 makes i t clear that this privilege 
142 
was confined to mag^stri militum and v i r i ill]uatrea oomites * An 
edict issued in 412 shows that the tribunes appointed to search for 
brigands and deserters in Africa had themselves caused so ntuoh 
destruction that in future no more were to be appointed^^'. Ti^ibuni 
praepQsiti were not allowed to grant their troops leave of absence, 
and were liable to a fine of 5 lb. of gold for each soldier i f such a 
144 
breach of regulations was discovered . Tribuni or vicarii who 
ordered the execution of persons who should have been tried In court 
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were themselves liable to the death penaHgr"^ ^^ . 
(ix) Tribuni ogmman^ in^  static frontier units. 
Tribunes of this type can be divided into two main 
categories, depending on whether they command niameri or cohorts* 
With regard to the former* dtiring the principate units of barbarian 
tribesmen settled on the frontier were termed numeri. Buring the 
fourth century* nume;>!iAs is employed as a general tern to denote 
f i e l d &my units. However, the old type of numerus apparently 
continued to exist throughout this period. The Hotitia l i s t s two 
146 
of them, one in Raetia, and the other in Britain ^  . In addition* 
inscriptions from Tripolitania* dating to the fourth century or 
later, give the names of six tribunes commanding n;umer3.. 
Flavins Isiguar Flavius Masinthan 
Macarcum lulius Nasif 
Masigama Fla-vius Saicham 
The men under their command acted as a static frontier militia* and 
were no doubt settled on the frontier and given land to cultivate in 
return for defending the area against the attacks of nomad tribesmen* 
As has been shown in the previous chapter* the pr^QPOsa^tufB 3 . ^ t i s 
would exercise control over the centenaria within his sector of the 
frontier. The names of the above officers show that they were 
147 
native Idbyans '. 
Officers commanding cohorts are frequently listed i n 
148 
Hotitia. and i t is striking that they are a l l termed tribuni ^* 
tAQ 
The same is true of edicts . Buring the principate, prefects of 
cohorts were occasionally granted brevet tribunates, thereby 
150 
upgrading than to the second m i l i t i a . % the fourth century* 
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this had evid^tly become standard practice* Only three commanders 
of cohorts are attested during this period* 
Castorion IV Kumidarum Egypt 
Salvitius " " 
Flavius Iwcianus — Arabia 
I t seems safe to assume that, like Salvitius, a l l such officers had 
the status of ex protectoribu^. having previously served in the fi e l d 
asway* This f i t s i n with Vegetius *s statement that tribunes commanding 
units listed on the minus laterculum were appointed according to length 
151 
of service * Those holding the rank of tribunus cohoa^tis were ipso 
facto praeposit;! oastrorum. and the duties of the latter have already 
been outlined i n the previous chapter. In addition, a law of 323 
stresses that tribyini coho3?tium* in company with praepositi and 
decurions are not to grant leave of absence to any of their troops* 
Failure to observe this regulation in peacetime was to be punished 
by deportation and confiscation of property, but i f i t occurred 
dur3.ng a barbarian invasion, the penalty was death • 
(x) Miscellaneous tribuni* 
A law of 369 shows that by this date the tribunate 
could be conferred on praepositi i n charge of legionary detachments > 
or cohorts"^^^* The same edict, however, makes i t clear that these 
officers were not entitled to the same privileges as tribunes who had 
1(54, 
served in the fi e l d army* Ammianus mentions three tribuni fabrioarum^ i 
In addition, the Hotitia l i s t s a tribunus gentis Marcomannorum i n 
155 
Paaanonia prima, and a tribunus gentis per Baet^as deputatae • • 
Praefecti gentium are attested in Africa and on the Euphrates frontier 
during the principate * Perhaps these two officials had been 
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upgraded to the tribunate* Van Berchem has put forward the 
attractive theoiy that the f i r s t such tribune in Pannonia Prima 
was Attalus, a Harcomannic prince, whose people were settled by 
1*57 
Oallienus i n part of this province * The Hotitia also l i s t s a 
tribunus Militum Nerviorum in Belgica Secunda ^  •» Units of Mi^tes 
often appear in the l o t i t i a as garrisoned along the Danube, Rhine and 
the Saxon Shore* formally their commanders are termed pra^fecti^^^* 
Evidently they were mobile troops, which could be drafted into the 
f i e l d army. This officer could also have been upgraded to the rank 
of tribune, though the reason for this is uncertain* 
(xi) Vicarius tribuni* 
The vicarius tribuni acted as deputy commander of a 
unit, and i t is evident that the post is to be equated with that of 
160 
primicerius * Only two vica r i i are attested during this period, 
namely Arinthaeus and Viatorinus. The latter holds the status of 
protector* Orosse has pointed out that the tribune of one unit i n 
161 
a pair could be vicarius of the other « He also shows that the 
same officer could act as vicarius for both units in a pair • 
^® ^o&^i w i l l normally have f u l f i l l e d the same functions as the 
tribunes, and hence the two are classed together in edicts and in 
163 
the writings of Vegetius • • In addition, like the tribuni vaoantes* 
they were sometimes put i n charge of a picked f os^ ce acting as a 
164 
reserve during a battle * 
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fhe names of seven persons tdth this status are 
knownj-
Amphiloohius 
FXavius Bulicus 
Perdio 
l'Xa^ dus Florisaus 
*• Heliodorus 
** Maroarius 
'* Syrus 
A l l had presuaialbly served as tribmes i n the f i e l d arffly* though 
this may not necessarily be true i n every ease, since apparently 
some people tried to gain the status in order to claim the associated 
privileges*^^^* I t i s perhaps worth noting that Plorianus and Derdio 
had served for 39 and 40 years respectively. This seems to indicate 
that f i e l d army tribunes tended to retire when aged about 60^ 
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[Naaes are listed in alphabetical order of coigni^ tftiT^ flj 
Flavius Abiimaeus 
Aelianus 
Aelius Aelianus 
Aelius Aelianus 
Agrioola 
Albinus 
Antoninus 
Aquilinue 
Plavius Aurelius 
Aurelius Baia 
Floriu8 Baudio 
Harctts Bitianus 
Caesius 
Flavius Ooncordius 
Conon 
T# Flavius Oonstans 
Flavius Valerius Constantius 
Galerius Valerius Haximinus 
Flavius Balmatius 
Bionysius 
AS XVIH 9 5J Xn 9 2 
111 3529; m Um 
M 9478 
XII 5585 
V 1796 
Ajl XVIII 5 I , etc, 
X* OssLs X 1253 
V 6226 
Sohriftt. 2. a i t , Lat. Paiaogr> 21 
I I I 14165' 
Sohriftt. 8. a i t , Lat, Paiaogr, 21 
^ohr^ftt, a i t , Lat. P^%fflr, 21 
I I I 14412 
M XIX 9 2 
M 9204; VI 32011 
3,9hylftt, z, a;i,t, Ut^ Palflofff^. 21 
XIH 8291 
Anon, Vales. I , 1-2, 
Lactant. De. Mort, Pers, XVIII 
I I I 4185 
P, Princeton I I I 119 
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Claudius Bioi^sius 
Bonatus M 1956 251 
Bareter VI 32939 
Flavius Fandigilus V 8747 
Aurelius Faustus IW 4002 
Aurelius Firminus I I I 104Q6 
Firmus Symmach. i n 67. 
Frontinus M 2783 
Flaviufir Gabso XIII 3681 
Flavius daudentius VI 3294G 
GsE^ tianus i n 12900 
Gratianus MXXX 7 2 
Eariulfus XIII 3682 
Heraelius M 1903 357 
Hereulanus M XI? 10 2 
Claudius Hereulanus I i a 2775 
iaoobus AM XVIII 9 2 
lohannes AB 1938 I I 
Flavius Xovianus XXI 16 20; XXV 5 4 
lovinue i£ 1891 105 
Flavius I ^ l u s M 1950 253 
Flavius lulianus I I I 8741 
M* Aurelius Xulius i l l 7440 
Acesonius Kalandinus I I I 10509 
Leontius Julian. B^ . 22 
Leucadius AB 1938 30 
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Idcinianus 
Maienius 
Maoarius (?) 
Haoedonius 
Flavius Hagnus Hagnentius 
Flavius Magnianus 
Ammianus Mareellinus 
Olementius Valerius Marcellinus 
Hareellus 
Maroianus 
Hareus 
Flavius Harcus 
Flavius Partialis 
Hartinlanus 
Masaucio 
Maacentius 
H* Aurelius Haximianus 
Hlpius Maximimis 
Flavius Memorius 
Pianos lluciaims 
Sennius Patexnua (?} 
Perula 
Flavius Pomentius 
H« Aurelius Processaiius 
Valerius Pi^olianus 
Valerius Pusintulus 
4S 1939 45 
ffi 1937 96 
?.t Sen* H 45 =L Mitt. Wilck. I I I 464 
VI 32944 
i^, X I I I 6 p 11 13 A, etc* 
I I I 8742 
m XIX 8 65 XIV 9 I , etc, 
M545; M ^ 9 J 610; 621. 
AM XXVI 10 I ; Zgg.. IV 6 4. 
SyiBiBach, Rel. XLI I & 6 
P, Aberdeen 21 
M 2783 
I I I 14594 
V 6244 
^ XXVI 5 14 
m 2783 
XI 835 
i i 1919 74 
IIS 2788 
M 9479 
V 5833 
M 2783 
m 4186 
l i s 2778 
M 1946 127 
I I I 3335 
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Aurelius Eomanus XII 2576 
Superinius Homanus XIII 8273 
Sabinianus 1910 171 
Aurelius Sabinianas I I I 8571 
Sabinas V 8282 
Salvitius *^ fhead* 4 
Flavius Sanotus m 9205 
Servantus P. Ofv. I 43 Recto, col. IV 
Superianus M 2783 
Taurisous IsJaSL' X 1253 
Terentius P. Qjor. I 43 Recto, col. IV 
feutomeres M XV 3 10; I I | Uban* Bp. 1288 
Theodorus %iffimach. R^l. XXXII I . 
^eodorus P. JliBh. I I 137 
Valerius IHhiumpo pB 2781 
Aelius Titus JJg 2760a 
Ursinus l i s 2783 
Flavius Valens ^ 14 I, etc. 
Valerius Valens I S 2776 
Valentinianus Smiaoh* I I 74 
Valentinus j j l XVIII 3 5 
Valerianus ^ XXVII 10 16 
K# Aurelius Valerius m 5695, cf. I l l p 2328^^^ 
Verianus VI 2855 - 32610 
Verinianus H XV 5 22j XVIII 8 I I 
Fl^vius Viator VI 1595 
Viatorinus tlB 2784 
Aurelius Victor H I 14165^ 
Aurelius Victor AB 1920 108; VI 1106; I I I 7596 
Vinoentius H 1948 136 
Valerius Vincentius IL8 2779 
Vitalianus M 10 9; 203, I^r 34 1 
Vitalianus M 546, of, i n p 2328^ ®^  
Iif Petrotiius !0aurus Volusianus ILS 1332 
Anon I I I 3126, cf, p 2172 I I I 10125 
Anon I I I 10488 
Anon VI 32945 
Anon VI 32947 
Anon ICR 111 10 
Anon i l 1924 131 
Anon 1954 135 
Anon Sairuaelbach V 7624 
Flavius Abinnaeus 
Flavius Abraam 
Aelianus 
Alaesianus 
Ii« lulius Oapito Alaris 
it* Flavius Aper 
Bonio 
Bonitus 
01pius Candidtis 
Castinus 
Oastorion 
Valerius Statilius Gastus 
Olaudianus 
Aelius Olaudianus 
Oolluthus 
Flavius Concordius 
7» Flavius Oonstans 
Aurelius Crescentio 
Flavit^ Balmatius 
Dinitius 
Dominue 
Flavius Bragilis 
Felix 
M* Aurelius Fidelis 
Ti Til T n_ iiiiu_ AbiVm. I ek. 
P. 0rfin. 10, 1. 26 
XVIII 9 3, etc. 
P. Caire Preia. 39, Is. 1-^  
VIII 9025 
M 1936 531 54; 57, etc. 
M 1934 1840 
M 1910 90 
V 7405 
P» t.ond. I I 411, Is* 18-.23 = £ aiiniL. ^ « 
P. fhead. 48, Is. 4-11 
m I I I 481 ^  m 8870 
IsJt e * 1 43 Recto col. IV, 1. I 
VI 52987 
P* tond. I I 403, Is. 1-6 = t&hilHh^^ 
XI 6222 y 9204 
VI 3555 
I I I 12377 
I I I 13810 
??ty ,Jalye(^l|. YI, 1903, | ^ « , col. 52, 
ns. 65 & 66 
P* 0«y> 1 43 Recto col. I l l , Is, 29-31 
i l l 15172 b 
J§i IX 1077, Is. I - I I 
I I I 3523 
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Ii« Ronianius Fortis 
Anastasius Fortunatus 
Foscanus 
Arrius Germanus 
Ooutha 
SeiKtus Axnius Gratus 
Heraclius 
lanuarius 
lanuarius (?) 
Valerius In^uus 
Flavius lovinus 
Italicus 
lulianus 
Flavius lulianus 
Aeisilius Iimeus 
iustinianus 
Varius Karus 
Flavius Ii*«p«chem 
Olodius Largas 
Aemilius Leo 
Leontius 
Lueianus 
Flavius Iiuoianus 
Flavius Luppio 
Hacroblus 
XI 140 
Acta 8. Mreelli ^  Huinai'>t. pp 302-4 
H I 3653 - M 775 
X1778 
M 1911 244 
VI 32997 
VI 32969 a & b 
I I I 13814 a & b 
I I I 70-2 
IsJsXt 1 43 Recto col. I I I , Is, 24-8 
M 1942-3 81 
I I I 3370 - m 27^ 
fistt Jahyesh, VI, 1903, Beibl,, col, 56, 
n, 82 
>^ Oacv* I 43 Recto col, V, Is, 9*15 -
I I I 8741 
VI 32995 
VH 268 
VI 32995 
P*, Gyc^ n, 10, 1, 28 
VIII 9755 
IX 3921 
I I I 5670 a - I i a 774. 
g> Oaar* I 43 Recto col, I I , Is, 12-13 
& 1959 196 
V 4370 
P, Grenf, & ffimt I I 7A 
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Q. Oargilius Partialis 
Flavius Kartidius 
Flavius Hartinus 
Agileius Hodestus 
Hucatra 
Hucianua 
Planus l^cianus 
Kuoinianus 
Flavius Nuvel 
Olympus 
Petronius 
Frobianus 
Valerius Claudius Quintus 
Flavius Romulianus 
M. Aurelius Rufinus 
Salvitius 
Valerius Sambarra 
Flavius Senilis 
Severianus 
Severinus 
Sertorius Silanus 
C. Rufius Synforianus 
tara 
A| 1910 91 
VIII 9047 • M 2767; V I I I 20751 
M 1891 103 
AB 1931 82 
IX 3921 
I I I 6325^ r 8275"^  a b 
P* Qxv. I 43 Recto col* I I , Is, 9-11 
l i s 9479, etc. 
P* Oanr. I 43 Recto col. I , Is. 24-6, etc. 
VIII 9255 
P* Q«r. I 43 Recto col. I I , Is. 14-16 
XXVI 6 7, etc. 
I l l 10686 
I I I 4855 - IIS 2772 
111 14406 a 
V 8662 
V 4320 
!• Qms 11 62, Is, 1-2 =1 f fliioih 
I . Thead. 4, Is. 1-5 
I I I 5565, cf. ad. 11771 - IIS 664 
VII 137 
P. Oyy. X 1261, Is. 7-9 
I I I 14184^ 
XI 9 - IIS 699 
M 1934 193 
I I I 1700^, etc. 
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Taurus 
l^erentianus 
Flavius Traianus 
Aurelius tJranius 
tJrsicinus 
Vai^s 
Aurelius Valens 
Flavius Valens 
Valerianus 
Valerius 
Veracus 
Viator 
Viotorlnus 
Victorinus 
Aurelius Vineentius 
Vitalianus 
Flavius Ziperga 
m U 1077, Is, I - I I 
P j , ^ ^ , I 43 Recto col, V, Is, 1 ^ 
M 1909 108 
£ u M . 49 =. £ Ah\nn. Si 
1X1 6159- 7494 - M 770 
M 1903 300, etc, 
JB 1935 171 
I I I 410 
i;» Oxv* i 43 Recto col, V, Is, 16-22 
VIII 8490 -11^2794 
4^1903 297 
J I IX 9 19 
8882, etc. 
ast, Jfthy^sh, VI, 1903, Beibl,, col, 54» 
n, 74 
XI 1016 
I I I 3228, cf. ad p 2328*"" - I f f i 546 
m 1891 102 
,182 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
V8721 
XI I I 11538 
l i t 8940 
H 1951 196 a 
£ 0 * * 142i 1. 16 
J f f i l 21 col, 2, 1, 19 
Jg[ t 21 col, 3, Is, 12-14 
^XXIX 3 4 
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Abdigildus 41 XVIII 6 12 
Addeus a VI 24 5 etc. 
Agilo M^lVlOSete. 
Aiadalthes 
Aliso XXVI 8 9; 10 
Amphilochiud M XXI 6 2; 3 
Antonius AH XXVI 5 10 
Arcadius Igs. I I 51 4 
Arintheus M XV 4 10 etc. 
Averus (?) XIII 5190 
Bacurius JH XXXI 12 16 etc. 
Bainobaudes AM XIV I I 14 
Bainobaudes M XVI I I 6; 9; XVI 12 63 
Balchobaudes AM XXVII 2 6 
Bappo i i XV 4 10 
Barbatio |K XIV 11 19-24 etc. 
Barchalba m XXVI 9 8; 10 
Barzimeres M XXX I I I etc. 
Bellovaedius AM XXV 7 13 
Bitheridus XXIX 4 7 
Flavius Bullous VI 31979 
Calls I I I 3766 a - c - 10680 a; 10680 b 
Cassio m XXXI 12 16 
Cella M XVI I I 6; 7; 16 
Cerealis jM| XXX 5 19 
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Claudius 
Oonstantianus 
Flavius Valerius Constantinus 
Constantius 
Flavius Valerius Constantius 
Ourandius 
Bagalaifus 
Galerius Valerius Maxii&inus Baia 
Banlelus 
Berdip 
Valerius Biocles 
Borotheus 
Bpigonus 
Equitius 
Ejccubitor 
Flavius Florianus 
Fraomarius 
Flavius Gaiolus 
Gerontius 
Gomoarius 
Gratianus 
Bariobaudes 
Flavius Hellodorus 
Heraclius 
Hortarlus 
J [ XXK 3 7 
m^min 2 10 
Lact. Be. Mort, Pers, XVIII etc, 
AM XXV 9 12; Mban, En. 803 
itoon Vales.. Pars I 1-2 etc* 
^ XXIX 5 20; 24 
M XXI 8 1 
Lact. Be. Mort, Pers. XIX 
AM XXX 1 11-17 
V 6 2 1 3 - M 2789 
Vict, Oaes, XXXIX 1 etc, 
m 1 516 
mxm 18; XIV 9 4 
m XXVI 1 4 
lAban, Or. XI 159; XIX 45; XX 18 
M XIV 7 18; XIV 9 4 
iaXX4 21 
XIII 1855 
AM XXIX 4 7 
Schriftt. z. a i t . Lat. Paiaogr. 21 
XIII 3680 
M XXI 8 1 
A|LXXX 7 2-3 
AM XVIII 2 2; 7 
P* Gron. 10 
greff. Tur, I I 8 
XXIX 4 7 
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Innocentius M ^ 1 12 63 
Flavius IsiguarJ 886 k 
lulianus XXV 6 3 etc. 
lustinus IIS 9481 
lustus VI 1110 
Laipso M XVI 12 63 
Iianiogaisus ^ 3CV 5 16 
I^atinus ^ XIV 10 8; I I 48 5 
LaJMs Pi Flor. I 36 
Ubino u r n 3 2^3 
Licinianus IX 2111 
Flavius Iiucianus Ag 1959 196 
iiuoillianus ffi XIV 11 14 etc. 
Lupicinus I I I 3767 - 10681 a - e 
Macarcum S l ^ ^ ^  
Flavius Macarius P, Gron. 10 
AKXXV 1 2 
Macrobius M3CXV^3 
Flavius Mactans I I I "^^Q 10682 
Flavius Magnus Magnentius ZoniE^ r. X l I I 6 p 11 13 A etc. 
^ XXIV 4 23; I I I 22 4 
Malarichus JM XXV 5 6-7 etc. 
Mallobaudes mXVT I I 21; XV 5 6; XXXI 10 6 - 7 
Manadus Jgg., I I 50 2 
Flavius Marcaridus V 8753 
MarcellianUs 2os. I I 9 3 
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Haroellinus 
Harcellus 
Mardanus 
Marinus 
l^ sigaiaa 
Flavius Masinthan 
Maurieius 
Flavius Memorius 
Memoridus 
fraianus Mucianus 
iullus Hasif 
Hestica 
Nevitta 
Kumerlus 
Potentius 
Pusaeus 
Eiehomeres 
RoBtanus 
tetitalca 
Aurelius Sabinianus 
Passlo Bonati et Advocati (of, ^ 
3t, pc^tati]^, edit, Bupin, p,19l) 
^1 9 3 
m 6159 - 7494 -M 770 
J [ XV 3 10 - 11; Julian. Ad Athen, 
273 d 
m 886 d 
tm 886 .1 
AM 3DCV 8 7; MJ> H I 53 1 
^ XXV 6 3; Zog,^  111 50 4 
gttseb,. Mart, , Pal, IX 
XII 673 - ILS 2788 
AgOT^8 8 - 9; XXV 10 6 
las,. I I 51 4; I I 52 1 - 2 
M 9479-Ml 1496 
^XXV7 13 
^ XVil 10 5 
Wni 6 3» etc, 
^ X X I 112; XXI 12 19; 20 
JMXX IX 2 17 
^XXXI 13 18 
H XXIV 19; Zos, I I I 14 4 
M XXI 7 4 f f , etc, 
J I X X I I I I 2 
Ui mi 8 1 
111 8571 
Flavius Saicham 
aallustius 
Scudilo 
Seniauehus 
Serenianus 
Severianus 
Haeius Severinus 
Silvanus 
Gintonius Sintula 
Sol 
Flavitts Stilicho 
Fiavius %rus 
Ter^tianus 
Flavius Valens 
Flavius Valentinianus 
Valentinus 
Valentinue 
Valerianus 
Varius 
Varronianus 
Vetranio 
Viatorinus 
AB 1951 I I - IRg 886 a 
a XXIX 3 7 
22g.* I I 50 2; XIV 10 8; XIV I I 
I I j 24 
XV 4 10; XXV 10 6? 7 
S^ mi 5 3, etc, 
J£XXVII I 2; 4; £1^ 7 1^51 
VIII 50 19 
XII 1356 
a v I 24 2 - 3 
M XV 5 33, etc. 
^ XX 4 3, etc* 
111 10684 a; o 
jgg. 1277; 1278, etc* 
,P., .arc>n. 10 
I I I 10683 as b 
V 304 
I I I 8 8 - M 773 
^ XXVI 4 2, etc. 
^ XVI I I 6-7, etc, 
M 1953 8 a; b 
XVIII 3 5 
4£XXXI13 18 
M 1 316 
4i XXV 5 4, etc* 
J! XXV I 19, etc* 
X m 8274 - tip 2784 
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Vletor 
H» Fiavonius Victorinus 
Vincentius 
Vincentius 
L» Petronius a'aurus Volusianus 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
Anon 
^ W . 7 1 3 
X i n 367? zM 563 
^ XXil I I 2 
A^XXIX 5 19 
XI 1836 - ILS 1332 
i l l 3126 
VI 1110 
VI 37279 - IIS 9212 
XIII 8740 -Jg£ 790 - M 1953 271 
AMXV 5 9 
Jg m 12 39 
a XVI 12 63 
IJIXXIV3 1 
J§ XXIV 5 8 
J i B V 18 
^ XXV I 9 
m m i 13 
m XXVII 2 9 
JIXXIX5 20 
^ X X X 1 7 
g^lpioiu^ Severus, Vlt,, Sjft Martin, I I 
Corp. SoriDt, Bed, Lat, I , pp 111-12 
P}m^,* 'De poMflrMh 1 55*46 
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Oallistus 
He3n>des 
Martimis 
Aurelius Seyezus 
lu l i u s Spectatosi 
Flaviue V i t a l l s 
Talens 
Voteporix 
Sooyat. I l l 21 14? Liban. BP. 1233 
I I I 6439 
a I 1481 
ILS 2782 
M3L897 94 
Ifa 2208 
XIII 7535a 
XI 830 
VI 32946 
m IX 1030 
Anoxi 
Anon 
Jg n i l 218 
Glaanlk XXXn. 1927, iy260 
-152-
wmmh OR mmcTm FRAEPQSI'^ T 
Aurelitus Cerviams 
Xiatirentitts 
C « XuXius Maxitmis 
BB^. dust cover 
XT 285 
vm 9790 - I l g 3251 
VtXi 9791 
XI 3104-Sa 2765 
jRflfcimK 10, Is. 9-IS 
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mmmrL on REJECTED mmm 
Aeliaii is M XVII I 9 3 
Aligi ld t is ^ XXI 15 4; XXII 2 1 
Arb l t i o toa* TO 35 16 
Asclepiodotus AgL XV 6 4 
Fxtiaeatims Acta S» B a s i l i l 
Flavins Qemellus S 1902 155 
Osrontlus M XIV 5 1 
Gerontius 208^  XV 40 1 - 6 
Xxomo M3SXI12 3 
Ltttto ^ X V 6 4 
Kaudio iHXV 6 4 
Salonius $9auricas M 1909 51 
l ibe ra l in ius Probiims Xin 8267S» 
Satimiixms vm 9255 
^ l a s s i u s Z08# I I 48 5 
Theolaiphus XXI 15 4 
Flavius Ursacius VI 1156 -1^722 
Ursiciims 2 V I I 4 12 
ValericHdus A£ 1903 302 
0* Fe t i l ius Venustos V 748 - l l f 4871r etc. 
Verissimas M, XVI 6 1; 3 
Flavius Victoriims V 1658 
